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Modern day technology uses discrete optical components including laser diodes and
integrated electronic circuits. Fabricating an etched mirror laser is one of the major tasks to
realize integrated optics. While dry etching is the most widely accepted process to fabricate
optoelectronic devices, wet etching has potential advantages including lower cost, smoother
surfaces, and faster etching rate. However typical wet etching does not provide a viable
alternative for the demanding process of fabricating vertical side walls with low lateral etch rates.
The application of the wet etching to the production of vertical sidewalls has been a significant
problem for several decades.
The primary accomplishments of the research consists of developing processes,
apparatus, and models for the Photo-Assisted Wet (PAW) etching that uses light directed
perpendicular to the surface of a wafer in order to alter the typical crystal-plane etching and
thereby control the sidewall profile. The new techniques demonstrate integrated laser mirrors in
III-V laser heterostructure. These mirrors achieve as high as 93% of the reflectance of the cleaved
mirror with negligible dependence on the crystal orientation.
The research explores the PAW etching process using both coherent (lasers) and
incoherent (LEDs) illumination for different types of materials including bulk GaAs and III-V
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laser heterostructure. The effects of different wavelengths, intensities and wafer masking
structures are investigated. Specific combinations control the sidewall profile and etching
characteristics to produce on-demand etch-stop layers and sidewall angles ranging from 0 to 90o.
Laser heterostructure etched with coherent illumination shows unexpected results for
heterostructure including non-uniform etch depth linked to the masking materials and surface
density of excess carriers.
New apparatus was designed and applied to the PAW etching for the fabrication of III-V
devices. The apparatus has in-situ, real-time systems including (i) an optical system to expand,
filter and dither the etching beam, (ii) a pulsed-laser wet etch monitor to determine the etch depth,
rate, formation of surface microstructure and transition layers in a preselected region of the
sample (iii) a steady-state photoluminescence (PL) monitor with CCD array and Photo Detector
(PD) to provide (2-D) spatially-resolved and integrated measurements of PL during the etching.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Modern day technology uses discrete optical components including laser diodes,
photodiodes, and hybrid or monolithically integrated electronic circuits. The integration of optical
and electronic devices is needed to realize higher performance with increased functionality,
smaller size, lower cost, and higher reliability. Due to the successes in the fiber optics, speed and
bandwidth in communication are significantly improved by transferring data via light. However,
without the ability to generate, transmit, process and detect broadband high-frequency optical
signals in optoelectronic systems and to interface these optoelectronic circuits to external
elements, one cannot take full advantage of the high speed and large bandwidth of an optical fiber
[1].
There are challenges to overcome such as reducing the height differences among the
integrated devices (i.e., planar processes), integrating non-cleaved laser mirrors with other
components, and simplifying the fabrication process for integrated optoelectronic devices [2].
The light source (laser) should operate with low power to minimize thermal effects and power
dissipation. The integrated systems require good optical and electrical isolation between optical
and electronic devices, or between optical and optical devices. To minimize the power
requirement and heat from active optical elements, the device should be operated at low current
and voltage levels. For semiconductor lasers as the optical source, low power requires low
threshold current that, in part, depends on the quality of the mirror (angle and the surface
smoothness of the mirror facet) [3].
Fabricating a laser without cleaved mirrors is one of the major tasks to realize integrated
optics and optoelectronics. Vertical etches must maintain good control of lateral etching to
prevent undercutting of metal contacts and increase the degree of integration. In addition to the
vertical side wall for integrated laser mirrors, other integrated optical devices also require many
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other etch characteristics including etched-sidewall profiles and angles ranging from shallow
etched-slopes for electrical contacts to vertical flat smooth surfaces for integrated laser mirrors.
Generally, device fabrication requires either dry or wet etching processes. Dry etching is
the most widely accepted process to fabricate optoelectronic devices [4-9] since it can easily
produce vertical mirror facets for active optical elements. However, it can be expensive, slow,
and most importantly, it generates rough surfaces which lead to increased optical loss for the
device [10-16]. The surface condition of the mirror facet plays an important role in determining
the threshold current of the laser [3, 9]. Also, the monolithic integration of electrical and optical
elements often requires non-vertical sidewall angles that cannot be conveniently produced by dry
etching.
On the contrary, wet etching has potential advantages over dry etching [11, 12, 14, 17]
including lower cost, smoother surfaces, and faster etch speed. It has been reported that the wetetched laser has smother sidewall surface than the dry etched one [18-20]. However, conventional
wet etching has a couple of drawbacks for laser fabrication such as producing and uncontrollable
non-vertical sidewall profile and deep lateral etching. The sidewall profiles obtained from wet
chemical etching normally depend on the etching solution and the material crystal direction [2125]. For example, an isotropic etching solution produces a rounded sidewall profile while the
anisotropic type produces about 55° sidewalls in GaAs. Furthermore, the sidewall angle of wet
etching also depends on the type of the etching solution [23-25] and the crystal direction of the
material, which makes it difficult to produce angles other than that corresponding to the natural
crystal direction. Also, from the experiments in this work, conventional wet etching (wet
chemical etching in the dark) often shows multi-angled side profile in heterostructure material
due to the etch rate differences for each layer. In general, the application of wet etching to the
fabrication of vertical sidewalls and integrated semiconductor lasers has been an outstanding
problem for decades.
It is important to understand the wet chemical etch mechanism to develop and apply the
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PAW etching to the actual device fabrication. Wet etching can be described as the
electrochemical dissolution of the solid in an etching solution (i.e., electrolyte). Semiconductor
dissolution in the electrolyte occurs via electrochemical reactions between the solid
(semiconductor) and the electrolyte (etching solution). Charge transfer at the interface leads to
current flow that can be experimentally measured. The rate of the process, i.e., charge transfer
rate, is one of the important factors to determine the solid dissolution. Several research groups
have suggested electrochemical models of the charge transfer at the solid/electrolyte including the
kinetic model by Memming [26], energy band model by Gerishcer [27], and quantum mechanical
model by Levich [28] and Dogonadze [29]. The Gerischer model is the most convenient for the
semiconductor/solution interface since the model uses energy band diagrams to explain electron
(charge) transfer at the solid/liquid interface. [30-32].
The Gerischer model [27] for the solid/electrolyte interface has analogy to the solid-tosolid interface such as a PN junction. According to the model, equilibrium at the solid-etchant
interface occurs when the electrochemical potential of a redox system (i.e., electrolyte) coincides
with that for the solid that maintains charge neutrality of the system in the equilibrium [27, 33].
Details of the theories are introduced in Chapter 2. However, the charge transfer theories are for
very simple redox systems and not directly applicable to the general etching system. Also, the
theory assumes there aren’t any surface states at the solid (semiconductor) surfaces and the
material has only one layer (bulk semiconductor material). Any energy applied from outside of
the system cause changes in the system. At the semiconductor/electrolyte interface, electron
transfer across the interface occurs via the energy bands [32]. Therefore any variation in the
energy bands, such as band bending or shifting, plays a very important role in the charge transfer
process. The energy band diagram at the interface depends on various factors such as the type of
doping of the semiconductor, the Fermi energy level of the redox system, the ion concentration in
the redox system, and any electrical potential applied to the solid.
The application of the models to etching and the fabrication process must necessarily
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focus on the role of charge carriers. According to the bonding theory, the solid dissolution
(etching) proceeds by consuming holes at the solid/etching solution interface [31-35], which is
related to the current flow at the semiconductor/solution interface. Holes at the surface of the
solid remove electrons from the bonds and thereby reduce the bonding energy of the surface
atoms, which weakens the bonds [36, 37]. Consequently, the accessibility of holes and electrons
at the surface can be determining factors of the solid dissolution rate. The carrier (electron and
hole) flow at the surface can be controlled by many factors in the dissolution system including the
Fermi level difference between the two phases (solid and the etching solution). It has been
noticed that one can increase or decrease the dissolution rate by applying potentials or photons to
the many kinds of semiconductors including Ge [35, 38], ZnO [39], LiN [40], InP [41, 42], GaN
[43-45], SiC [46], and GaAs [35, 47-53].
Applying electrical potential or light to the etching system can lead to variations of the
electrochemical parameters for the two phases (semiconductor and electrolyte) [31, 32, 54]. The
experiments for this dissertation indicate that the Photo-Assisted Wet (PAW) etching is more
readily applicable to the semiconductor fabrication since the system does not require the
complicated system apparatus normally used for electro-chemical etching systems with externally
applied potentials [54]. Photo-Assisted Wet (PAW) etching has been at the center of attention due
to the scientific interests and many possible applications especially for the maskless etching.
Other application include the generation of groove patterns without using an etch mask by
applying laser-generated interference patterns [41, 50, 55-57] and directly carving various
patterns onto bulk n-type GaAs or AlGaAs using a focused high-power laser [52, 53, 58, 59]. It is
reported that illumination can accelerate or inhibit semiconductor dissolution process [60-63].
The experiments for this dissertation indicate that PAW etching provides control over not
only the dissolution rate but also the sidewall angle by using the proper photon energy. Previous
PAW etching experiments for bulk GaAs material performed in our laboratory [64] potentially
expands the fabrication options offered by wet etching using UV light to alter the normal crystal-
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plane directional etching and thereby providing control over the sidewall profiles with angles
ranging from several degrees to 90° while retaining many favorable wet-etching properties for ntype GaAs material. The PAW etching demonstrates control of the sidewall profile and etch rate
in bulk n-type GaAs with a metal mask by illuminating the wafer with UV light (395nm) from a
LED (optical power density~64mW⁄cm ).
The literature suggests dissolution mechanisms for simple cases such as bulk n- and ptype GaAs material [65] and materials with a couple GaAs/AlGaAs layers [63, 66] whereby
photo-generated carriers control the dissolution rate. The reported studies focus on the dissolution
rate (vertical etch rate) rather than the variation of sidewall angle or the horizontal dissolution.
However, the study of the photo-dissolution of the multi-layered materials applicable to device
fabrication such as GaAs/AlxGa1-xAs heterostructure has not been reported. In the study of
heterostructure, difficulties arise in part due to the variation of the energy band edge vs. depth, as
a result of the various doping and aluminum concentrations in the epitaxial layers that affect the
carrier movement in the material. From the experiments shown in this work using a laser with
total intensity larger than 70mW, the etching of heterostructure material varies by layer structure
and masking material.
The semiconductor wafers used in the fabrication of optical devices consist of many
different layers in order to tailor the band gaps (i.e., band gap engineering) and to especially
provide the quantum wells used for many optoelectronic devices. The study of the PAW etching
of the heterostructure material opens new fabrication (etch) methods for optical devices. The
illumination can control the semiconductor dissolution characteristics including the dissolution
rate and the side profile of the pattern. The full mechanism of the PAW etching is not yet fully
understood and little research has been reported for semiconductors with more than one layer. A
general model that can be applied to both bulk and multi-layered materials has not been reported.
Using such a model, one could easily apply the PAW system to GaAs/AlxGa1-xAs heterostructure
for optical device fabrication.
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Complexities arise in applying the PAW etching to heterostructure in part due to the
variation of the energy band edge vs. depth as a result of the various doping and aluminum
concentrations in the epitaxial layers that affect the carrier movement in the material. The laser
has the basic structure of a p-n diode where the most common material for in-plane lasers has top
layers consisting of p-type material while the bottom layers grown on the substrate consist of ntype material. A typical laser heterostructure has the following layers: (i) a p-type GaAs layer for
electrical contacts; (ii) an Al0.6Ga0.4As cladding layer with p-type doping; (iii) a graded index
layer that transitions the refractive index and band gap for waveguiding and to inhibit the
injection of hot carriers to the quantum wells; (iv) a set of quantum wells and barriers for
efficient carrier recombination and the subsequent production of photons; (v) a lower graded
index region; (vi) a lower n-type cladding layer made of Al0.6Ga0.4As; and (vii) an n-type epitaxial
layer grown most often on an n-type substrate. The doping does not extend into the modal volume
(consisting of a portion of the graded index region and the quantum wells, sometimes termed
‘active region’ in the present work) to minimize free-carrier absorption of optical energy. The
present research uses a variety of heterostructure as will be presented in ensuing chapters. Some
wafers use an undoped substrate (i.e., semi-insulating) so as to provide electrical isolation
between the integrated devices (assuming proper fabrication) and between the devices and
external systems in contact with the substrate. The PAW etching experiments for the present
work use laser heterostructure with similar structure except in some cases, as detailed in the
ensuing chapters, the n-layers are grown above the active layers and the p-type epitaxial layers.
As an overview, this work on PAW etching can be classified as a ‘scientific study’ and as
‘semiconductor processing’ as shown in Figure 1.1. The scientific study consists of (i) observing
electrochemical reactions of different materials with various layer structures and masks under
different light sources including high power LEDs with different wavelengths and a green laser
(~532nm) with optical intensities ranging from 0 to 100mW (total laser power) and (ii)
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understanding

the

interplay

between

the

possible

electrochemical

reactions

at

the

semiconductor/etching solution interface and the photo-carrier dynamics.
The PAW etching has attractive potential application for semiconductor device
fabrication such as to control the sidewall angle, reduce the lateral etching and provide ‘on
demand’ selective etching. Fabricating and testing optical devices such as lasers and waveguides
provide techniques to evaluate the sidewall quality of the photo-dissolved pattern. As shown in
Figure 1.1, the work designs a new laser fabrication system as an application of the PAW etching
which entails the following: (i) constructing a system capable of controlling the etching while
measuring the steady-state photoluminescence (PL) and the etch characteristics that includes the
etch depth, rate, and the formation of surface microstructure and transition layers, (ii) designing
fabrication steps and masks for PAW etched optical devices and (iii) appraising the PAW etching
of the heterostructure semiconductor by fabricating and testing the optical devices such as laser
and waveguide.

Figure 1.1 Summary of the thesis work.
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The first goal for the thesis work is to extend the present understanding of the PAW
etching by observing the photo-dissolution of the heterostructure material under various
conditions. The second goal is to evaluate the quality of the photo-dissolution of the
heterostructure material. Fabricating and testing lasers with integrated mirrors and ridge
waveguides by using the PAW can indicate the quality of the process. The laser threshold current
provides a sensitive operational method to determine the photo-dissolution quality for surfaces
associated with the mirrors and waveguide. The mirror quality depends on its angle with respect
to the body of the waveguide and its roughness, which can include uneven etching of the GaAsAlGaAs layers near the quantum wells (active region).
The sidewall angle can be determined from SEM measurements and in some cases, by
diffraction limited optical measurements. The optical scattering in a laser ridge waveguide is
sensitive to both the planar and sidewall roughness near the semiconductor-air interfaces that
determine the effective refractive index for lateral waveguiding (i.e., near the intersection of the
ridge and etch-plane of the semiconductor). The roughness depends on the etch quality and on
any “optical smoothing” provided by possible passivation layers. The operating characteristics
(threshold current) for the etched-mirror integrated laser can be compared with that for the
cleaved-mirror laser fabricated under the same conditions; this comparison provides one metric
for the success of the PAW etching. To compare the mirror reflectivity of the cleaved and etched
cases, all the other parameters of the laser design such as total length, the width of the laser and
material growth should be kept constant.
The lateral confinement of the wave (transverse to the length of the laser body but
parallel to the planar surface) can be controlled by the depth of the waveguide etched into the
surface. Generally, shallowly-etched ridge-waveguides require the etching be stopped when the
etching surface comes to within approximately 0.1μm of the quantum wells to minimize optical
loss at the waveguide [67]. An optical reflectometer developed in conjunction with this
dissertation is incorporated into the system to monitor in real-time the etch depth, rate, and
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roughness caused by surface micro-structure, and the formation of surface transition layers. The
dissolution depth can be controlled by the reflectometer etch monitor; consequently the laser
threshold can be optimized with respect to the confinement factor. Microstructure formed on the
planar surface during the etching affects one’s ability to accurately access specific layers since the
variation can exceed the thickness of the layer. The smooth surface produced by wet chemical
dissolution minimizes the variation and thereby reduces the scattering for nearby propagating
optical waves. Surface roughness on post-etch sidewalls affect optical scattering losses and can be
anticipated to have significantly larger effects for narrow electron wave guides. The reflectometer
monitors the planar roughness in real time as the material dissolves.
As described, the work consists of applying and advancing the relevant models for PAW
etching, investigating the effects of optical power and wavelength on bulk and heterostructure
GaAs with a variety of mask types using incoherent light, designing and constructing an etching
system using a coherent light source (so the system can accommodate monitoring equipment),
measuring the effectiveness and quality of the PAW etching using fabricated integrated quantum
well lasers. These phases of the research are divided as follows.
Chapter 2 presents theoretical background for the thesis work including electrochemistry,
wet and photo-chemical etch mechanisms. Experimental results and discussions continue in
Chapter 3, 4, and 5. Chapter 3 presents PAW etching results using several different high power
LEDs as light sources. In the chapter, PAW etching properties are found to depend on the etching
conditions such as the layer structure of the materials, wavelengths of light and masking materials.
By changing these PAW etching conditions, one can achieve the desired etch properties. For laser
mirror applications, laser heterostructure samples show promising etch results under green or UV
illumination.

However for laser device fabrication, the LED PAW etch setup needs to be

modified by including equipment to monitor the process and by providing better control over the
optical source. For these reasons, the modifications employ a laser source rather the LEDs.
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Chapter 4 discusses the use of a green laser as a light source instead of the LED and the
design and construction of an optical reflectometer and photoluminescence (PL) monitoring
system. The reflectometer and PL monitor display changes of the surface condition, etch rate and
carrier densities in real time. For PAW etched laser fabrication, new fabrication steps and
corresponding masks need to be designed. PAW etch experiments performed using total lasers
power larger than 70mW uncovers a couple of issues for the laser-based PAW system: (i) the etch
depth becomes non-uniform and (ii) the etch rate depends on the masking material and size of the
opening on the mask. With higher than 70mW and using laser heterostructure material, the etch
depth near the patterned area varies by the mask pattern design and the material. Etch inhibition
occurs at the metal-photoresist patterned region thereby causing difficulty to etch mirror wells.
The etch depth of the material varies according to the mask patterns used on the sample. For the
laser heterostructure material, the quantum well and junction region as well as any semiinsulating substrate can block the current flow from the surface to the back-side of the sample. As
a result, most of the photo-generated carriers are distributed on the etching surface and affect the
material dissolution. Therefore, the etch depth can significantly vary across the surface which
requires improved etch monitoring for measurement. Simple ridge waveguide lasers with deep
etched waveguides and mirror facets are fabricated to evaluate PAW etching.
Chapter 5 discusses the measurements of optical power versus bias current (P-I) and the
emission spectra of the ridge waveguide lasers fabricated using the laser PAW process. As an
evaluation of the PAW etching, three different types of ridge waveguide lasers are tested. The
first type has shallow etched waveguides which are formed by stopping the etch just before the
active layer and then cleaving two mirrors (CL2-S). The second type has deep etched waveguides
and two cleaved mirrors (CL2-D). The third type also has a deep-etched waveguide but has one
etched mirror and one cleaved mirror (CE-D). The typical ridge waveguide laser has a shallow
etched waveguide and two cleaved mirrors. Laser parameters including mirror reflectivity,
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internal loss and differential quantum efficiencies are calculated from PI curves and used to
compare cleaved and etched laser mirror quality.
PAW etching improves both mirror and waveguide quality by reducing the lateral etching
and improving the side profile. The distributed losses (i.e., optical scattering) and the mirror
reflectance can be obtained and compared for the various cases. Chapter 5 displays the
dependence of the threshold and external differential efficiency on the various PAW etch powers.
For comparison of the effects of PAW etching on the waveguides, lasers with shallowly etched
waveguides are fabricated under illumination intensity ranging from dark conditions to 100mW
(total laser power) 532nm laser illumination. Further, the shallowly etched waveguide lasers are
compared with deep etched waveguide lasers (CL2-S and CL2-D) with various PAW laser power.
When the waveguide is etched deeper than the active layer, the laser performance becomes more
sensitive to the sidewall quality. The etch properties depend on the PAW laser power (PPAW and
wavelength. This chapter examines the etched mirror lasers (CE-D) with difference powers of
PAW lasers. CE-D (etched mirror with deep etched waveguide) lasers are also compared to the
CL2-D (both cleaved mirror with deep etched waveguide) lasers.
Chapter 6 summarizes the dissertation research and discusses future works needed to
improve the PAW etching system. Mass charge flow of the excess photo-generated carriers on the
surface may cause the regional non-uniformity of the etch depth. Detailed research on current
flow and modeling on the PAW etch mechanism needs to be continued. For device fabrication,
the reflectometer can be improved by monitoring the etch depth at the patterned layer during the
etch process. Further research on the surface current flow lead to the solution of the etch depth
problem for the high power PAW etching (total laser power larger than 70mW).
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Chapter 2 Theory of Electrochemistry

Solid dissolution can be classified as electrochemical and chemical processes between a
solid and an etching agent. For wet etching, the agent consists of a acidic solution that can include
an oxidizer (i.e., electrolyte). The chapter discusses the three basic wet etching mechanisms: (i)
anodic etching that applies a voltage to induce current flow to control etching in the electrolyte
without an oxidizing agent, (ii) electroless etching requires charge transfer to the etching surface
without the use of externally applied voltages and (iii) chemical etching that uses an acid and
oxidizer supply all the necessary resources for etching and does not use charge transfer. Both
anodic and electroless etching depends on the charge transfer at the solid/electrolyte interface
which is defined as the electrochemical process while chemical etching does not depend on the
externally applied potential and charge transfer. Anodic and electroless etching can be classified
as electrochemical process which constitutes the main interest of this dissertation. Illumination
also alters the charge transfer and therefore the etch rate of the system for anodic and electroless
etching.
In electrochemical solid dissolution, the charge transfer between the solid and etching
solution plays a major role. By applying electrical potential or light to the system, one changes
the electrochemical parameters, and thereby alters the etch properties. Gas and liquid
electrochemical systems have very different thermodynamic properties. Therefore, it is important
to introduce the theoretical background of electrochemistry to study photo-assisted semiconductor
dissolution mechanisms especially for the electrochemical etching (photo-assisted solid
dissolution) as the focus of this dissertation. Section 2.1 presents a brief review of the
electrochemical system (electrolyte and solid) including the electrochemical potential and energy
states, electric double layer generation at the electrolyte/solid interface and the band bending due
to the Fermi level differences of two different phases (solution and solid). The kinetics of charge
transfer is introduced in the subsequent section (Section 2.2). In the last section (Section 2.3),
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electrochemical models for three different semiconductor dissolution mechanisms (anodic,
electroless and chemical etching) are reviewed for the general bulk material case.

2.1 Electrochemical System
Wet etching proceeds through the electrochemical reactions at the solid-liquid interface
by immersing the solid (semiconductor) into the etching solution (electrolyte), which consists of a
mixture of the oxidizing agent such as hydrogen peroxide and reduction agent such as sulfuric
acid with de-ionized (DI) water. In some cases such as anodic etching, the etching solution
consists of a diluted acidic solution. The solid-electrolyte interface is somewhat similar to the
solid-solid junction in a PN junction. However, there are some important distinctions between the
solid-liquid system and the solid-solid junction due to the electrochemical characteristics of the
liquid. The present chapter shows how (i) the semiconductor Fermi level and surface bandbending and (ii) the solution Fermi level and the oxidation/reduction states determine the
interfacial current flow and in particular, the etching as a non-equilibrium process. Illumination
can increase the interfacial hole concentration (especially for etching n-type semiconductors) and
thereby increase the etch rate including those situations that do not use an oxidizer.
The first topic (Section 2.1.1) introduces chemical and electrical definitions and
properties of the electrolyte. The Fermi level for the electrolyte is derived in this section. The
electrolyte reviewed in this chapter is a very simple case with only one redox system (for example,
a mixture of sulfuric acid and DI water). The electrochemical systems for semiconductor
fabrication (etching solution) generally contain two or more redox systems which make the
system more complicated. However, the basic theories for the simple case with one redox system
are still applicable for more complicated cases. Section 2.1.2 shows how the redox energy states
expand into “energy bands” due to water dipole fluctuations. Section 2.1.3 discusses the energy
band formation at the liquid-solid interface and the role of electrons and holes in the material
dissolution. Section 2.1.3 also briefly reviews bonding theories and energy bands at the
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semiconductor surface before introducing double-layer generation and the energy band bending at
the semiconductor/electrolyte interface in Section 2.1.4.

2.1.1. Electrolyte and Energy Level
An electrolyte is defined as a substance that dissociates into free ions when dissolved to
produce an electrically conductive medium [68]. Etching solutions such as Hydrogen peroxide
(H O )/Sulfuric acid (H SO )/Water (H O ) can be generally categorized as an electrolyte. In
solids such as metals and semiconductors, the carrier (electron or hole) movement generates
current. On the contrary, in the liquid electrolyte, the current is primarily carried by ions. The
electrical properties of the ions such as charge and mobility (and hence conductivity) play an
important role to determine the material dissolution characteristics.
The conductivity

of the electrolyte can be defined similar to that for the semiconductor

conductivity. For more than one type of ion in the electrolyte, the conductivity has the form [32].
2.1
where

is the charge number for specie i,

concentration of the ion in mole⁄cm , and

is the mobility of each type of ions,

is the Faraday constant that is defined as the

amount of electric charge in one mole of electrons and given by
Avogadro's number and

is the

·

where

is

0(magnitude of electron) represents the elementary charge as usual

on one electron [68]. The mobility of the ion in the solution is related to the velocity

and the

electric field

| |

in which an ion is moving. The corresponding electric force,

,

accelerates the ion until the frictional force counterbalances the electric force. The frictional force
can be approximated from Stokes’ law as 6
the radius of the ion and

, in which

is the viscosity of the solution,

the velocity. As a note, the application of Stokes’ law approximates

the ion as a small spherical object in a continuous viscous fluid. The mobility than can be
expressed as follows [32].
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6
And the diffusion constant of species i, denoted by

2.2
, is related to the mobility by Einstein

relation as follow
2.3
From Equations (2.2) and (2.3), it is clear that the mobility of the ions relates to both the
conductivity and the diffusion constant, and therefore the reaction rate of the etching must be
dependent on the viscosity of the solution. This result leads to the general classification of etching
solutions in terms of their viscosity: diffusion rate limited and reaction rate limited etching
solutions [23, 25]. The mobility of most ions in the solutions are about 5-6 orders of magnitude
smaller than the mobility of electrons and holes in a semiconductor; the carrier velocity in the
solution is smaller than the carrier velocity in the solid [31, 32]. The solution parameters (e.g.,
conductivity and mobility) vary depending on the ion concentration in the solution (i.e., pH of the
solution).
Ion movement in the solution does have certain similarities with the carrier movement in
the solid. However, in the aqueous solution, the ions interact with other ions and solvent
molecules that leads to the formation of a relatively strong bound shell around any given ion; this
bond shell travels though the solution with the ion. In common usage, the term ‘solvation’ refers
to this overall interaction while ‘hydration’ refers to the case when the solvent consists of water.
[68, 69]. Ions are unstable in solutions without solvation [68]. Electrostatic ion-dipole forces or
chemical forces can cause thermodynamic interactions between ions and the polar solvent
molecules.
Figure 2.1 schematically illustrates the structure of a solvated ion. The solvent structure
around the ions depends on the charge of the ion (ionic strength and the size). The disturbance
among the solvent molecules caused by the ions becomes weaker with increasing distance and
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with increasing temperature. The solvated ion structure changes during or after an electron
transfer; its primary structure is distorted where the ion is located, and its molecules undergo
reorganization (reorientation) within a certain volume around the ion. Such “rearrangement” or
“reorganization” of the solvent molecules and the corresponding energy change plays an
important role in the theory of electron transfer.

Figure 2.1 Solvated ion structure for (a) negative ion and (b) positive ion. Circle (i) represents
the inner shell, and circle (ii) represents the outer shell [Modified from 68, 69].
When a solid (such as metal or semiconductor) is placed in the electrolyte, ‘redox
couples’ are formed by molecules or ions in the solution that can be reduced and oxidized by an
electron transfer. The two components of the redox couple do not need to bond to each other but
one must be capable of being ‘reduced’ (receive an electron) by the oxidation (removal of an
electron) of the other. A reduced state (Red) forms by adding an electron to an oxidation state
(Ox). The corresponding chemical reaction for the redox system is given by [34]
2.4
In an electrochemical reaction both Red and Ox species remain in the solution and only the
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electron is transferred between the redox system and the electrode. Assume only the redox couple
dissolves in an electrolyte without any electrode, the electrochemical potential

,

of this

electron is given by
2.5

,

, and oxidizing,

where the electrochemical potential of reducing,

, species are defined as

follow [32]
⁄

2.6

⁄
where ‘

’ and ‘

1

2.7

’ represent the concentration of ions in units of moles/cm3 .

By substituting Equations (2.5) and (2.6) into (2.4), the electrochemical potential will be
⁄

,

2.8

where
1
The superscript “0” represents the ‘standard condition’ (

2.9

) of the solution.

Since the electrochemical potential of electrons in a metal or a semiconductor is called
, neglecting differences due to temperature, the electrochemical potential of a

the Fermi level
redox system,

,

, can be termed the Fermi level (

,

) as first introduced by Gerischer

[34].
,

is Boltzmann constant and

where

condition (

2.10

,

,

is Fermi level of the redox system at the standard

).

Under equilibrium conditions, the Fermi energy level of both phases (
and

,

,

for solid

for solution) coincide at the interface which maintain overall charge neutrality [34].
,

,

2.11
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2.1.2 Energy Band Fluctuations
In the previous section, it is shown that the electrochemical potential in the redox system
can be considered as a Fermi level as in a solid. Under equilibrium, Fermi levels of both phases
should be the [34, 35]. The theory of the solid/electrolyte contact has analogy to the solid-to-solid
contact such as the PN junction or the metal/semiconductor junction. However, there is a
substantial difference between the two cases due to the dipole fluctuation in the electrolyte, which
is caused in-part by the random transfer of thermal energy between the dipole and its environment
to maintain or approach equilibrium.
Consider a solid surface in contact with fluctuating dipoles. As the dipoles fluctuate, the
electrical potential at the surface varies as does also the electronic energy level of the surface
states. Such fluctuations, however, can only affect electron transfer from (or to) the solid if the
dipole fluctuations are slower than. If the fluctuations are faster than the electron transfer, they
will average out during the process. A slow dipole fluctuation ‘freezes’ the surface state energy
during the electron transfers. The Frank-Condon principle states that electron transfer to or from
an energy level is faster than the dipole fluctuation at the solid/electrolyte interface [31].
In the case of a typical redox system, a solvation shell surrounds the ion as illustrated in
Figure 2.1. As a definition, the “reorganization energy”

represents the change in the energy of

the polar medium (aqueous solution) due to reorientation (reorganization) of dipoles following
the process of electron transfer to or from the surface. For example, the reorganization energy is
necessary to change the dipole arrangement surrounding ions when the ion changes from negative
to positive by electron transfer. The dipole reorientation causes a shift in energy levels, a “FrankCondon splitting” of the mean occupied state (reduced state) from/to the mean unoccupied energy
level (Oxidized state) [31] as shown in the Figure 2.2. The electrochemical potential of the
electrons or the standard Fermi level of the redox system
differences due to the reorganization of the dipoles.

,

occurs from the energy
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,

2.12

,

The values of E are negative for electrons and therefore a plot of energy has more negative values
upwards (and

0). It is found that

can vary within a broad range between 0.3 and 1.6eV

depending on the type of solid material and the composition of the solution [70-72].
The probability distribution function for the “thermally broadened” oxidized and reduced
solvation states

and

, respectively, depends on the electronic energy

as follow

[34];
1

,

2.13a

4

√4
1
√4

,

2.13b

4

Equation (2.13a) and (2.13b) are a Gaussian probability density functions for finding the empty
and occupied electronic states, respectively, at the energy

. The band width 2σ (twice the
√2

standard deviation) depends on the temperature T of the solution as expected through σ

.

This temperature dependence can make etching quite sensitive to temperature. Since the
and

Gerischer model concerns only one electron, the fluctuation functions (

)

describe the distribution of the occupied and empty electronic levels for only one electron. The
energy distribution for all of the electrons can be found by multiplying the concentration of the
species (

and

) with the distribution function for a single electron (

and

).
2.14a
2.14b

where the ion distribution D represents a type of density-of-states and provides the fraction of
oxidation or reduction states at a given energy E and has the units of mole⁄V ·
E denotes volume and energy.

where V and
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Figure 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) illustrate the energy band splitting and the distribution of the
simple redox system in the standard (
respectively. In the Figure 2.2,

and

) and non-standard (

) condition,

indicates the most probable energy for the occupied

level (reduced state) and unoccupied level (oxidized state), respectively.

Figure 2.2 Electron energies (negative upwards) of a redox system vs. density of states: (a)
standard condition (same concentration of Ox and Red species), (b) different concentration
[modified from 32].

The superscript “0” in the Figure 2.2(a) denotes that the redox system is in the standard
condition. The

(and

) is at a lower energy (i.e., λ

0) than

(and

) as a result of

the reorganization of the dipoles in the aqueous solutions (Franck-Condon splitting).

(a

positive quantity) represents reorganization energy under standard conditions. According to the
fluctuation functions W for the oxidized and reduced states in Equation (2.13), the ion
concentrations in the redox system are important factors to the distributions D of each state. In the
case with same concentration of the reduced and oxidized species (

), the corresponding

energy distributions are same as shown in the Figure 2.2(a). Generally for a diluted electrolyte,
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the two distribution functions overlap and have equal value at the standard electrochemical
potential of the redox couple (standard Fermi level

,

) [31, 32].

For unequal concentrations of the two species in the redox system (
energy distribution functions of the redox system,

and

), the

, are different from each other

(Equation (2.14)). Also, the Fermi level of the redox system is shifted according to the Equation
(2.10). For example, when the concentration of the oxidation species is smaller than the reduction
species, (

), the Redox Fermi level shifts upward as shown in the Figure 2.2(b). The

Fermi level moves downward in case of
overlap with equal values

,

. However, still, two energy distributions

.

The Gerischer model described in this section has analogy with the semiconductor case,
which makes the model ready to apply at the solid/liquid interfacial interaction. The timefluctuating energy levels in the Figure 2.2 can generally be considered as bands of energy levels
similar to the conduction and valence bands in the solid. However, as Morrison has pointed out
[31], these “bands” arise from the fluctuation of the solvent dipoles and they have different
properties from the fixed bands in solids. In the solid case, electron-phonon interactions cause a
fluctuation of electronic energy in a static distribution of levels. On the other hand, in the redox
system, it is ion-phonon interactions that cause a fluctuation of the energy levels themselves.

2.1.3 Solid-Liquid Interface
Gallium-Arsenide(GaAs), Gallium (Ga) and Arsenic (As) have 4 covalent bonds in a
tetrahedral arrangement to form a crystal. At the (1 1 0) surface, for example, one of the four
covalent bonds of GaAs is broken and three remain (see Figure 2.3). A surface As atom has
approximately five valence electrons whereas Ga would have approximately three (Ga is in group
III and As is in V group). Each type of surface atom contributes three electrons to the covalent
bonds. This leaves each surface As with two excess electrons which forms a filled surface band
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lying below the top of the valence band (under ideal conditions at zero Kelvin in the dark) as
shown in Figure 2.3. All three Ga electrons are taken up in the covalent bond leaving none to
populate surface states; thus, the empty surface band (surface state without electrons) is formed
primarily from the Ga states [73].

Figure 2.3 Model of the surface state distributions on the (110) GaAs surface [73].

This model of the surface has the result that the interaction between neighboring atoms in
the surface becomes weak when an electron becomes excited from a bonding state in the valence
band to an antibonding state in the conduction band. The surface atoms can gain energy by
interacting with electrons of a suitable reagent, the energy states of which are in a range above
this unoccupied level in the surface and which fulfill the necessary symmetry conditions. In one
model, 'Nucleophilic' reagents [34] can supply two electrons and can rearrange the bonds at the
surface by creating new quantum states and substituting for other surface bonds/atoms. As a
result of nucleophilic interactions, a new set of electronic quantum states can be formed at the
surface with more favorable energies than previously available. In this way, a new chemical bond
can be obtained between a nucleophilic reagent and one surface atom [34]. The nucleophilic
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bonds substitute for the bonds of the surface atom with its neighboring atoms in the
semiconductor. One model [34] indicates that oxygen with its large electronegativity also creates
favorable quantum states that ‘ruptures’ the surface bonds in favor of an oxygen bond.
When a solid (metal, semiconductor or insulator) makes contact with an electrolyte, a
complex structure of charge layers forms resulting in charge transfer between phases (solid and
liquid), adsorption of positive and negative ions, and orientation of molecules with permanent
dipole moments. The layers due to the charge distribution in the interface are called electrical
double layers. There are two different types of the electrical double layers depending on the
charge distribution and the potential across the interface region: the Helmholtz double layer and
Gouy double layer (see Figure 2.4). Surface layers (i.e., space charge layers) form on the solid
side of the surface, due to the surface charge accumulated in the electric double layer. The space
charge layer also strongly depends on the applied potential and illumination. The Helmholtz
double layer plays a major role in the electrochemical processes. For most of the interfaces
between an aqueous solution and a solid consisting of either metal or semiconductor, the potential
across the Gouy layer is negligible [31, 32, 54]. This double layer arises between the charged
solid and the solution ions of opposite sign attracted to the neighborhood of the solid to neutralize
its charge, i.e., adsorption/desorption of ions.
Figure 2.4 illustrates (a) the double layer and (b) the corresponding energy diagram at the
n type semiconductor and solution interface. As shown in the figure, the space charge region
appears in the solid while the Helmholtz and Gouy layers form in the solution. In the solid,
potential drop occurs across the space charge region indicated as
the solution side, Helmholtz potential
thickness of

with thickness of

,

. On

occurs across the Helmholtz double layer with

. The Gouy layer extends into the solution and shows relatively low potential drop.

At the semiconductor/solution interface, the actual Helmholtz double layer,
than the space charge region

,

in the semiconductor.

, is much thinner
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Figure 2.4 (a) illustration of the surface layers at the n type semiconductor and solution interface
and (b) the corresponding energy diagram. HL and GL represent Helmholtz double layer and
Gouy layer, respectively [modified from 32, 31, 54].

For a metal/electrolyte interface, most of the potential drop occurs at the Helmholtz
double layer since there is no space charge region in the metal side due to the very high electron
concentration. At a metal/liquid interface, the Helmholtz double layer potential is determined by
the energy levels of the ions in the solution. The space charge region in the metal is very thin due
to the high carrier (electron) concentration in the metal. Therefore, the potential across the
metal/liquid interface exists mostly on the Helmholtz double layer. On the other hand, at the
semiconductor/electrolyte interface, both the space charge region in the solid and the Helmholtz
double layer in the electrolyte side should be considered since electron exchange and
adsorption/desorption of ions must come to equilibrium.
The Helmholtz double layer forms by the accumulated adsorbed/desorbed ions from the
solution side of the solid/solution interface. The space charge region develops to achieve the net
rate of electron transfer equal to zero between the band and the redox couple in the electrolyte.
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However, the Helmholtz double layer is not sensitive to the charge transfer at the
semiconductor/electrolyte interface because the space charge layer in the semiconductor is much
thicker than the Helmholtz double layer (on the order of 100X to 1000X ) [74]. Often, the
Helmholtz double layer can be ignored in the band bending model of the semiconductor/solution
interface. If charge is transferred from the bulk to the surface, giving a potential change, most of
the potential appears across the space charge region in the semiconductor.

Figure 2.5 Energy band bending of the space charge region at the semiconductor/solution
interface at equilibrium: (a) showing the Fermi levels for both n- and p-type semiconductors
approaching contact with the redox system, (b) after contact of n-type semiconductor with redox
system at equilibrium and (c) after contact of p-type semiconductor with redox system at
equilibrium.

and

,

,

indicates Fermi level of the n and p-type semiconductor, respectively.

The symbols in Figure 2.5 have the following meanings.
immobile donor atoms,

and

and holes (positive charges), and
The symbols

,

,

,

, and

represents the ionized

respectively represent the mobile electrons (negative charges)
,

symbolizes the Fermi level in solution (redox system).

represent the thickness of the space charge layer in the n type, p
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type semiconductor and the Helmholtz Double layer, respectively.

,

and

,

are the

potential across the space charge region in the n type and p type semiconductor.
As an example, Figure 2.5 (b) and (c) presents the energy band bending of an n- and ptype semiconductor in contact with the Redox system at Equilibrium. The figure includes both n
and p-type semiconductors in one figure for illustration purposes. The Redox Fermi level
(

,

) is placed higher than the Fermi level of the p-type (

Fermi level of the n-type (

,

,

,

,

) but lower than the

) semiconductor. The energy band diagram of the

semiconductor and redox system before contact appears in Figure 2.5(a), which for convenience,
shows two Fermi-levels while only one applies depending on the type of material. As the solution
and solid (n-type for example, Figure 2.5(b)) approach thermal equilibrium after contact,
electrons transfer from the semiconductor to the solution/surface and cause the Fermi levels to
approach coincidence. The transferred electrons leave behind uncompensated immobile ionized
donors within the semiconductor, which thereby form a space charge layer. For either type of
semiconductor, the band bending in the space charge region depends on the Fermi energy
difference in the solid and the electrolyte – charges can either accumulate or deplete in the
semiconductor. The Fermi energy levels depend on the doping (or majority carrier types and
concentration) in the solid, and on the oxidizing and reduction ion concentrations in the solution
as shown in the Figure 2.2 [54].
For the n type semiconductor case, the energy band bends upward in the space charge
region and therefore, electrons are depleted in the layer and leave ionize immobile donor atoms
behind (Figure 2.5(b)). The electron accumulation layer (energy bands bend down) arises with p
type semiconductors in same redox system (Figure 2.5(c)).
When a potential

is applied to the semiconductor, the semiconductor is no longer in

equilibrium with the solution. The Fermi level in the solid changes with respect to that in the
solution by an amount related to the external potential according to
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2.15

,

In the general non-degenerate semiconductor case, the external potential distributes over both the
space charge region and the Helmholtz double layer and can be expressed as the sum of potential
variations with respect to the potential at the equilibrium over the two layers.

Figure 2.6 Three types of space charge region for the n-type semiconductor depending on the
external potential: (a) depletion, (b) flat-band and (c) accumulation condition.
The space charge region can be distinguished by three cases (i.e., depletion, flat-band and
accumulation) depending on the band bending in the space charge region. Figure 2.6 illustrates
how the three kinds of the space charge regions depend on the applied potential for the n-type
semiconductor as an example. When the n-type semiconductor comes into contact with a more
negative redox Fermi energy level than the semiconductor Fermi level (

,

,

), under

equilibrium conditions, the energy bands bend upward as illustrated in Figure 2.5(b). When
positive potential (anodic polarization) is applied to the semiconductor (with respect to the
solution) from the outside source, the energy bands bend further upward and the depletion layer
(space charge region) expands more toward the bulk semiconductor as shown in the Figure 2.6(a).
As the thickness of the space charge layer (

,

) increases, the total variation of the potential due
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to the external potential appears mostly across the space charge region. The inversion of the
semiconductor surface may occur in this condition.
On the other hand as shown by the sequence in Figure 2.6, as negative potential (cathodic
polarization) is applied to the semiconductor, the energy band starts to bend more downward
relative to the equilibrium condition illustrated in the Figure 2.5(a). Consequently, the space
charge layer decreases with increasing negative external potential, and at a certain potential value,
the energy band achieves the flat-band condition as illustrated in the Figure 2.6(b). In this
condition, there is no potential drop
flat-band potential

0 thus there is no space charge within the solid. The

, is defined as an external potential that can make the energy bands flat in

the solid.
If the applied potential at the n-type semiconductor is made negative with respect to the
flat-band potential

, the bands bend further downward and the electrons start to accumulate at

the solid surface. In this condition, the electron concentration at the surface is higher than in the
bulk of the semiconductor. This accumulation of majority carriers at the surface is accompanied
by a considerable increase in the space charge capacitances. Under strong accumulation, the
semiconductor becomes degenerate and shows quasi-metallic behavior and the potential drop
occurs almost exclusively over the Helmholtz layer. P-type semiconductor cases have analogy
with n type cases.

2.2 Charge Transfer
The transfer of electrons and the holes from the semiconductor to the surface can be
interpreted as either forming or breaking the bonds of the surface atoms, respectively [36].
Therefore, the dissolution processes can often be considered as electrochemical reactions in
which mobile charge carriers are exchanged between the solid and solution. To understand such
charge transfer processes it is necessary to consider the energy levels of redox systems in the
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solution. The kinetics of the charge transfer is derived in the first section (Section 2.2.1). Section
2.2.2 introduces charge transfer models under various condition such as depends on the potential
and concentrations of the redox system in the dark and illumination. Under illumination, changes
in the current flow at the interface are due to variations in the minority carrier density in the
semiconductor. This case only concerns band-to-band reaction, (i.e electron-hole pair generation)
by the light, which is the simplest case. Other light effects including energy band shifts in the
semiconductor and surface state effects under illumination may occur in the electrochemical
system.

2.2.1 Kinetics of Charge Transfer
The previous sections review the energy band mechanisms in the electrolyte and the
solids when the two phases come into a contact. Experimentally, the current across the interface
is due to the charge transfer between the solid and solution ions [30, 31]. The charge transfer at
the surface plays a major role in the material dissolution by the redox system.
In the case of a semiconductor/electrolyte interface, electron transfer across the interface
occurs via the energy bands. Therefore any variations in the energy band, such as band bending or
shifting, play very important roles in the charge transfer process. There may also be electron
transfer through the interfacial states by capturing an electron from the conduction band or a hole
from the valence band. The electrons and holes will eventually be transported via one of the
energy bands. The energy band diagram at the interface depends on various factors such as
doping type of the semiconductor and Fermi energy level of the redox system, external potentials
applied to the solid, and to the ion concentration in the redox system. As a comment, assuming
the existence of well defined bands near the interface is a simplifying assumption (since the
periodicity of the crystal is interrupted there) and remains an area of research.
Charge transfer at the interface leads to current flow that can be experimentally measured.
The charge transfer rate determines the current flow although it can be a very uncertain factor.
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Many researchers try to calculate the transfer rate using different approaches such as
electrochemical models and quantum mechanical models. [75, 76]
Marcus [77,78] derives the electron transfer rate using a thermodynamic approach.
However, the Marcus model only can be applied to the interface with small reorganization energy,
which is not appropriate for the semiconductor/solution interface with relatively high
reorganization energy [32]. The Gerischer model uses energy band diagrams to explain electron
(charge) transfer at the solid/liquid interface. It is more convenient for the semiconductor/solution
interface since the model uses energy bands and the state model for the solution [30, 31, 32].
At the interface, the reduction of an oxidizing agent (
either by electron transfer (

) in solution can take place

) via the conduction band of the semiconductor
CB

or via hole (

2.16

) transfer from the oxidizing agent into the valence band
VB

2.17

In the ideal case without surface states at the interface, electron transfer occurs at the energy of
the conduction band edge without any loss of energy (Frank-Condon principle) which means that
the charge transfer between a semiconductor and a redox system in solution can occur between
levels of equal energy [26, 27].
Gerischer et al suggest electron and hole transfer rate as shown below in Equations
(2.18a) and (2.18b) respectively. The Gerischer model expresses the current densities (induced by
the charge transfer) in terms of a rate constant and the redox density functions,

and

. The

transfer functions depend on the carrier density in the solid and energy distribution functions of
the solid and the electrolyte [27, 30, 35, 54]. Therefore the transfer functions are essentially
determined by the relative position of energy states on both sides of the interface [75]. The
electron and hole transfer rates,

and

respectively, can be written as
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2.18a
2.18b

1
where

is the Fermi function for the electron and
and

is the density of states in the solid.

are the distribution of the oxidizing (unoccupied) and reducing (occupied)

states in the redox system derived previously in Equation (2.13a) and (2.13b)). Equation (2.18a)
can be interpreted as follows. Large electron transfer rates

from the semiconductor states to the

‘empty’ (i.e., ‘Ox’) redox states can be expected to be large when the number of electrons in the
semiconductor at energy E is large and when the number of empty solution states is large. The
number of semiconductor electrons is large when the number of semiconductor states

is

large (regardless of conduction or valence states) and when those states have large occupancy
through the Fermi function

. Similarly Equation (2.18b) shows the hole transfer rate

from

the semiconductor to the solution is large when there are a large number of semiconductor states
through

that are mostly empty 1

receiving the hole through

and there is a large number of states capable of

. Equation (2.18b) has the alternative interpretation of an electron

transferring from the reduced levels to the semiconductor.
The transfer rates in Equations (2.18) depend on position within the semiconductor since
the bands bend in the vicinity of the surface in contact with the solution. As a result, Equations
(2.18) should be applied to the surface region. The electron transfer rates can then be expressed in
terms of the surface charge densities and the distribution functions of the redox species as
2.19a
2.19b
where
2.20a
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1

2.20b

At the semiconductor/electrolyte interface, the electron transfer via valence band or
conduction band processes can occur. The current induced by electron transfer can also be
classified according to the direction of the charge flow. The electron transfer from the solid to the
redox system classified as “cathodic current” (or as reduction current since it reduces the redox)
while the opposite direction of charge flow, electron transfer from the redox to the semiconductor,
is classified as “anodic current” (or oxidizing current). The same currents can be restated for
hole transfer if needed. For example, reduction current can also be interpreted as hole transfer
from the redox to the solid.
As a result of the two types of semiconductor charge carriers and the fact that charge
transfer can only occur via energy states in the solid and the redox system, four different kinds of
current densities can be defined as: (i) cb cathodic current density

which consists of electron

transfer to the redox system via the conduction band), (ii) vb cathodic current density

for the

transfer of holes from the redox solution to the semiconductor valence band, (iii) cb anodic
current density

that describes electron transfer from the redox system to the semiconductor
corresponding to the transfer of holes from the

conduction band, vb anodic current density

valence band to the redox system via the semiconductor valence band.
Based on the definitions, the four types of current density can be expressed in terms of
ion concentration and charge transfer rates as follow;

where

is the Faraday constant,

reducing species (

and

) in the redox system,

·

·

2.21a

·

·

2.21b

·

·

2.21c

·

·

2.21d

is the concentration of oxidizing (
,

) and the

is the cathodic transfer rate for an electron
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from the solid to the redox system via conduction and valence band and

,

is the anodic

transfer rate for an electron from the redox system to the solid via conduction and valence band,
respectively. The subscript represents the band (‘cb’ for conduction band and ‘vb’ for the valence
band) involved and the superscript indicates the direction (‘c’ for cathodic and ‘a’ for anodic
current density) of the charge transfer. For example,
to

and

in Equations (2.18) correspond

in Equation (2.18a) when ‘cb’ and ‘vb’ refers to the conduction band and valence bands,

respectively.
To derive a useable current density, the charge (electron or hole) transfer rates must be
determined in terms of accessible quantities such as the voltage. For example, from Equation
(2.19a), the electron transfer rate from conduction band of the semiconductor to the empty states
(oxidizing states) in the redox system Equation (2.21a) can be defined as follow;
2.22
The integration term in this transfer rate equation reflects the dependency of the charge transfer
rate, and therefore the current density, on the relative position of the energy states in the
semiconductor (conduction band and valence band) and the redox energy distributions (
and

). When the band edges at the semiconductor/electrolyte interface are fixed and the

electron density at the surface ns is not a function of energy,

,
2.23

where

is a constant (note the use of capital letters). Therefore, the electron transfer rate of

cathodic current via conduction band is
·

2.24

and where
exp

2.25
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Here

is a potential across the semiconductor space charge region and no represents the

electron density in the semiconductor bulk.
From Equations (2.21a), (2.22) and (2.23), the cathodic current density via the
conduction band can be expressed as
·

·

·

· exp

2.26a

Similary, the other three currents can be derived as

·

·

·

·

2.26b

·

·

·

2.26c

·

·

· exp

2.26d

where
·

2.27

·

2.28

·
and

and

2.29

represents the density of filled and empty state in the valence and conduction band

in the semiconductor, respectively. From Equation (2.26a) and (2.26d), the cathodic current via
conduction band (

) and the anodic current via valence band (

potential across the space charge layer. From Equation (2.26),

) strongly depend on the

increases exponentially as one

applies more negative potential to the semiconductor (with respect to the redox system) and for
the

case it is opposite. On the other hand, the other two kinds of currents (

and

) are

independent of the potential variations at the semiconductor/electrolyte interface since the states
are essentially filled.
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2.2.2 Charge Transfer in the Dark and Illumination
As derived in Section 2.2.1, the charge transfer between the semiconductor and the redox
system depends on the overlap of the energy bands and the band bending which depends on the
Fermi level of the redox system, the applied potential, and the concentration of the ions. Also,
illumination can vary the charge transfer by generating extra electron-hole pairs on the surface.
The potential variation at the interface (i.e. applying external potential) leads to
corresponding changes of the potential across the space charge layer and therefore of the band
bending. As an example, typical current-potential curves of n-type GaAs in a solution of 0.5 mole
H SO and corresponding energy diagrams appear in Figure 2.7. The Fermi level of the redox
system locates close to the valence band of the semiconductor [54].
As shown in Figure 2.7(a), the energy band bends upward due to the Fermi level
differences of two phases (n type GaAs and 0.5 mole H SO ) at equilibrium. Under this condition,
almost no current can flow at the interface (Figure 2.7 (a)). As one applies negative external
potential, the energy band starts to bend in the opposite direction. For more negative potential
than the flat-band potential (Figure 2.7 (c)), the energy band bends downward and electrons drift
to the solid surface due to the electric field formed in the space charge region. Therefore, electron
transfer occurs from the solid to the empty band in the redox system (‘Ox’ state), which induces
cathodic current (Figure 2.7 (b) and (c)).
The cathodic current due to the electron transfer via the conduction band (

) depends

strongly on the potential across the space charge region (or extra potential applied) as derived in
Equation (2.25a). As one applies more negative potential to the semiconductor, the cathodic
current increases exponentially (Figure 2.7 (b) and (c)). Current variations according to the
potential for the p-type semiconductor have analogy to the n-type case. In the example, electron
transfers occur mostly via the conduction band due to the low hole concentration in the valence
band even with the good overlap between the ‘Red’ state (filled state in the redox system) and the
valence band (filled band in the semiconductor).
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Figure 2.7 Anodic ( ) and Cathodic current ( ) versus applied potential (

) (i) in the dark

and (ii) under illumination. Note that curve (i) approaches zero near point ‘a’ while curve (ii)
extends from the anodic to cathodic regimes. Corresponding energy band bending for three
potential points are marked in the plot: a. equilibrium (electron depletion), b. flat-band, and c.
negative (electron accumulation). The E axis represents electron energy (negative). [modified
from 32, 54]
The current flow at the semiconductor/solution interface is closely related with the carrier
concentration at the surface. Curve (i) in Figure 2.7 represents the dark current flow versus
applied potential

, which is an increment of potential applied to the semiconductor with

respect to the solution. The dark cathodic current increases with more negative potential as the
surface bands tend toward a flat condition whereas the dark cathodic current approaches zero for
more positive potentials that produce a diode reverse bias condition. Illumination incident on the
semiconductor with energy larger than the energy gap of the material generates electron-hole
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pairs in the material that can contribute to the current. In all light-induced reactions, the minimum
photon energy required for excitation corresponds to the band gap of the semiconductor. Figure
2.7 (ii) presents the anodic and cathodic current versus potential under illumination for the n- type
semiconductor. Under illumination, cathodic current increases with negative potential and
essentially coincides with the dark cathodic current as the current due to band bending dominates
(essentially a forward biased diode); the two currents (Figure 2.7 (i) and (ii)) overlap in the plot.
Anodic current increases with illumination (Figure 2.7 (ii)) unlike with the dark case. In the dark,
only majority carriers contribute to the current flow at the interface. However, under illumination,
minority carriers also can increase the current density due to the electron-hole pair generation in
the semiconductor.
The current flow can be an indication of the material dissolution. As will be discussed
later, material dissolution occurs when holes are available at the semiconductor surface.
Consequently, the dissolution primarily occurs under hole accumulation (electron depletion)
when the energy bands bend upward. For n-type semiconductor shown in Figure 2.7, the energy
band bends upward at equilibrium (Figure 2.7(a)); this bending depletes electrons at the
semiconductor surface. For dark conditions, due to the low hole concentration in the valence band,
only negligible current flows as indicated by the right-hand portion of curve (i) in Figure 2.7.
Consequently in the dark, the semiconductor cannot be anodically dissolved in inert electrolytes
(without adding strong oxidizing agent such as Hydrogen Peroxide (H O ). When negative
potential is applied to the semiconductor with respect to the solution, the energy band bends
downward and electrons start to accumulate on the surface. The cathodic dark current increases
dramatically in the vicinity of flat band potential due to the electron transfer from the
semiconductor CB to the oxidizing states in the redox system (reduction reaction). However, the
cathodic current, again, cannot contribute to the dissolution of the GaAs because of the hole
depletion at the surface.
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With illumination having photon energy larger than the energy gap of the semiconductor,
anodic current increases (region (ii), Figure 2.7) due to the photo-generated holes in the valence
band and so does the dissolution of the semiconductor (curve (ii), Figure 2.7). The current
becomes independent of the applied electrode potential at more positive values and the light
intensity limits the photocurrent. Electrons in the conduction band of the n-type semiconductor
can easily recombine with the photo-generated holes. As shown in the Figure 2.7, the photoanodic dissolution does not start right after the flat-band potential due to recombination of
electrons and holes at moderate band bending. [54, 79]
The currents are also related to the wavelength of the light source. The electron hole pair
generation depth (absorption depth of the light) is closely related to the wavelength of the
incident light. For example, short wavelength (Blue or UV light for AlGaAs structures) has
smaller absorption depth and light with longer wavelength absorbs deeper in the bulk (Figure A.4
in Appendix A). Also, the generation rate of the carriers is a function of the wavelength. For the
case of an n-type semiconductor, when the minority carriers (holes) are generated deeper than the
space charge region, the carrier has to diffuse to the space charge region without recombination to
participate in the chemical reaction on the solid surface. The maximum distance that the minority
carrier can diffuse without recombination is defined by the diffusion length
carriers created within an approximated range of

[80]. Only the

can reach the interface (where

represents the thickness of the space charge region) and contribute to the interfacial charge
transfer and therefore to the interfacial current density.
The Fermi level of the redox system also varies depending on the wavelength and
intensity of illumination due to mechanisms associated with the semiconductor. The
electrochemical potentials of various redox systems (H ⁄H , OH ⁄O , H O ⁄OH ) with energy
band of the semiconductor materials (GaP, SiC, CdS and GaAs) forming the interface surface are
illustrated for the dark and illuminated cases in Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.8 Position of energy bands of various semiconductors at the surface in the dark (d) and
in light (l) with respect to the electrochemical scale. The vertical lines marked by an energy
indicate the band gap of the semiconductor while the small horizontal lines indicate the edges of
the conduction and valence band edges [modified from 75, 76].

As shown in Figure 2.8, the energy levels of the semiconductors are shifted under
illumination; therefore, the electrochemical characteristics of the system also change with light.
The illumination however, affects the electrochemical system differently than does the applied
external potential. So far, only the photo-effects for electron transfers due to the band-to-band
semiconductor transitions are considered – assuming there aren’t any surface states. Photons with
energy greater than the bandgap energy of the semiconductor can be absorbed by the
semiconductor and can induce other types of electron processes such as transitions to or from an
adsorbate of the ions from the solution or an equivalent surface state, or transitions to or from
energy levels in the forbidden gap region in the bulk material.
Surface states can act as a recombination centers. Photo-excited charge carriers can be
captured in surface states and are available for transfer across the interface. However, it is not
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clear how many surface states exist on a semiconductor prepared using standard cleaning
processes or during the semiconductor fabrication processes. Also, it is very difficult to obtain
direct experimental information about the surface states. Also, when light with higher energy than
the energy bandgap is absorbed by the semiconductor, photogenerated electron-hole pairs with
excess kinetic energy are created. These hot carriers can dissipate their excess kinetic energy and
cool to the lattice temperature through electron-phonon interactions. Still, the photo-effect
including the hot carrier process is not fully understood for the semiconductor [75, 76]. However,
from the references for photo-assisted dissolution of semiconductors [51, 81], the etch rates
increase as the wavelength of the light decreases for the bulk semiconductor material. There has
been speculation [76] on the role of hot carriers in the dissolution process but the question
remains open at present.

2.3 Semiconductor Dissolution
The previous sections review basic terms for the electrochemical models, i.e. the
variations of energy states in the solid and the electrolyte when two phases are brought into
contact including the mechanisms for surface layer generation, energy band bending and charge
transfer. The electrochemical reactions of the solid and electrolyte have many applications such
as for solar cells or semiconductor fabrication. The dissolution of the solid can be the most useful
for the semiconductor fabrication process.
The semiconductor dissolution can occur through three different mechanisms: anodic
dissolution, electroless dissolution and chemical dissolution. Anodic dissolution and electroless
dissolution involve with charge transfer between the solid and electrolyte. The dissolution
mechanisms depend on the potential or illumination applied to the system. In contrast to
electroless dissolution, the chemical etch supplies all the necessary resources (such as charge) and
does not rely on that from the semiconductor surface. As a result, if one limits etching to
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chemical etching then the etch rate is not influenced by the charge concentration at the
semiconductor surface. This dissolution rate is potential-independent over a wide potential range.
The anodic and electroless dissolution of semiconductor occurs through electrochemical
process. The III-V semiconductors, such as GaAs and InP, have the zinc-blende structure [80].
For this type of solid, the surface atoms are triply bonded to three underlying atoms by means of
valence electrons [34]. When such a crystal is dissolved, the bonding electrons are removed from
the semiconductor surface (valence band of the semiconductor) which means holes are required
to break bonds (dissolve solid). GaAs requires six holes per atom to dissolve the material. The
solid dissolution rate can be enhanced or suppressed according to whether holes are supplied or
extracted from the material.
Therefore, the electrochemical dissolution mechanisms are closely related to the charge
transfer in Section 2.2. As shown in section 2.2.1, the charge transfer rate depends on the
potential and redox system. The reaction also depends on the pH and composition of the
electrolyte. In the case with strong oxidation agent such as H O in the acidic electrolyte,
different mechanisms should be applied to explain the electrochemical system, i.e. electroless
dissolution. Pure chemical dissolution may occur with a strong oxidizing agent (H O or Br )
independent of charge transfer at the interface. Illumination has a major effect on the dissolution
process regardless of the oxidizer content. Anodic dissolution (without an oxidizing agent, i.e.
H O ) is reviewed in Section 2.3.1. The next section introduces the electroless dissolution
mechanisms for the semiconductor (GaAs) within the acidic solution with oxidizing agent (H O ).
Section 2.3.3 summarizes chemical dissolution.

2.3.1 Anodic Dissolution
Anodic dissolution refers to the situation where electrolyte does not contain an oxidizer
(such as H2O2) but material dissolution can only occur by applying an electrical potential (and/or
illumination) to the acid-solid system. Without the oxidization agent, the semiconductor can be
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dissolved in electrolyte with externally applied potential [54]. The etching proceeds by charge
transfer at the surface. A typical dissolution reaction for removing As from a GaAs surface in
contact with an acidic solution can be expressed as follow:
3

6

3

2.30

From the equation, dissolution of a GaAs molecule requires six holes to transfer from the solution
to the valence band of the semiconductor. The etch rate can be enhanced or suppressed according
to whether holes are supplied or extracted from the material. Therefore, the electrochemical
etching presents high selectivity between materials with different types of doping. For example,
in the dark, p-type GaAs dissolves in the anodic condition (as next described) and n-type can be
dissolved in the cathodic condition.
Anodic etching connects the III-V semiconductor in an electrolyte to the positive terminal
and a metal electrode in the electrolyte to the negative terminal of the voltage source. When the
potential of the anode is sufficiently positive, a current starts to flow and the semiconductor starts
to oxidize and the material dissolves into the acidic solution. The anodic etching rate depends on
the applied potential and electrical type of the material. With III-V samples connected to the
negative terminal of the voltage source, cathodic dissolution may occur.
Dissolution occurs when current flows across the solid/electrolyte interface and holes
accumulate at the solid surface as expected from the reaction equations above. The current flow at
the semiconductor/solution interface is closely related to the carrier concentration at the surface.
Illumination on the semiconductor with energy larger than the energy gap of the material
generates electron-hole pairs in the material that can contribute to the increment of the current. In
all light-induced reactions, the minimum photon energy required for excitation corresponds to the
band gap of the semiconductor. A schematic representation of the anodic and cathodic current
versus potential for the n- and p-type semiconductor is plotted in the Figure 2.9. In the dark, only
majority carriers contribute to the current flow at the interface. However, under illumination,
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minority carriers also can increase current density due to the electron-hole pair generation in the
semiconductor.
The current flow can be an indication of the material dissolution. As shown in the
Equation (2.30), material dissolution occurs when holes are available at the semiconductor
surface. Consequently, the dissolution can only occur under hole accumulation (electron
depletion) when the energy bands bend upward.

Figure 2.9 Typical current-potential curve of semiconductor electrode: (a), p-type and (b) n-type
semiconductor; (i) in the dark and (ii) under illumination [54].

For p-type materials, holes are present in the valence band and anodic dissolution can
occur when holes are available at the solid surface – here, anodic dissolution refers to positive
potential applied to the semiconductor. From the current-potential curve of a p-GaAs electrode in
H SO solution in Figure 2.9 (a), in the dark (curve (i)) the current is almost zero at zero potential
(equilibrium condition). Without external potential, due to the Fermi level differences between
the p-type semiconductor and the redox system, the energy bands bend down and electrons
accumulate at the surface. Therefore not many holes can contribute to solid dissolution for these
conditions at equilibrium. The current stays low with negative (cathodic) potential with respect to
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the standard electrode [32]. since the band bends more downward with negative external potential
and the hole depletion occurs at the electrode surface. When positive potential is applied to the
semiconductor, the energy bands start to bend upward. After the flat band potential, holes
accumulate at the surface. Consequently, anodic dissolution starts close to the flat band potential
and the current increases exponentially at positive potentials.
When light of a wavelength corresponding to the band-gap of the semiconductor is
applied to the p-type semiconductor, electron-hole pairs are generated. In this case, due to the
high hole concentration in the valence band, the hole density is not significantly affected by the
illumination but the electron density in the conduction band does significantly increase. Due to
the large band bending downward for cathodic potentials, these photo-generated electrons
accumulate at the electrode surface and transfer to the redox system (oxidizing state, or empty
state) and cathodic current can flow in the negative potential region (electron accumulation
region). However, increasing the cathodic current does not mean that the material dissolution
occurs at this potential range. The electron transfer rate increases but does not contribute to the
dissolution process. They can inhibit material dissolution since more electrons imply stronger
bonding. The plateau current in curve (ii) is determined by the light intensity. With anodic
potential larger than the flat-band potential, the current is almost the same with the dark condition
since there are already enough holes in the valence band before e-h pair generation and the
majority carrier density stays almost the same. In this region of potential, material dissolution
occurs at the surface and the dissolution rate is almost the same as the dark case since the photogenerated holes do not significantly change the hole density (i.e. majority carrier concentration)
For an n-type semiconductor, the energy band bends upward as one increases the positive
(anodic) potential (of the semiconductor with respect to the redox system) so as to deplete
electrons at the semiconductor surface. Under the dark condition, due to the low hole
concentration in the valence band, only small current flows in this range as shown by curve (i) of
the Figure 2.9(b). Consequently, the semiconductor cannot be dissolved anodically in the dark.
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When cathodic (negative) potential is applied, the cathodic dark current increases dramatically in
the vicinity of flat band potential due to the electron transfer from the semiconductor CB to the
oxidizing state in the redox system (reduction reaction). However in this case, the cathodic
current, again, cannot contribute to the dissolution of the GaAs because of the hole depletion at
the surface. Therefore, no anodic dissolution occurs for n-type GaAs in the dark.
With illumination, anodic current increases and so does the dissolution of the
semiconductor (curve (ii), Figure 2.9(b)). The current becomes independent of the applied
electrode potential at more positive values where the light intensity limits the photocurrent. The
photo-anodic dissolution does not start right after the flat-band potential due to recombination of
electrons and holes at moderate band bending. In the potential range with deep band bending,
most of the photo-generated holes within the space charge region and up to a diffusion length
from that region, transfer to the semiconductor surface and are consumed in GaAs dissolving
process. [54, 79, 82]
It is reported that the anodic dissolution rates does not depend on the GaAs crystal
direction [34, 35] (no difference for the Ga(111) face and the As (111 ) face contacting the
electrolyte, yielding no difference in dissolution rate). On the other hand, the flat-band potential
and the onset potential of the photocurrent do depend on the crystal faces. Accordingly, the
Helmholtz layer is different for the two surfaces.
The rate of anodic dissolution of GaAs depends on the pH of the electrolyte [54, 83, 84]
with or without illumination. In general, dissolution is observed at the high (alkaline) or low
(acidic) pH. The anodic oxidation of GaAs in acidic solutions is, in general, not accompanied by
film formation, unless oxide-promoting agents are added to the electrolyte. In the intermediate pH
range, surface passivation occurs due to the oxide film generation, which generally inhibits the
material dissolution. The charged intermediates might be formed during oxidation of the solid. A
build up of positive charge at the surface should influence the potential distribution over the
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semiconductor/electrolyte interface, which affects the position of the band-edges at the surface
and, consequently, the kinetics of hole injection.
Although it is inconvenient for technological applications to etch semiconductors
anodically with an externally applied potential, the electrochemical etching can be applied to the
selective etching of different electronic types of the material and doping concentration of the
semiconductor. However, it is inconvenient to etch semiconductors anodically with an externally
applied potential for technological applications since the electrode can limits the device design.

2.3.2 Electroless Dissolution
In general, the redox Fermi energy level for diluted acidic solution has a value between
that of the conduction band and the valence band of the GaAs. Consequently, the anodic
dissolution of the semiconductor in the dilute acidic solution depends on the availability of holes
at the semiconductor surface and is strongly influenced by an externally applied potential (band
bending). The actual etching solutions usually include more than one redox system such as the
sulfuric acid and hydrogen peroxide used for the experiments for this dissertation. Also, the
oxidizer eliminates the need for electrodes and applied electrical potential.
Electroless etching occurs with the addition of a strong oxidation agent such as Br
(Bromine) or H O so that the semiconductor can be decomposed under open-circuit conditions
(without electrode). The electroless dissolution mechanism is based on two separate
electrochemical reactions, which take place simultaneously on the same surface, the anodic
oxidation of the semiconductor in which holes are consumed and the reduction of an oxidizing
agent, which supplies these holes.
CB

2.31
VB

The

2.31b

(Oxidizing agent) can be reduced either via the conduction band or via the valence band,

depending on the relative position of the Fermi level of two phases.
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Electroless etching, by definition, requires hole transfer from the solution to the
semiconductor surface (valence band) without the application of an external voltage. As a
comment, electroless dissolution can simultaneously proceed with photo-dissolution whereby the
photo-holes produced in the semiconductor transfer to the reaction site. According to the GaAs
dissolution model from Gerischer [34, 35], these injected holes weaken (i.e., break) surface bonds
in order to dissolve GaAs. The charge transfer is only possible when the distribution function of
the oxidizing agent (

) overlaps with the valence band of the semiconductor. The degree of

overlap determines the rate of hole injection which affects dissolution rate. For example, in the
case when H O (Hydrogen Peroxide), an oxidizing agent with a very positive redox potential, is
added to the electrolyte (acidic solution), the distribution function of the oxidizing agent,

,

overlaps very well with the valence band of the semiconductor at the equilibrium condition as
shown in Figure 2.10.
The oxidizing agent with a very positive redox potential bends the semiconductor
conduction and valence bands more than would the single redox system with its Fermi level
between the conduction and valence band edges. Figure 2.10 shows (a) the situation beforecontact for either an n or p-type semiconductor (GaAs), (b) after contact between the solution and
n-type semiconductor (GaAs), and (c) after contact between the solution and a p-type
semiconductor. The electrolyte is a mixture of H O and acid. The addition of the H O to the
single redox systems (acid) shifts the solution distributions to more positive electron energy
(downward in the figure). Therefore before contact (Figure (2.10a), for this example), the redox
Fermi energy level of H O is placed lower than the valence band edge of the GaAs.
One can now see the effect of the oxidizer in Figure 2.10. When the solid is immersed in
the electrolyte, the Fermi levels in the semiconductor and electrolyte move to the same energy
under equilibrium conditions. The energy band bending depends on the Fermi level differences
in the semiconductor and electrolyte. Since the Fermi energy level

in H O in this case , is
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lower than the Fermi energy level of both n-type

,

and p-type

,

GaAs, the semiconductor

energy bands bend upward (Figure 2.10 (b) and (c)). The bands produce larger electron barriers
and deeper hole wells for the n-type semiconductor and electrolyte interface than for the p-type
semiconductor.

Figure 2.10 Energy band diagrams of GaAs in the contact with acidic H O

solution for

either an n-type or p-type semiconductor. (a) The bands and Fermi level before contact
between the semiconductor and electrolyte. (b) and (c) shows energy band diagram after
contact for n-type and p-type semiconductor and electrolyte, respectively.
The electroless dissolution mechanism is based on the two distinct electrochemical
reactions of reduction and oxidation. Electroless etching can be described by the Mixed Potential
Theory [85] and proceeds at the mixed potential (
current (

) at which the partial oxidation (or anodic)

) must be equal to the partial reduction (or cathodic) current (

. Since anodic

oxidation depends on the surface hole concentration, the etch rate in these solutions can be
changed by applying an external potential. Figure 2.11 presents the current-potential curves of pand n-type GaAs in a solution of pH=0 containing strong oxidization agent (H O ).
According to the mixed potential theory, [104] the total measured current at the
semiconductor/solution interface consists of the two partial currents, the reduction and oxidation
currents, which are assumed independent of each other [54, 86]. From the current derived in the
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Equation (2.25b), the reduction current induced by the reduction process via the valence band
(electron transfer from the valence band of the semiconductor to the Ox species) is independent
of the applied potential over a broad range of potential for both p- and n-type GaAs. Hole
injection occurs from “Red” species in the redox system to the valence band of the semiconductor.
The injection rate (and the oxidation current via valence band) strongly depends on the applied
potential and therefore the total current also depends on the externally applied potential. In the
Figure 2.11, a solid line represents the measured total current and the dotted lines (i) and (ii)
indicates the estimated cathodic and anodic current, respectively.

Figure 2.11 Current potential curves of (a) p-type GaAs and (b) n-type GaAs in the dark in a
solution of pH=0 containing a strong oxidizer. (i) and (ii) indicates the estimated cathodic and
anodic current, respectively. (iii) represents sum of the cathodic and anodic current [54].

In the p-type GaAs, the dissolution can occur in the positive potential range due to the
high hole concentration in the valence band in the dark. During semiconductor dissolution in the
acidic H O solution, a mixed potential (

) is established at which the reduction and oxidation

reactions occur at the same rate. For the mixed potential, two partial current densities, oxidation
and reduction current, represented by

and

respectively, must be equal (

), as
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indicated in Figure 2.11. During etching under electroless conditions at the mixed potential (

),

no external current flows.
The same reactions occur at the corresponding n-type semiconductor as shown in the
Figure 2.11 (b). For n-type GaAs the electroless mechanism is somewhat more complex since the
injected holes are now minority charge carriers. In the dark, the holes are not created by light but
are injected by the oxidizing agent (and neglecting thermal generation within the semiconductor).
From the energy band diagram in Figure 2.10, with positive potentials, the injected holes
accumulate at the semiconductor surface due to the band bending and the current is independent
of the potential. The holes dissolve GaAs in the dark. Unlike the p-type GaAs case in the Figure
2.11(a), n-type GaAs shows another plateau in the negative potential region due to the
recombination of injected holes with electrons from the conduction band (Figure 2.11(b)-(ii) and
(iii)).
Oxide formation also affects the semiconductor dissolution by influencing the rate of hole
injection from the solution. It is reported that anodic oxidation of the semiconductor is often
accompanied by oxide formation. The growth of oxides causes changes to the band bending
within the semiconductor since the oxides can drop significant amounts of voltage. In addition,
the oxides can trap surface charge as well as slow the reactions. In particular for the case shown,
the semiconductor band-edges are shifted downwards towards positive potentials during
dissolution. When an oxide layer is formed during this reaction, these intermediates induce a
much larger potential drop over the oxide layer, as the capacitance of this layer is significantly
smaller than that of the Helmholtz layer. Consequently, the shift of the semiconductor band-edges
is much larger under oxide-forming conditions. Since the hole injection rate depends on the
degree of overlap between the

function and the valence band, these shifts can markedly

influence the kinetics of electroless dissolution of GaAs. Both oxide formation and
surface/interface charging effects may influence the cathodic reduction of the oxidizing agent and
electroless etching at the open-circuit potential

.
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2.3.3 Chemical Dissolution
Assume the dissolution of a Ga-As pair is equivalent to the transfer of six charge carriers
to the solution, the current–potential curve (such as in Figure 2.9) can be interpreted as an etch
rate-potential curve. For both n- and p-type GaAs, increasing the cathodic currents leads to
decreasing of the etch rate whereas anodic current leads to the dissolution of the material.
Without an oxidizing agent ( H O ), p-type GaAs dissolution does not occur with negative
potential and positive potential for n-type GaAs. With strong oxidation agent, such as H O , the
etching can be described by the partial anodic and cathodic current-potential curves [85]. The
dissolution rate can be changed by means of an externally applied potential.
Gerischer et al. found the etch rate of n-type germanium (Ge) in an acidic H O solution
to be potential-independent over the potential range for which Ge is not anodically dissolved.
They proposed a distinction between an ‘electroless’ and a ‘chemical’ mechanism for the
dissolution of Ge. They also found similar potential-independent etching of GaAs in Bromine
solution [34].
For the chemical dissolution of GaAs in these solutions they proposed a coordinated
reaction sequence involving the rupture of Ga-As and Br-Br bonds and the simultaneous
formation of Ga-Br and As-Br bonds represented as follows [34]. It is also found that GaAs is
also etched by a chemical mechanism in acidic and alkaline H O solutions [23-25].

Ga

As

+

Br
Br

Br

Br

Ga

As

(2.32)

In contrast to electroless dissolution, the chemical etch rate is not influenced by the
surface hole concentration in the valence band of the semiconductor. The rate is potentialindependent over a wide potential range. It is reported that ‘bifunctional etching-species’ are
involved in the chemical dissolution. The bifunctional molecules are capable of forming two new
bonds with the semiconductor surface in a synchronous mechanism. These species were found to
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be either symmetrical, e.g. H O , Cl , Br and I , or asymmetrical, such as OCl , HCl and HBr. A
dissolution reaction occurs by direct chemical attack of these bifunctional etching species at the
semiconductor surface. Dissolution is initiated by an exchange of bonds between the solid and the
etchant. Since direct chemical attack of the semiconductor is necessary, chemical etching stops
when an oxide is formed on the surface. However, electron tunneling can still occur when the
oxide layer is thin.

2.4 Summary
Photo-assisted dissolution of semiconductors in aqueous solutions especially offers
attractive possibilities in device fabrication. Device applications of the photo-assisted material
dissolution are reported [53, 87-91]. Photo-assisted electroless dissolution systems (no externally
applied potential) are of particular interest since they are more likely compatible with the existing
device technology. However, the mechanism is very complicated and researchers are suggesting
new models of the dissolution system [51, 52, 62, 92]. Material dissolution by supplying holes to
the valence band through electron-hole pair generation model is the most widely accepted in a
manner identical to that for electrochemical etching [26, 31-34, 70, 93]. The other mechanism
uses the thermal energy from the light source (such as laser) to melt oxide [94]. However, there is
no temperature increasing during the etching with moderate power of light [64].
It is clear that illumination and external potential influences semiconductor dissolution
due to the charge density changes at the surface and energy band bending or shift. This work is
most interesting for semiconductor dissolution with light. Basically, photo-assisted solid
dissolution can be classified as electrochemical etching. However, the mechanism is more
complicated than electrochemical etching in the dark. With an oxidization agent in the electrolyte,
the mechanism becomes even more complex. In the etching solution such with strong oxidization
agent, experimental results show that there is a complex interrelation between electrochemical
and chemical processes. The etch system can be expected to be affected by density and flow of
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the photo-generated charges at the surface. Chapter 3 and 4 examine the photo-assisted
dissolution of GaAs and GaAs/AlGaAs multilayer materials with LEDs and Lasers under various
conditions.
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Chapter 3 LED Photo-Assisted Wet (PAW) Etch Test

One of the primary goals of the research on Photo-Assisted Wet (PAW) etching consists
of developing methods and apparatus to produce the first wet-etched integrated heterostructure
laser mirrors with characteristics independent of the relative orientation between the integrated
laser and crystal. The initial tests and apparatus are designed to extend early observations on the
photo-etching of bulk-like GaAs including those related to selective etching [17, 63, 66, 92, 95]
and changes to the etched side profile [61, 64, 96]. However, the dissolution mechanism of the
semiconductor, especially the photo-assisted dissolution, is not yet fully understood.

The

literature has few reports on the photo-dissolution characteristics of bulk and double layered
semiconductors and no reports on the multilayered heterostructure and quantum well laser
material. Developing photo-assisted III-V material dissolution processes requires investigation of
the dissolution characteristics of the semiconductor with respect to the masking material,
wavelength of the light source and target material. The electrochemical reaction of the
semiconductor and the etching solution (redox system) under illumination can be influenced by
many factors in the system such as light source, layer structure of the target material and the
masking material deposited on the sample.
This chapter presents Photo-Assisted Wet (PAW) etching using the incoherent
illumination from multi-element light-emitting-diodes (LEDs) as light sources. Section 3.1
discusses the experimental set-up and the methods for preparing the test material. Next, Section
3.2 investigates the photo-dissolution of the bulk GaAs and various structures of GaAs/AlGaAs
materials including laser heterostructure using different types of the mask patterns and light
sources. A simple photo-dissolution model is presented in section 3.2.2 for bulk GaAs. The
heterostructure materials add complexity to the photo-dissolution model. Sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.4
discuss Photo-Assisted Wet (PAW) etching of epitaxial AlGaAs layers and laser heterostructure.
The etch profile of the photo-dissolution depends not only on the light wavelength and intensity,
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but also on the electrical type of the mask and layer structure of the material. The photodissolution of the laser heterostructure samples using green and UV LEDs produces smooth
vertical sidewalls suitable for integrated semiconductor lasers.

3.1 Experimental Set-up and Sample Preparation
Section 3.1 presents the experimental set-up and the method for preparing the test
material for LED-PAW etch tests. Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 review the LED-PAW etch setup and
light sources for the PAW etch test. Three different high-power LEDs are used to compare photoelectrochemical dissolution under different wavelengths of the light. The LEDs produce UV (395
nm, 3.14 eV), green (530 nm, 2.33 eV) and red (625 nm, 2.00 eV) and optical power density of
approximately 64mW⁄cm ( 10mW⁄cm ). The PAW etching characteristics depend on the
wavelength of the light through the absorption length and photo-carrier energy (i.e., hot carriers).
Sections 3.1.3 and 3.1.4 discuss sample preparation and investigate the effects of masking.

3.1.1 Experimental Set-up
The experimental set-up for the LED-PAW etching is illustrated in Figure 3.1. The first
set of experiments use an LED as a light source since the emitted light has a broad, uniform
spatial distribution that provides excellent coverage of the target sample. However, the LED
optical power incident on the sample quickly decreases as the distance between the sample and
the light source increases. To apply maximum optical intensity, the target sample needs to be
placed as close to the light source as possible. In the experimental set-up, the target sample is
placed within approximately 5mm from the bottom of a clear Pyrex® dish with the LED
illumination passing through the bottom. Metal should not be introduced into the etching solution
since it can interfere with the electrochemical system [24, 25]. Instead, Teflon®-insulated
tweezers suspend the target sample (face-down) in the etching solution. The backsides of the
samples remain unmasked so as to expose the back sides of the semiconductors to the etchant.
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The etching solution consists of sulfuric acid (H SO ), hydrogen peroxide (H O ) and DI (DeIonized) water (H O) [21-23] in the volumetric ratio of 4:1:25 based on previous promising
results from our lab for the bulk n-type GaAs case [64]. The mixture of the sulfuric acid (H SO )
and water (H O ) generates heat during solvation. The temperature easily rises higher than 80 .
It is necessary to cool the etching solution to room temperature for stability/reproducibility. The
temperature of the etching solution is maintained at 23

2 . Temperatures are measured

before and after the etching and the differences are within 1 .

Figure 3.1 Experiment set up for the photo-assisted semiconductor dissolution.

3.1.2

Light Sources
For the photo-assisted semiconductor dissolution experiments, the illumination should

cover the whole sample in order to promote uniform etching across the surface. High power
multi-element LEDs (upto 70mW of optical power with approximate emission areas of 1 cm2,
optical power density ~70 mW⁄cm ) provide good control over the intensity. Three different
colors of high-power LEDs are used to compare photo-electrochemical dissolution under
different wavelengths of the light. The LEDs produce UV (395 nm, 3.14 eV), green (530 nm,
2.33 eV) and red (625 nm, 2.00 eV) and absorbed optical power density of approximately
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64mW⁄cm ( 10mW⁄cm ) at the position of the sample depending on slight variations in
separation between the sample and LED, the material refractive index, and the wavelength. Light
with wavelength 395nm, 530nm, and 625nm has calculated (power) absorption lengths of 15nm,
90nm, 191nm in GaAs, respectively, and 29nm, 179nm, and more than 40000nm in Al0.5Ga0.5As
(see Appendix A Figure A.4). The LEDs have a full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) optical
bandwidth of 45 nm for green and 20 nm for UV and red. The optical power of LED is measured
using Newport optical power meter with about 1cm

1cm photodetector (PD). For an exact

power measurement, the photodetector is placed at the same position as the sample. The size of
the photodetector is approximately 1cm

1cm. The spatial distribution is found to be uniform

within 10% across a 5mm sample by scanning a photodetector masked with a pin-hole across the
illumination.

3.1.3

Etch Masks
Electrochemically, the dissolution system can be considered as an electric circuit

consisting of the target semiconductor, the masking pattern and the electrolyte [97]. The
observations focus on the electrochemical reaction with different electrochemical environments
using different types of masks and target materials.
Masks can be distinguished by four different types depending on their electrical
properties. The Type 0 and 1 masks consists solely of photoresist (AZ 5214-E) and e-beam
evaporated metal, respectively. The photoresist (PR) transmits light with a wide range of
wavelengths (UV through IR). Therefore, a 1.5μm thick PR mask (Type 0) only blocks the
contact of the semiconductor with the electrolyte (etching solution) and not the illumination. The
metal layers used in these experiments are the typical p-contacts (Titanium (Ti, 400
(Pt, 200 ) –Gold (Au, 3000

) –Platinum

)) for the laser device. The same metal type is applied to both n-

and p-type sample surface (for the LED experiments) in order to maintain the same metal-
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solution interface. The metal type may alter the charge flow at the semiconductor-metal interface
due to the barrier difference at the interface. However, the experiments with coherent illumination
to produce actual lasers use both n and p-type metals as appropriate for the layer structures. Type
1 masks block both the etching solution and light. However, the charge may flow from/to the
solid through the metal. Based on the electrochemical etch mechanisms discussed in Chapter 2,
charge transfer at the solid/etching solution interface determines the dissolution rate and etch
characteristics.
Type 2 masks consist of silica (SiO , 1000

) in direct contact with the semiconductor,

which is then covered with metal layers (Chromium (Cr, 400
Platinum (Pt, 200

) – Gold (Au, 3000

) - Titanium (Ti, 400

) -

)). Chromium (Cr) is used as an adhesion enhancement

agent on the oxide before depositing a subsequent metal layer. The silica layer is intended to
electrically isolate the semiconductor from the metal and therefore block the electron and hole
movement from the sample to the etching solution.
To study the photo-assisted semiconductor dissolution with “non-metallic” light-blocking
masks, type 3 masks employ three layers in the order of silica (on the semiconductor), followed
by metal (Cr-Ti-Pt-Au) and then topped with photoresist (AZ 5214-E). Photoresist (PR) can be
spun-on and then patterned to cover the metal and thereby provide electrical isolation between the
metal layer and the etching solution. Figure 3.2 illustrates the four different mask types and
corresponding charge flow under illumination.
With a type 0 mask (Figure 3.2 (a)), light passes through the mask and generates
electron-hole pairs everywhere on the surface including under the mask. With this mask, one may
not see the photo-assisted dissolution effect. The type 0 masks are not included in the actual
experiments since the preliminary tests with ‘type 0 masked’ bulk GaAs shows the same etch
characteristics as for dark etching. With opaque masks such as type 1, 2 and 3, the electron-hole
pairs can only be generated where the surface is exposed to the etching solution. The charge
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density distributions induce potential at the material surface which results in charge flow at the
surface. As etching continues, holes are consumed by the etching at the non-masked area while
electrons move toward the masked area. The charge flow may vary by the mask types. With type
1 masks (Figure 3.2 (b)), electrons in the dark area may flow to the metal. For metal masks
isolated from the semiconductor surface, such as type 2 and 3 masks in Figure 3.2 (c) and (d),
electrons can accumulate under the masked area and at the sidewalls of the pattern as the etching
continues.

Figure 3.2 Different mask types and corresponding charge flow under illumination: (a) type 0,
PR only mask, (b) type 1, metal only mask, (c) type 2, silica and metal mask and (d) type 3,
silica, metal and PR mask.

Electron accumulation affects the solid dissolution near the dark area i.e. sidewall of the
pattern. In addition, some of the charges may transfer toward the back of the semiconductor. For
the bulk material, excess electrons can easily flow toward the back of the material. For the
heterostructure case, identical masking produces different results since the current flow can be
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affected by (i) the doping and energy band gap of the layers, (ii) the p-n junction region, and (iii)
the quantum wells where the carriers can efficiently recombine carriers. Various conditions
including different mask types and material structures are tested in this chapter.

3.1.4

Sample Preparation
The photo-dissolution of three different types of the materials is tested: bulk GaAs,

GaAs/AlGaAs multilayer with different structures, and laser heterostructure. Most of the samples,
except the bulk n- and p-type GaAs, are generated from two types of laser heterostructure
material. Figure 3.3 shows the layer structure of the original materials used in these experiments.
The material with in-house number EPI-1179 (see Figure 3.3(a)) has several thin GaAs/
Al Ga

As layers (forming a Field Effect Transistor (FET)) followed by a laser structure with

top n-type layers. Another wafer with in-house number M1-5 (see Figure 3.3(b)) has p-type layers
on top, indium added to the quantum wells for 894 nm emission, and n-type AlGaAs grown on an
n-type GaAs substrate.
The laser has the basic structure of a p-n diode where the most common material for inplane lasers has top layers consisting of p-type material while the bottom layers gown on the
substrate consist of n-type material as shown in Figure 3.3b. The various layers include: (i) a
highly-doped p-type GaAs cap layer for electrical contacts; (ii) an Al0.6Ga0.4As cladding layer
with p-type doping; (iii) a graded index layer that transitions both the refractive index for
waveguiding and the band gap to inhibit the injection of hot carriers to the quantum wells; (iv) a
set of quantum wells and barriers for efficient carrier recombination and the production of
photons; (v) a lower graded index region; (vi) a lower n-type cladding layer made of Al0.6Ga0.4As;
and (vii) an n-type epitaxial layer grown most often on an n-type substrate. The doping does not
extend into the modal volume (consisting of a portion of the graded index region and the quantum
wells) to minimize free-carrier absorption of optical energy. While the quantum wells represent
the actual active region, sometimes in the course of the present dissertation, the term ‘active
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region’ will refer to the quantum wells and a portion of the graded-index region for convenience.
The graded band edge improves the efficiency of the radiative recombination process at the
quantum wells since a step-like grade causes an increase in the kinetic energy of the carriers as
they transport from the high to low band gap region and thereby potentially overshoot the wells.
The grade allows the carriers to come to thermal equilibrium with respect to their band. The
present research uses a variety of heterostructures. Some wafers use an undoped substrate (i.e.,
semi-insulating) so as to provide electrical isolation between the integrated devices (assuming
appropriate fabrication steps), and between the devices and external systems in contact with the
substrate.

Figure 3.3 Layer structures of samples from (a) EPIQ9501179 and (b) M1-5 laser
heterostructure wafer.
The samples for the photo-assisted semiconductor dissolution are generated from the
heterostructure shown in the Figures 3.3. In particular, Figure 3.4 schematically summarizes the
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sample preparation. In the text, the samples are labeled by material and mask type for simplicity.
For example, the bulk GaAs case, GaAsN-1 and GaAsP-2 in the Figure 3.4 indicates n-type bulk
GaAs with type 1 mask (metal mask) patterned on the sample and p-type bulk GaAs with type 2
mask, respectively. In label “M1N-2”, the M1 refers to the M1 wafer (i.e., M1-5), the N
symbolizes the n-type AlGaAs epitaxial layer and the “-2” indicates the type 2 silica-metal
masking on top. Similarly in “EPI-1,” the EPI refers to the EPI-1179 wafer and the “-1” indicates
the type 1 metal mask.

Figure 3.4 Detailed formation steps for all of the samples.
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For the photo-assisted semiconductor dissolution for multilayered material, various layers
of the materials are generated from two layer heterostructure wafers, EPI-1179 and M1-5 (Figure
3.3) by using a diffusion-rate-limited phosphoric acid (7:3:3, H PO : H O : H O) etching system.
The etching system can dissolve both GaAs and AlGaAs layers and leave a polished surface after
etching [22-25]. The GaAs/AlGaAs multilayered sample from EPI-1179 and M1-5 wafer is
denoted as EPI and M1, respectively. For the EPI sample, the top FET (Field Effect Transistor)
layers are chemically removed from the EPI-1179 wafer. Samples with various layer structures
can be generated by chemical dissolution of certain layers in the laser heterostructure wafer. For
example, EPIN sample is obtained by removing the first two layers from the top of the EPI-1179
wafer (FET and n-type GaAs layer) and has n-type AlGaAs layer on top [98].
As illustrated in the Figure 3.4, EPIN-1 and EPIN-2 denotes EPIN sample with type 1 and 2
mask deposited on it, respectively. The same methods produce the other samples. The EPIP
samples expose a p-type AlGaAs layer while the M1N samples expose an n-type AlGaAs layer to
the etchant during the photo-assisted semiconductor dissolution process. Wet etching the EPI1179 wafer (using the diffusion-rate-limit phosphoric acid and the reflectometer) down past the
quantum wells exposes the p
Similarly, an n

Al

.

Ga

.

Al

.

Ga

.

As layer – these samples are denoted as type EPIP.

As layer is obtained from heterostructure M1-5 by etching past the

quantum wells – these samples are denoted by M1N. The correct layers are obtained by using a
reflectometer [98] to monitor the etch depth and the surface quality.

3.2

LED Photo-Assisted Wet (PAW) Etching
The experiments investigate the etch characteristics of the various types of multi-layered

GaAs/AlGaAs materials and bulk GaAs materials using three types of masks and three
illumination wavelengths. A simple model of the angle variation versus light source intensity is
presented for the bulk GaAs.
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After cleaving the wafer, all the samples receive a standard cleaning process (TCE
(ClCH

CCl ) – Acetone (C H O) – Methanol (CH OH) – Isopropanol (C H O) – DI water

(H O)) followed by photolithography and mask deposition. Oxygen plasma then removes any
remaining photoresist from the photolithography that would otherwise interfere with the etching.
Immediately prior to the photo-dissolution, the samples are dipped in Buffered Hydrofluoric acid
(BHF) for 30 seconds to remove possible surface oxides from the oxygen plasma. All samples
are etched for 7 minutes.
After the photo-dissolution of the sample, a Dektak 3030 profilometer provides a
measure of the vertical etch depth, V. The reflectometer cannot be used with the LED-PAW
etching due to the LED and proximity to the etching surface (see Figure 3.1). The samples are
then cleaved and mounted on-end for SEM pictures of the etch profile. The SEM pictures provide
an estimation of the horizontal etch depth, H, in order to calculate the ratio of horizontal-tovertical etch depth define as follows:
H
V

Horizontal Etch Depth
Vertical Etch Depth

3.1

The ratio of horizontal-to-vertical etch depth (H/V) provides one metric to characterize the
etching. For a second metric, define the relative (vertical) etch rate (R VR ) as
R VR

R LV R CV
R CV

100

3.2

where R LV and R CV represent the vertical etch rates with light and without light, respectively. In
the dark, only the chemical dissolution processes operate. The relative etch rate R VR compares the
light-induced vertical etch rate R LV

R CV with the dark chemical etch rate R CV [64]. The

relative etch rate can be negative when light inhibits the etching.
The experiments show that not only the electrical properties of the mask, but also doping
type and concentration, as well as the energy gap of each layer, and the band bending [62, 63]
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may have an effect on the photo-carrier dynamics to control the light induced etch characteristics
of multi-layered materials.

3.2.1

LED-PAW Etching of Bulk GaAs Materials
The photo-assisted semiconductor dissolution experiments on n-GaAs (Si doped,

n

5

10 ) bulk material in this work show that control over the etched sidewall angle

requires either a robust native oxide on the semiconductor or a deposited silica layer to provide
electrical isolation between the semiconductor and metal. Also, as the optical intensity
approaches 64mW⁄cm (for both UV and green), the sidewall angle becomes independent of the
etching direction 011 and 011 unlike the results for dark-chemical etching [21-24]. Figure
3.5 presents etched sidewall profiles for the 011 crystal direction of bulk n- and p- type GaAs
under various conditions. The etched sidewall angle depends on the mask type under same
wavelength of light as can be seen.
In Figure 3.5, with the same UV LED illumination, n-type GaAs with metal masking
(GaAs N-1: Figure 3.5(a)) presents a different side profile than n-type GaAs with type 2 masking
(GaAs N-2: Figure 3.5 (b)). The same results are obtained with Green LED illumination as shown
in the Figures 3.5 (c) and (d). All of the dark-etched bulk GaAs, regardless of the type of doping,
display the same sidewall profile for the 011 etch direction and the sulfuric 4:1:25 etching
system as shown in Figure 3.5 (g). Without light, the n- and p-type bulk GaAs samples have the
same etch characteristics (profile and rate) independent of the mask type. Also, even with light,
samples with type 0 mask (PR mask) show identical etch characteristics with dark etching.
Figure 3.5 (h) and (i) display the R VR (relative etch rate) and the H⁄V (ratio of horizontalto-vertical etch depth) versus the light sources (UV and green LED), respectively. The n-type
GaAs material with type 2 mask, which has the silica isolation layer between the semiconductor
and the metal, provides the larger profile angle (compare SEM pictures in Figure 3.5 (a) and (b)
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for UV and (c) and (d) for green) with low horizontal etching but approximately the same R VR
(Figure 3.5 (h)) with type 1masked sample.

Figure 3.5 Photo-Assisted Wet (PAW) etching of bulk GaAs material with different light
sources (UV, green and dark): (a)-(g) SEM pictures of the etched side profiles; (g) etch profile
in the dark for all types of materials and masks; (h) the relative etch rate (R VR ) and (i) the ratio
of horizontal-to-vertical etch depth (H⁄V) for n and p type bulk materials with two different
types of masks.

The SEM pictures of n-GaAs bulk materials corresponding to the UV LED (Figure 3.5
(a) and (b)) show an angle of approximately 49° for type 1 (metal mask) sample, while type 2
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(silica-metal) mask presents 83°. The R VR has the value of approximately 76% for both mask
types as seen in Figure 3.5 (h). The photo-assisted semiconductor dissolution with the green LED
shows similar improvement in sidewall angle for the type 2 (silica-metal) mask. The type 1 metal
mask produced 55° and type 2 (silica-metal) produced 70° (See Figure 3.5 (c) and (d)) and yet
the relative etch rate (R VR ) remained approximately the same for both masks (Figure 3.5 (h)). For
both UV and green photo-assisted semiconductor dissolution, the ratio of horizontal-to-

vertical etch depth H⁄V remains relatively small at approximately 0.3 which can be compared
with the ratio of horizontal-to-vertical etch depth in dark ( H⁄V ~1.4) in Figure 3.5 (i).
Apparently, the illumination can change the etch profile and also reduce the horizontal etch depth
while etching to the desired vertical depth.
The photo-dissolution characteristics for the p-GaAs bulk materials also depend on the
mask type. The present research (see Figure 3.5 (h)) shows that the R VR increases by 35% with
type 1 metal masks and decreases by -75% with type 2 silica-metal masks where the UV light
strikes the sample. The SEM pictures in the Figure 3.5 (e) and (f) show clear differences for the
etched sidewall profiles between the two mask types. Although the vertical etch rate changes
under UV illumination, the sidewall angle under the masked area remains approximately the
same as for the dark etch (compare Figure 3.5 (e) and (f) with (g)). Furthermore, the UV light
inhibits etching for the p-GaAs with type 2 silica-metal mask (Figure 3.5 (f)) whereas the vicinity
of the masked area displays an etch rate approximately the same as the dark rate.
In summary, type 2 (silica-metal) mask provides more vertical side angle than the type 1
(metal) mask. The change in the etch characteristics of both n- and p-GaAs bulk samples for the
different mask types suggests that the carrier flow through the etching system (semiconductormask-etchant (redox system)) plays a key role in determining not only the etch rate but also the
sidewall profile.
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3.2.2. Simple Model for Bulk GaAs
From experimental data presented in the Section 3.2.1, there is a relationship between the
sidewall angle of the semiconductor and the light source (intensity and wavelength). For the ntype GaAs case, the vertical etch rate increases with the intensity of the UV illumination and at
the same time, the horizontal etch rate and the sidewall change. Figure 3.6 presents etch rate and
relative etch rate (R VR for different optical power density.

Figure 3.6 Etch rate (μm⁄min) and relative etch rate (R VR versus optical intensity. Lines
refer to (a) n-type GaAs in the dark, (b) n-type GaAs with illumination, and (c) Relative etch
rate (R VR ) for n-type GaAs in the H SO : H O : H O (4:1:25) etchant system. The sidewall
angles under illumination appear next to the measured points [64].

The combination of greater vertical etch rate and inhibit horizontal etch rate increases the
sidewall angle θ. A rough estimate of the optical power required to photo-etch a 0.25 cm2 area at
a rate of 1 μm⁄min can be obtained by assuming fully surface absorbed illumination (i.e., all
holes enter the reaction) and assuming 4 valence electrons per atom. The optical power density
would need to be at least approximately 42mW⁄cm for 390 nm wavelength. Therefore, the
initial LED experiments used approximately 64mW⁄cm ; however, the actual photo-etch rate
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was approximately 0.5 μm⁄min (at most). This calculated estimate does not account for a variety
of effects [60, 61] including interfacial recombination, absorption length, band bending,
oxidation-reduction mechanisms and hot electrons.
The relative importance of photo-dissolution compared with the (dark) chemical
dissolution can be describe by the relative etch rate R VR previously defined in Equation (3.2).
Related work [64] found the dependence of the sidewall angle on the relative etch rate for n-type
bulk GaAs using upto 64mW⁄cm illumination (UV LED, 395 nm). The experiments include
changing the UV intensity and the oxidizer content. The linear regression for the data appears in
Figure 3.7 (a) given by
θ

32.5

R VR
100

55°

3.3

The n-type GaAs produces nearly vertical sidewalls for a variety of UV intensities.
A simple model in connection with the present work defines a sidewall angle in terms of
the etch rates as
Tanθ

R LV
R LH

3.4

with R LV and R LH respectively representing the vertical etch rate in the presence of light (which
includes both the photo and chemical dissolution rates) and the horizontal (lateral) etch rate under
the optical mask. The “dark” angle is approximately θ

55° for the (011) etch plane in GaAs.

The simplest relation for the vertical etch rate (with light) can be written as
R LV

R CV

APPAW

3.5

where R CV , A, and PPAW respectively represent the chemical vertical etch rate, a proportionality
factor and the optical power of PAW etching. The horizontal etch rate with light R LH (beneath an
opaque optical mask) can be written as
R LH
or more generally as

R CH

BPPAW

3.6
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R LH

R

R CH

where F represents a function of optical power, and R

R

F

3.7

represents the minimum observed etch

rate (which can be zero for intense illumination) [99]. Whereas the optical power PPAW increases
the vertical etch rate (Equation (3.5)) through the participation of photo-holes (represented by
‘ APPAW ’), it inhibits the lateral etch rate (Equation (3.6) or (3.7)) by electron diffusion to the
sidewalls (represented by ‘ APPAW ’). The linear model (Equation (3.6)) obtains from the more
general form by setting F

1

PPAW ⁄σP so that B

R CH

R

⁄σP .

Figure 3.7 (a) Sidewall angles from data (regression) and from three different empirical models
and (b) comparing the normalize lateral etch rate for the three simplest models. Plot (i), (ii), (iii)
and (iv) denotes Data regression, Fermi, Exponential and Linear model, respectively.

The simplest linear model in Equations (3.5) and (3.6) produces a sidewall angle given by

Tanθ

R VR
100
R VR
B
Tanθ
100
A

Tanθ
1

1

3.8

where A and B can differ since more holes might be available at the reaction interface than
electrons reaching the sidewall. The regression results in Figure 3.7 (a) provides the overall best
ratio of B/A~0.5 and for low light levels provides B/A~0.2. Equation (3.8) predicts that the
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sidewall angle should approach 90o. However, the linear model does not well predict the
regression results over the entire range of R VR for the n-GaAs especially near the asymptote. The
linear model produces a non-physical negative etch rate for sufficiently large optical power,
which suggests that a nonlinear set of equations would be more appropriate (also observe the pole
due to the denominator of Equation (3.8)).
A better fit to the regression results in Figure 3.7 (a) can be obtained using the function
F

1

Exp

PPAW μP
σP

3.9

denoted “Fermi” in Figure 3.7(a) [99]. For comparison, an approximation to Equation 3.9
produces an intermediate case F

Exp

PPAW ⁄σP (denoted by “Exponential” in Figure 3.7 (a)).

The linear function represents a Taylor approximation to the exponential. In all cases, the
function F decreases with optical power. Figure 3.7 (b) shows how the lateral (horizontal) etch
rate differs for the three models. The Fermi model shows a sharp “switching” action (i.e., “sharp”
decrease in the lateral etch rate in Figure 3.7 (b)) that suggests the reduction of a barrier for the ntype bulk GaAs material. Low relative etch rates (low photon density) produce lateral etch rates
similar to the dark. However, as the relative etch rate ( R VR

increases, the electrons

alter/surmount the sidewall barrier and decrease the lateral etch rate.
The Fermi-style function F suggests the photo-electrons (for n-GaAs) reduce or surmount an
interfacial barrier. The literature [32, 54] points out that the relative positions of the Fermi-level
in the etchant and semiconductor should produce electron depletion at the interfaces (bands bend
upward near equilibrium). Illuminating the n-GaAs (532 nm green light) produces electron-hole
pairs within the optical (power) absorption length of ~0.2μm. Assuming only moderate changes
to the local band profile, the electrons should drift to the bulk and the holes to the reaction site at
the interface [33]. Further assuming the sidewalls have approximately the same “no-light” surface
band bending (upward), then one must infer greater numbers of holes at the sidewall than in the
bulk. Electrons diffusing toward the sidewall should recombine with holes there and lower the
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barrier, which in-turn should further increase the electron transport to the surface. As a result, the
lateral etch rate would be non-linear in the photo-carrier generation rate.
The models predict that the sidewall angle should approach 90o depending on the
participation of electrons at the sidewall and holes at the reaction region. Varying the relative etch
rate( R VR by either increasing the optical power or changing the oxidizer content should
influence the sidewall angle (and vertical etch rate). The simplest model (Equations (3.5) and
(3.6)) offers some insight, but produces a non-physical negative etch rate for sufficiently large
optical power; however, the other 2 models do not have the same drawback. The models correlate
with experimental data for n-type bulk GaAs but not with the cases consisting of the more
complicated layer structures of semiconductor material presented in the next two sections
(Section 3.2.3 and 3.2.4). The model has the same drawbacks in that it does not incorporate the
various electrochemical factors such as material absorption coefficient, surface recombination
rate that alters the bond occupancy, surface band bending that affects transport of holes to the
reaction area or provides a background supply of holes, doping and the redox mechanisms. The
extension of the model for more realistic results needs to be a primary focus for the research.
However, first one must uncover the relevant parameters controlling the process. The
investigation of the controlling factors forms the main focus for the present dissertation.

3.2.3. LED-PAW of Epitaxial AlGaAs Layer
In the photo-dissolution experiment of n- and p-type GaAs bulk material, the photoelectrochemical properties show strong dependence on the type of the masking material. To
observe the electrochemical properties of the AlGaAs material, the experiments examine the etch
characteristics of Al Ga

As as a top layer (see Figure 3.3 for the layer structure and Figure 3.4

for the sample forming process). Figure 3.8 displays the etched sidewall profile of each case.
Figure 3.8 (j) and (k) show the relative etch rate (R VR ) and the ratio of horizontal to vertical etch
rate (H⁄V) for the three different colors of light (UV, green and red), respectively.
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Figure 3.8 photo-assisted semiconductor dissolution of epitaxial AlGaAs with different masks
(Type 1 and 2) and light sources (UV, green, red and dark) (a)-(i) SEM pictures of etched side
profiles; (i) EPIN, EPIP and MIN material with both types of masks in dark, EPIP-2 material
with all colors of LED or EPIN-1 and MIN-2 with red LED. (j) the relative etch rate (R VR ) and
(k) ratio of horizontal-to-vertical etch rate (H⁄V) vs. light source of n and p type epitaxial
AlGaAs layer with two different types of masks. V in the picture indicate vertical etch depth of
the sample.
These experiments for AlGaAs on multilayer materials show that the photo-dissolution
characteristics depend not only on the mask type and the material, but also on the underlying
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layer structure. For example, the EPIN-1 (Figure 3.8 (g)) and M1N-1 (Figure 3.8 (a)) samples
produce distinct etched-sidewall profiles even though they have similar n-AlGaAs layer doping
and aluminum concentration (Figure 3.3), identical type 1 metal contacts, and illumination. On
the other hand, the M1N-1 sample shows the same photo-dissolution characteristics with EPIN-2
sample for all colors of light (Figure 3.8 (a), (b) and (c)). In the Figure 3.8 (a), EPIN with type 2
36°) for the top n

silica-metal mask (EPIN-2) has a shallow angle (θ
vertical sidewall (θ

86°) for the bottom p
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Ga

.
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.
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.

As and a

As . In this case, switching both the

layer structure and the mask type produces the same etch profile and R VR (Figure 3.8 (j)). Both
the M1N-1 and EPIN-2 samples have overall UV etch rates larger than the dark (positive relative
etch rate, R VR ) but the longer wavelengths tend to inhibit the etching (negative relative etch rates;
R VR ~

45% with green and R VR ~

85% with red) as shown in Figure 3.8 (a), (b), and (c) and

(j) for UV, green and red LED, respectively.
Switching the layer structure and the mask type produces similar decreases in R VR with
increasing wavelength (see Figure 3.8 (j)). In the EPIN-1 and MIN-2 case, for either green or red
illumination, both contact types have identical etch profiles to that obtained under dark conditions
as shown in the Figure 3.8 (i) but not with UV (see Figure 3.8 (g) and (h)). For a type 1 metal
mask on an EPIN sample (EPIN-1) under UV LED, the top n
vertical sidewall of approximately θ
shallow angle of approximately θ

Al

86° whereas the bottom p

.

Ga
Al

As shows a nearly

.
.

Ga

.

As shows a

42° (Figure 3.8 (g)). The vertical etch rate is larger than the

dark (R VR ~80%). However, under UV, M1N-2 has approximately the same etched sidewall
profile as the EPIN-2/M1N-1 pair.
For the EPIN-2/M1N-1 pair, interesting results occur for the longer wavelengths such as
for red. One might speculate that UV should affect the etching more than long-wavelength
illumination since the UV should generate electron–hole pairs at the surface where the chemical
reaction occurs.

The red LED is expected to have negligible effect on the etching of
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bulk Al
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As since the red has photon energy similar to the band gap energy (
Ga

.

=2.0eV) of the

As and the light should therefore be absorbed deep within the bulk (more than

40000nm from Figure A.4). Therefore, the red dissolution rate of AlGaAs material is expected to
be almost the same as for the dark. However, the photo-dissolution with red (and green in Figure
3.8) does not strictly support this hypothesis and in addition, the profiles depend on the mask type.
Figure 3.8 (b) and (c) show the photo-dissolution with the green and red for the EPIN-2/M1N-1
pair. The vertical etch rate decreases by a factor of 2 to 4 compared with the dark vertical etch
rate while the horizontal etch rates remain comparable. Therefore the change in the vertical etch
rate primarily accounts for the change in the H⁄V in Figure 3.8 (k). Interestingly, ‘surface
absorbed’ green light, which has a calculated (power) absorption length of approximately 290 nm
in AlGaAs, produces a sidewall profile intermediate to that produced by red and UV illumination.
The p

Al

.

Ga

.

As layers in the EPI material (EPIP) produce the photo-dissolution

profiles in Figure 3.8 (d), (e), (f) and (i). The sidewall angle can be controlled by the mask type
and wavelength of the light source but the R VR and H⁄V of the EPIP material are relatively
independent of the mask type and the wavelength (see Figure 3.8 (j) and (k)). For example, type 1
metal-masked EPIP material (EPIP-1) under green illumination produces a nearly 90° sidewall
angle throughout the p-AlGaAs and p-GaAs layers. With other wavelengths, the SEM pictures
show two different sets of sidewall angles for the AlGaAs layer (top layer, θ ~79° with UV and
θ ~76° with red) and p-GaAs (the second layer, θ ~24.5° with UV and θ ~55° with red). All
other cases show approximately the same 40° angle. On the other hand, regardless of the
illumination wavelength, the EPIP-2 samples (EPIP with type 2 silica-metal mask, not separately
shown in Figure 3.8) have the same etch profile as for the dark case shown in Figure 3.8 (i)).
Unlike the samples with n-AlGaAs as a top layer (EPIN and MIN samples), the R VR and H/V for
the p-AlGaAs layers have approximately the same values as for the dark (R VR ~0 and H⁄V ~1.5)
regardless of the light color as shown in Figure 3.8 (j) and (k), respectively.
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For all cases of AlGaAs epitaxial layer samples, the etch profile depends on the various
factors; the light source, mask and layer structure. The photo-dissolution properties change
depending on the other layers above or below the target material. For example, the photodissolution with the green LED for the EPIN sample with type 1 mask (EPIN-1) has an average
R VR of 76%, which would produce a sidewall angle of approximately 80° in n-GaAs with the top
silica layer. However, the SEM pictures show about the same side angle as for the dark-etched
sample (θ~30°). On the contrary, the green photo-assisted semiconductor dissolution for the
EPIP-1 (type 1 metal mask) has a light etch rate almost the same as in the dark (R VR about 11%)
but produces a nearly vertical side profile (θ~90°). These results suggest that the side profiles are
determined not only by the relative etch rate (R VR ) but involve other electrochemical factors so
that the photo-dissolution of the multilayer semiconductor becomes very complicated.

3.2.4. LED-PAW Etching of Laser Heterostructure
As demonstrated above, the PAW etching of a semiconductor depends on the
electrochemical conditions of the system such as layer structure of the target material, mask type
and the light source. The present work studies two types of laser heterostructure materials (M1: ptype layers on top with n+ GaAs substrate and EPI: n-type layers on top with undoped GaAs
substrate). Both types of laser heterostructure offer the possibility of new fabrication processes
for light-controlled mirror surfaces and etch-stop layers.
Figure 3.9 shows the etch profiles of the laser heterostructure samples (M1 and EPI) in
the dark. The detailed layer structures appear in the Figure 3.3. First, consider the M1 sample,
which has a multi-angled sidewall profile in the dark as shown in the Figure 3.9(a); p-type layers
above the quantum wells (Q.Ws) exhibit about θ ~80° of sidewalls while the n-layers below the
quantum well show angles θ of approximately 35°. The side angle varies under illumination
according to the wavelength light source and the mask type.
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Figure 3.9 Etched profile of laser heterostructure materials in the dark for all types of the
masks (a) M1 and (b) EPI material.
In the LED-PAW setup, the backside of the sample is exposed to the etching solution by
suspending the sample (face-down) Teflon®-insulated tweezers in the etching solution. Van de
van et. al. reports that, for bulk GaAs material, exposing the sample backside produces higher
front illuminated-surface etch rates than does electrically insulating the backside since the
exposed backsides allows excess electrons to be removed [100]. As discussed previously, the
electron at the surface inhibits etching while hole promotes the process. The GaAs bulk materials
examined for this work agree with the report. However for the laser heterostructure case (both
EPI and M1 samples), the LED-PAW shows the same results as the backside-covered samples
which indicates the back-side condition does not affect the etch properties. This suggests that the
active layer also functions as barriers for photo-carrier transfer to the substrate. Figure 3.10
compares typical LED PAW etched side profile of laser heterostructure material (M1-5 samples)
with backside exposed and covered cases. The samples are etched about 4µm deep and the width
of the pattern is 5 µm. The LED-PAW etching presents similar side profile for both cases. For
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comparison, etching conditions are same (same mask type and LED power and type) except the
backside conditions.

Figure 3.10 LED-PAW etched profile of laser heterostructure materials for metal masked M1
samples with (a) backside covered and (b) exposed case.
Figure 3.11 shows the photo-dissolved side profile of laser heterostructure material (M1
samples) with different masks (type 1, 2 and 3) and light sources (UV, green, red and dark). Both
M1-1 (M1 material with type 1 metal masks) with UV LED (Figure 3.11 (a)) and the M1-3 (M1
material with type 3 silica-metal-PR masks) with green and red LED (Figure 3.11 (e)) show
almost vertical (θ ~90°) sidewalls above the active layer (p-type GaAs/AlGaAs layer) and a slow
angle ( θ ~12° ) in the layer below active region (n-type AlGaAs/GaAs). M1-1 with red
illumination has very deep horizontal etching that undercuts the metal contact; additionally, the
SEM pictures show the etched sidewall profile has a very shallow angle (θ ~5°) in the second
layer (n type AlGaAs-GaAs layers) and θ ~48° in the first layer (p type GaAs-AlGaAs layers)
(Figure 3.11 (c)). The 2

thickness of the top-etched layer matches the combined thickness of

the top p-GaAs and AlGaAs layers as shown in the layer structure in the Figure 3.3 (b) and 3.11
(a), which suggests the photo-dissolution system with red LED rapidly etches the p-layers and
almost stops etching at the n-AlGaAs layer past the quantum wells (QW). The photo-dissolution
with the red LED of the n- and p-AlGaAs epitaxial layers with type 1 mask (M1-1) appears in
Figure 3.11 (c) and (f). In either case, the photo-dissolution with the red LED of AlGaAs with
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high horizontal and low vertical etch rates might be useful to selectively remove a layer adjacent
to the AlGaAs layer or possibly use the AlGaAs layer as a buried etch-stop layer in multi-layered
material.

Figure 3.11 LED-PAW etched side profile of laser heterostructure material (M1 samples)
with different masks (Type 1, 2 and 3) and light sources (UV, green, red and dark) (a), (b)
and (c): M1-1 with UV, Green and Red LED, respectively, (d) M1-3 with UV LED, (e) M1-3
sample with green or red LED, (f) M1-2 sample with UV, green or red LED.

Contrary to the M1-1 with the red LED, the M1-1 samples (M1 sample with type 1 metal
mask) with green illumination show a vertical sidewall angle (θ~90°) throughout all epitaxial
layers including the quantum wells (Figure 3.11 (b)), which suggest attractive possible
application for the optical device fabrication such as integrated optics. The photo-dissolution of
all M1-2 samples (M1 material with type 2 silica-metal mask) and the M1-3 samples (M1
material with type 3 silica-metal-PR mask) under UV show approximately θ ~90° in the top
layer (with rounded corners) and θ ~60° in the second layer independent of wavelength (Figure
3.11 (d) and (f)) which is similar profile to the dark etching.
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Figure 3.12 Photo-assisted semiconductor dissolution of laser heterostructure material (EPI)
with different masks (Type 1, 2 and 3) and light sources (UV, green, red and dark) (a)-(h)
SEM pictures of etched side profile of EPI samples; (f) EPI-2 or EPI-3 with red LED, and (g)
EPI-3 with UV or Green LED applied to the samples.

In the dark, the side profile of the EPI sample is displayed in the Figure 3.9 (b) and
corresponding layer structures are marked on the picture. The EPI samples exhibit various photodissolution properties depending on the mask types and the light source. The EPI samples show
vertical sidewall angles under a number of etching conditions. For the EPI-3 sample with either
UV or green (Figure 3.12 (g)), the sidewall angle appears nearly vertical over all of the epitaxial
layers (~ 4.7μm ) (for comparison, the M1 samples present vertical sidewalls with type 1 metal
mask using green illumination as shown in the Figure 3.11 (b)). A smooth vertical sidewall etch
of this depth would be appropriate for a semiconductor laser mirror. Interestingly, the relative
etch rate (R VR ) remained about 5% (Figure 3.13). The photo-dissolution of EPI-1 sample with
green illumination (Figure 3.12 (b)) shows similar vertical etch profiles as for the UV or Green
photo-dissolution of EPI-3 (Figure 3.12 (g)) except for the top n-GaAs layer; this behavior
includes the n- and p-type layers past the active layer. The EPI-1 (Figure 3.12 (b)) shows very
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deep horizontal etch at the top layer but the EPI-3 (Figure 3.12 (g)) shows the opposite – very
little horizontal etch in the n-GaAs layer.
The photo-dissolution rate can decrease under certain conditions. UV-etched EPI samples
with other mask types (type 1 and 2) show nearly vertical sidewalls as well (Figure 3.12 (a) and
(d)). However, the vertical etch rate of the EPI samples decreases for metal masks (type 1) or
silica-metal masks (type 2) unlike with silica-metal-PR masks (type 3). Figures 3.12 (a) and (d)
for EPI-1 (metal-only) and EPI-2 (silica-metal mask) with UV, respectively, show a reduced etch
rate in the illuminated region compared with under the mask; this situation corresponds to the
approximate value of -45% for R VR (Figure 3.13) with etch depth about 2.57μm for 7min.

Figure 3.13 The relative vertical etch rate (R VR ) vs. wavelength of light source for EPI and
M1N samples. Wavelength of UV: 395 nm, Green: 530 nm, and Red: 625 nm.

The photo-dissolution with green illumination of EPI-2 produces an etch depth of
approximately 2 μm for 7 minutes of etching which indicates that either the etching stops near
the active (quantum well (QW)) layers or the etch rate is low in the top n-layers (Figure 3.12 (e)).
These EPI-2 results are consistent with the photo-dissolution tests of the n-type AlGaAs epitaxial
layer of the EPI-1179 wafer where (1) the photo-dissolution with the red LED stops near the n-
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type AlGaAs layers in EPIN material with type 2 silica-metal masks (EPIN-2) (Figure 3.8 (c))
and (2) the etch rate decreases (R VR ~

50%) for the green photo- dissolution (Figure 3.8 (b) and

(j)). Similar behavior occurs for the EPI-2 heterostructure where the photo-dissolution with green
illumination decreases by about 55% (R VR ~

55%) (Figure 3.12 (e) and Figure 3.13) and most

significantly, the semiconductor dissolution almost stops for the red LED with a relative etch rate
of R VR ~

85% (Figure 3.12 (f) and Figure 3.13). The remaining case for the EPI-3 sample (PR-

silica mask) stops etching at the top n-AlGaAs layer with red illumination.

3.3 Summary
The experiments investigate the photo-dissolution of the various types of multi-layered
GaAs/AlGaAs materials and bulk GaAs materials using four types of masks and wavelengths.
From the experiment, it is obvious that the electrochemical reaction of the semiconductor and the
etching solution (redox system) under illumination can be influenced by many factors in the
system such as light source, layer structures of the target material and the masking material
deposited on the sample. The experiments suggest possible applications for the photo-dissolution
of the GaAs and GaAs/AlGaAs multilayer material to the device fabrication and can be
summarized as follow. (1) Control over the sidewall angles in n-GaAs bulk material requires an
oxide layer and the etch mask plays an important role in the photo-dissolution. (2) The
experiments show that the aluminum concentration, illumination wavelength and layer structure
of the multi-layered material affect the photo-dissolution of a heterostructure (vertical and
horizontal etch rate and sidewall angle). For example, applying red LED illumination to semiinsulating laser heterostructure with n type material next to a silica-metal-PR or silica-metal
contact almost completely stops the etching on the n

Al

.

Ga

.

As layer. (3) The photo-

dissolution with green and UV LED of the semi-insulating laser heterostructure with silica-metalPR mask for EPI (laser heterostructure with n-type layers on top) and green LED with metal mask
for M1 (laser heterostructure with p-type layers on top) sample produce a smooth vertical
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sidewall suitable for integrated semiconductor lasers. For the LED-PAW setup, the backside of
most of the sample is exposed to the etching solution. Van de van et. al. reports that, for bulk
GaAs material, exposing the sample backside produces higher front illuminated-surface etch rates
than does electrically insulating the backside since the exposed backsides allows excess electrons
to be removed [100]. Electrons at the surface inhibit the semiconductor dissolution while holes
promote it. The GaAs bulk materials examined for this work agree with the report. However for
the laser heterostructure case (both EPI and M1 samples), the LED-PAW shows the same results
as the backside-covered samples which indicates the back-side condition does not affect the etch
properties. This suggests that the active layer also functions as barriers for photo-carrier transfer
to the substrate.
The etch profile of the photo-dissolution depends not only on the light wavelength and
intensity, but also on the electrical type of the mask and layer structure of the material. For the nGaAs, the excess holes move to the etching solution/semiconductor interface to increase the
oxidation rate and thereby increase the vertical etching rate. On the other hand, some of the
photogenerated electrons transport to the dark region such as under the mask or etched sidewall
while others move to the backside of the sample or recombine with holes. The data for the present
work suggests that the type 1 metal-only mask removes excessive electrons from the solid by
collecting the electrons from the same surface. However, the type 2 silica-metal mask blocks the
flow through the metal and appears to increase the electron density at the etching sidewall which
inhibits oxidation, alters the horizontal etch rate, and thereby changes the etch profile. Based on
the data for the p-type GaAs bulk case, one might conjecture a similar mechanism operates but
with the photo-generated electrons moving to the etching solution-semiconductor reaction region
to decrease the vertical etch rate. The dark area (under the mask) can still show deep etching.
The photo-dissolution of multi-layered samples add more complexity to the system and
according to the experiments, the results do not directly correlate with the relative etch rate and
the types of the mask. The experiments show that not only the electrical properties of the mask,
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but also doping type and concentration, and the energy gap of each layer, and the band bending
may have an effect on the photo-carrier dynamics to control the photo-dissolution characteristics
of multi-layered materials. Only very simple structures of the multilayered semiconductors [63,
92] have been investigated and have not produced an understanding of the mechanisms.
The model of the sidewall angle dependency of the photo-assisted semiconductor
dissolution for bulk GaAs is suggested. Improvement of the model is necessary for the multilayered material and includes various photo-dissolution characteristics observed in the
experiments.
There is a disadvantage with the current etch set-up for use with laser fabrication. The
distance between target sample and the LED light source has to be maintained within 5mm to get
most of the optical power to the target. Laser fabrication requires delicate control of the etch
depth for the waveguides. With typical wet chemical etching, it is difficult to control the etch
depth since the chemical reaction and the dissolution rate are very sensitive to the etching
conditions. The reflectometer etch monitor developed in this lab can be utilized for etch depth
control. Also, using the reflectometer, the dissolution rate and the surface condition variations can
be observed in real time. However, this requirement on the maximum separation distance makes
it difficult to incorporate the reflectometer monitoring system into the photo-dissolution set-up.
The dissolution system for device fabrication uses semiconductor lasers rather than a
high-power LED. The intensity of a semiconductor laser can be easily adjusted through the bias
current. The low divergence laser beam allows the laser to be backed away from the sample, and
thereby provide additional space for optics to combine multiple laser beams and to facilitate the
installation of the etch monitor. The laser provides good control over the wavelength, polarization
and coherence. Unlike the LED however, the laser cannot uniformly cover large sample areas as a
result of the intrinsically low divergence of the beam and in addition, the laser can produce a
speckle pattern in the etching surface.
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Chapter 4 presents the laser-PAW etching set-up and fabricates test lasers with 894 and
852nm

laser

materials.

The

PAW

etching

apparatus

includes

reflectometer

and

photoluminescence (PL) monitoring systems. The apparatus includes beam expanders and an XY
optical scanner driven by a circuit in order to “dither” the beam and eliminate the speckle. For
optical device fabrication and PAW etch evaluation, fabrication processes and masks are
designed. Chapter 5 measures the properties of the fabricated lasers including threshold current,
P-I and spectrums and compares the laser with cleaved mirrors.
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Chapter 4 Laser Fabrication and PAW Etch Tests

PAW etching characteristics such as the dissolution rate, sidewall angle, and surface
microstructure depend on the PAW system including the material layer structure, masking
material and wavelength of the light source. One of the important applications would be the
integration of optical devices in laser heterostructure using vertically etched sidewalls. Unlike the
dissolution rate and top surface condition, the sidewall condition cannot be measured directly
using the optical profilometer. Instead, it can be indirectly determined by fabricating optical
devices such as a laser and measuring the device properties. The quality of the typical ridgewaveguide laser (and therefore, the threshold current) is closely related to the construction of the
cavity including the mirror reflectance and the optical scattering losses.
The present chapter experiments with the PAW etching to develop an understanding of
the interplay among surface masking, heterostructure and illuminations intensity in order to
develop the laser fabrication sequence required to produce quality laser mirrors and waveguides.
The mirror quality depends on its angle with respect to the body of the waveguide and its
roughness, which can include uneven etching of the GaAs-AlGaAs layers near the quantum wells
(active region). The sidewall angle can be determined from SEM measurements. The optical
scattering in a ridge-waveguide is sensitive to sidewall roughness near the semiconductor-air
interfaces that determine the effective refractive index for lateral waveguiding (i.e., near the
intersection of the ridge and etched plane of the semiconductor).
The primary focus for Chapter 4 consists of (i) designing and implementing a new PAW
etching system that includes surface and photoluminescence monitors, (ii) investigating the
effects of material and masking types on the PAW etching, (iii) fabricating PAW etched-mirror
lasers. The chapter presents PAW etching using coherent illumination from a green 532nm laser,
which will be termed laser-PAW etching, rather than the incoherent illumination from LEDs as in
the previous chapter. Chapter 4 estimates the quality of laser-PAW etched surfaces and sidewalls
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and evaluates the results for potential application to the laser device fabrication. Section 4.1
designs a new laser-PAW set up and fabrication process. Section 4.1.1 designs mask and
fabrication steps for etched laser device. The laser-PAW etch setup includes reflectometer and PL
apparatus for real-time measurements of the etch depth and surface conditions (Section 4.1.2).
Section 4.1.3 and 4.1.4 reviews the reflectometer and PL monitoring systems, respectively. The
experiments for the laser-PAW etching investigate the effects of different layer structures, by
using different laser heterostructures. Wafers with numbers EPI-1179 and EPI-179 have n-type
layers grown over the active layer while wafers M1-5 and M1-3 have the reverse structure.
Section 4.1.5 presents details on the layer structures and the sample preparation process.
To maintain analogy with the layer structures for EPI and M1 samples, the FET layers in EPI1179 and EPI-179 are removed using wet chemical etching and the reflectometer etch monitor.
In the chapter, ‘EPI’ indicates the EPI-1179 and EPI-179 wafers but with the FET layers removed.
M1 represents M1-5 and M1-3 samples. Even with different substrates, laser-PAW etching of the
two EPI materials produces the same characteristics. M1-5 and M1-3 samples have identical layer
structures except at the active layer which results in different emission wavelengths (852nm and
892nm) for lasers fabricated with the materials.
Section 4.2 tests PAW etching using a “high-power” laser, defined as having total optical
power larger than 70mW, on the EPI and M1 samples with waveguide and mirror patterns
described above. Section 4.2.1 examines the reflectometer and PL monitoring system for highpower laser-PAW etching of the EPI and M1 samples. It should be noted that this chapter defines
“high power PAW” as the case when the total PAW laser has power PPAW

70mW. Subsequent

sections (from section 4.2.2 to 4.2.4) present PAW etch test results for EPI and M1 samples.
Section 4.3 modifies the initial design for the M1 material with Metal-Only mask from
Section 4.1.1 so as to circumvent ‘unexpected etch properties’ encounter in the work for Section
4.2. The Metal-Only mask simplifies the fabrication steps and the M1 sample shows vertical
sidewall with low lateral etching for the Metal-Only mask using the LED in Chapter 3. The
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section reviews PAW characteristics of M1 samples with Metal-Only masks. PAW etching with
modified processes successfully fabricates etched mirror lasers with high power laser ( PPAW
70mW ). The laser properties are tested in Chapter 5.

4.1 Laser-PAW Etching Process and Setup

4.1.1 Fabrication Step and Mask Design
Different types of optical devices including laser with etched mirror [101], serpentine
waveguides [14] with turning mirrors and integrated laser-photodetector pairs [102] can be used
to evaluate the PAW etching properties for integrated optics. The present work fabricates and
tests the simplest ridge-waveguide lasers having either one etched and one cleaved mirror, or else
two cleaved mirrors. In either case the waveguide is laser-PAW etched.

Figure 4.1 Ridge-waveguide lasers having either two cleaved mirrors (CL2) or one cleaved
and one etched mirror (CE).
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Figure 4.2 Fabrication steps for etched mirror lasers with PAW etching. Note that the features
are not drawn to scale, and the etched and cleaved mirrors would be at opposite ends of the
cavity.
For more exact comparison, the two types of lasers are fabricated in the same wafer next
to each other as shown in Figure 4.1. Denote by CL2 those lasers that have two cleaved mirrors
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and by CE those that have one etched and one cleaved mirror. Figure E.1, E.2 and E.3 in
Appendix E presents the detailed ridge-waveguide laser patterns of Initial-Masks. The fabrication
steps for the PAW etched lasers are similar to those used for lasers with dry-etched mirrors [12,
14]. Figure 4.2 illustrates the designed fabrication steps for both CE and CL2 lasers. The
fabrication process can be justified based on the PAW etching properties.
First, metal is electron-beam (E-beam) evaporated to define the laser contact and
waveguide pattern after image-reversal photolithography. A lift-off step removes unwanted metal
(see Figure 4.2 (a)). The metal consists of either Nickel (Ni, 100
Gold (Au, 800

) – Germanium (Ge, 400

)–

) for the n-type top layer on the EPI material, or else Titanium (Ti, 400

)–

Platinum (Pt, 200

) –Gold (Au, 3000

) for the p-type top layer on the M1 samples. Usually,

the waveguide metal contact serves as a etch mask as it is. In Figure 3.11 (g) in Chapter 3, EPI
samples show the best etch characteristics with silica-metal-PR mask (type 3). For simplicity of
the laser fabrication process, only the Metal-PR layer (without silica) is used for the etch mask in
this work. A PR layer (second photolithography step) covers the metal waveguide contact based
on the results from the LED-PAW etch test for laser-PAW waveguide etching (Figure 4.2 (b)).
The PR mask extends 2μm beyond each edge of the top metal layer for easier alignment
and less lateral etching. The PR mask also protects the mirror area. Next, PAW etching defines
the waveguide. For mirror definition, a mirror window is opened in the PR by another
photolithography step – the PR covers all the other parts of the sample to protect waveguide
pattern (Figure 4.2 (c)). At this point, another PAW etching defines the mirrors (Figure 4.2 (d)).
Next, the sample is lapped to about 150μm thick followed by metal deposition at the back side
for contact after the mirror etching (Figure 4.2 (e)). At the backside of the device, either p or ntype metal contacts are e-beam evaporated depending on the layer structure of the material.
Typical p-type (Titanium (Ti, 400

) –Platinum (Pt, 200

) –Gold (Au, 3000

)) and n-type
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(Nickel (Ni, 100

) – Germanium (Ge, 400

work. The samples are 5mm

) – Gold (Au, 800

)) contacts are used in this

5mm in size for the consistency of the experiment.

4.1.2 Etch Mask Design and Designation
PAW etch tests with laser power higher than 70mW show unexpected results (i.e.,
results that differ from that produced by the LEDs in Chapter 3) using the mask designed in
Section 4.1.1 as will be discussed below in Section 4.2. The original mask distributes the features
across the surface with fairly uniform density as described in Section 4.1.1.
The original mask design is modified to three different types to study the relation
between semiconductor dissolution and masking conditions under illumination. The term “InitialMask” denotes the originally designed masks as detailed in Section 4.1.1 and summarized in the
Table 4.1. Appendix E presents details of the Initial-Masks for waveguide and mirror etching.
The Modified-Mask can take one of three forms depending on the masking conditions of the
right-most and left-most 1mm wide region of semiconductor (termed ‘side-strips’). In all cases,
patterns for ridge-waveguide laser are deposited in the middle area of the sample The Both-Blank
mask leaves blank approximately 1mm wide side-strips on the left and right edges of the sample
(without PR or metal). The Both-PR mask has PR covering the edge strips. The Both-Metal mask
has metal rather than photoresist covering the 1 mm wide strips on either edge of the sample. The
masks change the photo-carrier movement by varying the electrical characteristics at the interface
of the sample surface and etching solution. Each configuration has a different mask for the
waveguide and mirror definitions and they have different surface exposure. The Both-PR mask
exposes about 40% and 20% of the sample surface for the waveguide and mirror, respectively,
with insulator (PR) that blocks the electrochemical reaction at the interface. For the Both-Blank
mask, about 70% and 50% of the surface for waveguide and mirror mask is exposed to the
etching solution so that photo-carriers can transfer between the solid and solution at the interface.
For the Both-Metal mask, the metal protects the sample surface from the etching solution (about
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40% and 20% of the surface exposed to the etching solution for waveguide and mirror mask) but
carrier transfer can occur at the interface through the conducting metal mask. From the PAW
experiments using different masks, it is found that mask materials such as PR or metal affect the
etch characteristics under strong illumination (PAW laser power higher than 70mW).
Table 4.1 Definitions for the etching masks.
Mask
Name

InitialMask

Description
Uniformly distributed patterns across the sample surface with a 2mm blank region
for the reflectometer probe. Processing steps detailed in Section 4.1.1.
Appendix E shows detailed mask designs.
PR covers metal waveguide patterns. 60% of the surface exposed.
Waveguide
(See Section 4.2.2 for detail)
PR covers all the sample surface except mirror window. 30% of the
surface exposed. (see Section 4.2.3 for detail)
Defines two regions “side strips” approximately 1mm wide on either side of the
sample at the edge. These strips can be given PR or Metal coatings, or left blank as
necessary. The specific configurations are denoted by Both-PR, Both-Blank, and
Both-Metal.
The side-strips are covered
40% exposure,
with PR. Light can be
Waveguide
(Section 4.2.2.1)
Bothabsorbed but the PR
PR
provides electrical isolation
20% exposure,
and masks the surface from
Mirror
(Section 4.2.3.1)
the etchant.
70% exposure, PR-only
The side-strips are left
blank and surface exposed Waveguide patterns are still on the blank
Botharea. (Section 4.2.2.2)
to etchant and light. Charge
Blank
can transfer between solid
50% exposure,
Mirror
and etchant.
(Section 4.2.3.2)
40% exposure, PR patterns
The side-strips are covered
Waveguide are under the metal covered
with metal. Charge can
area. (Section 4.2.2.3)
flow through the metal but
Boththe mask isolates the
Metal
20% exposure, PR patterns
surface from light and
Mirror
are under the metal covered
etchant.
area. (Section 4.2.3.3)
Mirror

Modified

4.1.3 Laser Photo-Assisted Wet (PAW) Etching Set up
Recall Chapter 3 studied the PAW etch characteristics of the heterostructure
semiconductor under various conditions using incoherent broad-area illumination from LEDs.
The experiments showed interesting results for the variation of the sidewall angle and the
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dissolution rate using high-power broad-area LEDs (PPAW ~64mW) as a light sources. These
large multi-element LEDs require the distance between the target sample and the light source to
be maintained to within 5mm to assure sufficiently large optical power strikes the target.
However, the large size of the LED (TO-3 package ~ 2cm

3cm) and the requirement on the

separation distance makes it difficult to incorporate monitoring elements, including a
reflectometer and photoluminescence (PL) monitoring system, in the photo-dissolution set up.

Figure 4.3 Laser PAW etch set up. EM PD: Photodetector for Etch Monitor, EM laser: laser
probe beam (670nm, 1mW pulsed) for Etch Monitor, PAW laser: controllable-power green
laser (532nm, up to 100mW) for PAW, GT: Galilean Telescope.
For laser device fabrication, it is preferred to have precise control of the etch depth for
the waveguides. With wet chemical etching, it is difficult to control the etch depth since the
chemical reaction and the dissolution rate are sensitive to the etching conditions. The
reflectometer etch monitor developed as part of this research can be utilized for etch depth control.
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The reflectometer can monitor in real-time the dissolution rate, etch depth, surface roughness, and
the formation of surface nanostructure and surface transition layers.
The PAW etch apparatus for laser fabrication includes the reflectometer and PL monitors
(Figure 4.3). The system suspends the target sample in a transparent etching vessel (clear Pyrex®
dish) containing an etching solution consisting of sulfuric acid (H SO ), hydrogen peroxide
(H O ), and DI water (H O) in the volumetric ratio of 4:1:25. After achieving the specified etch
depth, the sample on its supporting arm swings to a DI water vessel which stops the etching.
For laser-PAW etching developed here, the backside of the sample is attached to a glass
slide using photoresist (PR) for the laser-PAW etching. From LED experiment in Chapter 3, the
backside condition dose not effect on the etch characteristics. A controllable-power green laser
(up to 100mW of optical power with wavelength of 532nm) provides a source of illumination for
Photo-Assisted Wet (PAW) etching (denoted as ‘PAW Laser’ in Figure 4.3). The laser has
significantly lower beam divergence than the LED as well as smaller full-width half-maximum
(FWHM) for the range of wavelengths in the emission and greater optical power.
A Galilean telescope (beam expander) denoted as GT in Figure 4.3, expands the beam to
ensure the coverage of the sample (beam diameter of approximately 1.5cm at the waist of the
Gaussian beam). An electrically controlled mirror deflects the laser beam a small fraction
(approximately 10%) of its waist diameter to randomize the “speckle” pattern that would
otherwise transfer to the surface during etching. The laser with its low divergence beam makes it
possible to introduce optical measurement instrumentation since the laser can be backed away
from the sample. Table 4.2 summarizes the applicable laser parameters at the position of the
etching wafer. For this dissertation, the laser intensity will be referenced by the total power in the
beam (0, 5, 70, 100mW) and the table can be used to convert to an approximate intensity or total
power incident on the etching wafer. Further, the terms ‘low power’ and ‘high power’ will refer
to the cases PPAW

5mW and PPAW

70mW, respectively.
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Table 4.2 Approximate values for laser parameters at the position of the sample (with typical
size 5mm

5mm).

Parameter

Value

Beam profile

Gaussian

Power: total

0, 5, 70, 100 mW

Intensity: Peak
Intensity: Average
Intensity: Edge
Power Incident on
Sample

Details
Waist ~ 1.5cm (diameter)
(Waist radius determined by the position
where the peak intensity drops by e )
Variance = Waist⁄4
Power in full beam, not all incident on
etching sample

0, 5.8, 82, 117 mW/cm2
2

0, 5, 70, 100 mW/cm
0, 4.6, 65, 93 mW/cm2
0, 1.2, 17, 25 mW

Intensity at center of Gaussian
Average across a 5mm wide sample
Intensity at sample edge
(2.5mm from center)
Power = Average Intensity

Sample area

As mentioned, the setup incorporates a unique pulsed-laser optical reflectometer
developed as part of the present research to determine the etch rate, etch depth, surface roughness
and formation of surface transition layers during the photo-assisted dissolution process [98, 103,
104]. In operation, the etch monitor laser (EM laser in Figure 4.3) emits a pulsed beam (670nm,
<1mW, <1mm diameter) to the etching surface which reflects into a filtered photodetector (EM
PD in Figure 4.3). Pulsing the EM laser prevents the monitor from interfering with the etching by
reducing the energy delivered to the surface. The primary reflected signal consists of the average
optical power reflected from the surface of the wafer as it etches (i.e., averages out the fringes as
seen for example as the dotted curve in Figure 4.4b) thereby indicating the surface reflection
coefficient for the surface exposed to the etchant (or for any layers produced on the surface
during the etching process). A secondary detected signal consists of the interference between the
light reflecting from the exposed surface and the buried heterostructure interfaces. For
GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure, the “distance between fringes” represent approximately 0.1μm of
etch depth, which also provides the etch rate by dividing by the time between fringes.
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The experimental setup uses another new in-situ technique to monitor real-time steadystate photoluminescence (PL) from the wafer during the photo-assisted dissolution. The use of
PL has well known applications for determining the carrier and defect density [105]. The PL
intensity measurements use a CCD-array with 510

492 pixels and a bandpass filter for infra-

red (IR) with wavelengths larger than approximately 700nm. Magnification optics allow viewing
of the entire sample during the etch process as well as spatially resolved measurements of IR
intensity. In-house custom software measures the PL intensity in selected regions of the sample
that can be correlated with the reflectometer data in real time. The optical reflectometer monitors
do not interfere with the etching and the PL measurements.

4.1.4 The Reflectometer Etch Monitor
The optical non-contact etch monitor [98, 104, 106] ascertains in real-time (a) the
material dissolution depth, (b) the dissolution rate, (c) the formation of nanostructure and the
quality of the semiconductor surface [104], and (d) the formation of transition layers [98]. To
utilize this method, one must correlate the optical power reflected from the Al Ga

As

heterostructure with its composition. The aluminum mole fraction x and hence, the index of
refraction n varies with the depth z from the initial top surface (Figure 4.4 (a)).
During the etch, TE-polarized laser emission (<1 mm diameter, <1 mW, 670nm), denoted
EM Laser in Figure 4.3, reflects from the wafer to a silicon photodetector (PD) as power P . The
primary signal consists of the optical power reflected from the surface of the wafer as it etches
(average level of the fringe signals). Since the signal depends on the refractive index of the
material surface, the reflectometer primarily signal indicates the type of material being etched at
the time the signal is recorded. A secondary detected signal consists of the interference between
the light reflecting from the exposed surface and the buried heterostructure interfaces. The fringe
width and height provides information on the material dissolution rate and the surface condition,
respectively.
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Figure 4.4 (a) Aluminum concentration as a function of depth into the M1-5 laser
heterostructure wafer. (b) The fringe pattern obtained during a chemical dissolution. Points A,
B, C and D indicate sudden changes in aluminum composition. Dotted line represents primary
reflected signal.

The total detected power P is a superposition of the primary and secondary signals and
constitutes a reflectivity-versus-depth map (see results in Figure 4.4 (b) for example) for the
entire epitaxial structure. A simple two-layer model proves adequate for this heterostructure. The
P ⁄P

effective reflection coefficient R

(where P

is the incident power) can be written as

[98, 106]
R

r e
e

r e
r r e

R

2r r cos 2

z

4.1

where the surface reflectance is
R

r

n
n

n
n

4.2
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n and n

represents refractive index of the Al Ga

The absorption length L

As and etching solution, respectively.

for the electric field in a material with mole fraction x can be

calculated from the imaginary index, n , using L

λ ⁄ 2πn

where λ is the wavelength

of the incident laser beam. Table A.1 and A.2 in Appendix A presents real and imaginary
refractive index according to the aluminum mole fraction x [107], respectively. The photodiode
detects the surface reflected signal superposed with the signal reflected from an internal interface
as indicated by Equation (4.1). The cosine term (the secondary signal) produces oscillations
centered on the average reflectance indicated by Equation (4.2). The surface reflectance (the
primary signal) R maps out the composition of the material during the dissolution while the
internally reflected beam and the resulting oscillations provide the interferometric accuracy for
the etch monitor. Equation (4.1) produces fringes in the data plotted versus time with peaks
corresponding to distances
z t |

mπ
k

mλ
, m
2

0,1,2, … … ,

λ

λ
2

4.3

The etch depth between any two adjacent maximum or minimum interference fringes can be
expressed as follow
Δz
For the Al

.

Ga

.

As with λ

λ
2n

4.4

670nm , Δz corresponds to approximately 0.1μm etch

depth. The calculated etch depth of 0.1μm varies by at most 4% for angles of incidence in the
range of

45 and at most 8% over

90 since (a) the value depends on the wavelength of light

in the material as it propagates between the etching surface and an internal interface and (b)
Snell’s law gives a critical angle of approximately 23 for the sample in the etchant for which the
cosine has the value of 0.92. The etch rate R can be determined by calculating
R

Δz
τ

where Δz denotes etch depth during the time corresponding to one fringe width τ.

4.5
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Surface roughness due to the formation of nanostructure during the etching necessarily
decreases the coherence between the surface and internally reflected signals and therefore
decreases the fringe amplitude. However, only very significantly rough surfaces (micron level
roughness and more) affect the surface reflected signal (primary signal) through R . The
coherence effects are embodied in the Secondary Modulation Ratio (SMR) defined as the ratio of
the peak-to-peak Fabry-Perot interference signal (Cosine in Equation (4.6)) to its average value
[104].
SMR

C cos 2knz

4.6

4r r ⁄R denotes peak to peak divided by average.

where C

For a perfect surface, the SMR is just C without rest. As expected from Equation (4.1),
the superposed signal oscillates about an average value set by the surface reflectance. Equation
(4.1) predicts the ratio between the peak-to-peak fringe height and the average value (in the
Al

.

Ga

.

As for example) to be approximately C

0.52, which is in good agreement with

experiment results.
As part of the definition, the average in Equation (4.6) applies to the variation in depth z
in that area of the surface illuminated by the probe beam (EM Laser); that is, the area of the probe
beam on the surface is the same as the area for the average. The SMR can be correlated with the
surface nanostructure and the consequential roughness. Figure 4.4 (b) shows the fringe pattern for
an almost perfectly smooth surface with an SMR of 0.5. The sensitivity for the surface roughness
can be as low as 50-100

.

The reflectometer monitors the etch characteristics in real time, which for convenience
has been reduced to hand-held size during the course of the research. The optical monitor
includes a display, laser and photodetector (PD), one microcontroller for pulse and
synchronization control, a second microcontroller for data reduction, data storage and transfer,
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and graphics on a touch screen. Figure 4.5 illustrates the block diagram of the hand-held etch
monitor.

Figure 4.5 Block diagram for the pulsed-laser wet etch monitor [106].

The etch monitor pulses the probe laser and detects the optical signal reflected from the
etching surface. The photodetector produces a corresponding photocurrent pulse with large
signal-to-noise levels suitable for an analog-to-digital converter ADC (as opposed to using low
quasi-CW light levels with slow lock-in amplifiers). A microcontroller synchronizes the laser
pulses with a sample and hold circuit. The laser-detector module mounts near the etch vessel
(Figure 4.3). The microcontroller transfers the data from the analog-to-digital converter (ADC)
and displays the results on the display screen. The microcontroller can be programmed to control
the photo-assisted semiconductor dissolution lasers as well as remove the sample at some
predetermined time. The display presents fringe patterns similar to that depicted in the Figure 4.4
(b) during the etching of the laser heterostructure material. The most recent version of the etch
monitor (to be published) uses a CCD array to map the reflections from the entire surface as it
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etches. This provides real-time etch depth, rate and roughness monitoring at each point on the
surface.

4.1.5 Photoluminescence Measurement
One would like to observe the surface deconstruction and the associated molecular and
electronic processes (in real-time) without interfering with the measurements. For these purposes,
an optimal choice would be to use electroless optical monitors and measurement apparatus
including steady-state and transient photoluminescence (PL), Raman spectroscopy and optical
interference methods. The photo-dissolution process uses intense illumination and can withstand
slight perturbations to the optical intensity. Steady state monitors such as for photoluminescence
(PL) do not require the application of further optical illumination. Time-resolved measurements
do not significantly alter the steady state so long as the pulse duration and intensity remain
relatively small and thereby minimize the energy delivered to the surface. The use of spatiallyresolved measurements would be highly advantageous in providing a more complete picture of
the carrier drift/diffusion and recombination centers. Time-resolved multi-parameter imaging
(wavelength, intensity, position) would ideally view etch surfaces (and sidewalls), and internal
optically-active regions such as near quantum wells or near the surface “dead” layers proposed in
the literature [26-30]. Further, observations of PL fluctuations can be correlated with the ebb-andflow of carriers, the time evolution of current loops in the etchant, and with the observed
formation of surface microstructure.
For PL monitoring, software records the signal from a CCD camera and another
photodetector (PD) that measures emission from the sample during the etching (Figure 4.3). A
computer combines the PL signal with that from the reflectometer. The setup in Figure 4.3 places
the PD in front of the etch vessel to measure PL emission from sample during the etching while
CCD camera records the 2-D PL emission from the sample. In the first version for this
dissertation, the PD integrates the PL across the surface while the CCD image provides detailed
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spatial PL emission on the sample surface. Red filters prevent the green PAW laser reflections
from scattering to the CCD camera and PD.

4.1.6 Sample Layers and Preparation
Four different laser heterostructure materials are used in this chapter; EPI-1179, EPI-179,
M1-5 and M1-3 wafers. Among those wafers, EPI-1179 and EPI-179 wafers have almost same
layer structure as M1-5 and M1-3 wafers. EPI-1179 and EPI-179 wafers have n-type layers above
the active layers and p-type below it (Figure 4.6) while M1-5 and M1-3 wafers essentially reverse
those layer structures (Figure 4.9). M1-5 and M1-3 wafers have essentially the same layer
structures except for the active layers that provide the distinct laser emission wavelength.
Samples from both wafers are indicated as M1 samples since both wafers show same PAW etch
properties from the experiments.

Figure 4.6 Wafer layer structures of (a) EPI-1179 (U/D) and (b) EPI-179 (n+)
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EPI-1179 and EPI-179 have undoped (i.e., semi-insulating SI) and n+-type GaAs as
substrates, respectively. Unlike M1-5 and M1-3 wafers, EPI-1179 and EPI-179 wafers have FET
layers grown over the laser structures. For more direct comparison between two different layer
structures of the laser material, the EPI-1179 and EPI-179 wafers receive pre-treatment to retain
only laser layers by removing FET layers.

Figure 4.7 Reflectometer signal of EPI-179 sample during the dark wet etching. The large
‘active layer’ includes the quantum wells as well as the graded index region for optical
confinement.
Figure 4.8 illustrates the layer structures of the EPI-1179 and EPI-179 wafer, denoted as
EPI(U/D) and EPI(n+), respectively, after removing the top FET. EPI samples have similar
structure with M1 samples (GaAs-AlGaAs-Active layer-AlGaAs-GaAs) except reversed material
types. From the PAW etching experiments in the following sections, both EPI (U/D) and EPI
(n+)) samples show identical results throughout the experiments despite the different substrates.
From the layer structure of the two samples (Figure 4.8), EPI(U/D) and EPI(n+) have semiinsulating and n+ GaAs as a substrate, respectively. This suggests that the electrical properties of
the substrate have negligible effect on the PAW etching that can in part be attributed to all of the
backsides being mounted to glass slides which provides electrical isolation. In contrast to the bulk
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material, it is also found that the backside condition of the sample (whether exposed to the
etching solution or not) does not affect the etch properties of the laser heterostructure. ‘EPI’ is
used to denote both the EPI (U/D) and EPI (n+) since they show similar behavior despite the
different substrates.

Figure 4.8 (a) EPI(U/D) and (b) EPI(n+) Wafer layer structure

Figure 4.9 Layer structures of (a) M1-5(892nm) and (b) M1-3 (854nm)
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Figure 4.9 illustrates the layer structures of M1-5 and M1-3. Both wafers have similar
layer structures but different laser emission wavelength. In this work, samples from both wafers
are indicated as M1 samples since both wafers show the same PAW etch properties from the
experiments. In contrast to the EPI sample, the M1 samples have p-type layers over the active
layers.

4.2 Laser-PAW Etching
Before the actual laser device fabrication, the PAW etching process is tested using a
high-power laser source using prepared samples (EPI and M1) and the Initial-Mask for
waveguides and mirrors following the fabrication steps in Figure 4.2. From the LED-PAW etch
tests in Chapter 3, the etch characteristics depend on the mask materials, layer structure of the
material and PAW light source. Green LED-PAW produces a smooth vertical sidewall suitable
for laser mirrors when the samples have silica-metal-PR (type 3) masks for EPI samples, and
Metal-Only (type 1) masks for M1 samples (Figure 3.10 and 3.11). From the Chapter 3 data, a
PAW laser fabrication process would work better for EPI samples and it may need to be modified
for the M1 sample. The LED-PAW tests suggests that EPI samples with type 3 masks haves
more suitable side profile – less lateral etching and better sidewall profile – for laser devices than
M1 samples due to the n-type layers above the active layer.
In this section, the laser fabrication process is first tested on EPI samples prior to the
actual laser fabrication. The results from the EPI material suggests that a couple of issues need to
be addressed including non-uniform etch depth and the fact that the variation of etch depth across
the surface depends on the mask conditions. PAW tests using the same masks are continued with
M1 samples for how different layer structures of the material change the etch properties under the
same condition. With laser-PAW, the post-etched wafer has distinct characteristics compared
with the LED cases. High power laser-PAW (PPAW

70mW) etching produces non-uniform

etch depth depending on the mask pattern and the position of the unmasked region while the
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LED-PAW shows no such characteristics. The reflectometer signal also shows an unexpected
pattern for the high power laser ( PPAW

70mW ). Section 4.2.1 discusses (i) the observed

reflectometer signal for dark and high power PAW using blank samples and (ii) the PL signal
during the etching. In Section 4.2.2 and 4.2.3, waveguides and mirrors are etched using the
originally designed fabricated steps (i.e., the ‘Initial-Mask’ type IM) and EPI samples.
Section 4.2.2 tests PAW etching of EPI-base waveguides. The PAW etchings with the
“Initial-Mask” shows non-uniform etch rates over the sample surface. The surface charge current
may cause the etch depth variation in which case, the arrangement of the mask pattern (size and
the position of the unmasked regions) and the mask material type (and beam uniformity) all have
an effect on the PAW etching. In order to study the effects of the size of the unmasked regions
and the type of materials used as an etch mask, laser and mirror patterns are placed near the
center of the sample while approximately 1mm strips near the edges of the wafers (termed ‘side
strips’) are processed in accordance with one of the three alternate masks Both-Blank, Both-PR or
Both-Blank as defined in Table 4.1.
The testing of laser-PAW etching on mirror patterns appears in Section 4.2.3. The mirror
etching is the most important step in the fabrication of the laser. From the LED-PAW
experiments, the laser etching is expected to produce vertical sidewall profiles when the EPI
sample has a metal-PR mask. However, the laser-PAW inhibits the etching near the mirror
window for the EPI sample using the Initial-Mask. Similar to the waveguide etch tests, the mirror
patterns are only deposited in middle of the sample and three different mask conditions are
applied to 1mm wide strips near the edge of the samples corresponding to the three alternate
masks Both-PR, Both-Metal, and Both-Blank as defined in Table 4.1.
Section 4.2.4 and 4.2.5 test both the waveguide and mirror patterns for M1 samples.
Waveguide etching of the M1 sample with the Initial-Mask for the waveguide agrees with the
LED-PAW etch properties of the silica-metal-PR (type 3) mask for M1 material from Chapter 3.
The etched pattern has almost the same amount of lateral etching as the dark etched one. The
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mirror etching shows different laser-PAW etch properties with the Initial-Mask for mirror. LaserPAW promotes the etching at the mirror for high power PAW (PPAW

70mW) for M1 material

while it inhibits etching at the mirror window for the EPI material. Unlike the waveguide etch
tests, the etching forms deep trenches along the edge of the mask (at the edge of the mirror
window) and in addition produces large lateral etching for M1 samples. The PAW mirror etching
does not produce the desired mirror facet for either the EPI or M1 sample. For practical
application of the laser-PAW etching to device fabrication, it is necessary to further investigate
the relation among (i) mask configuration, (ii) masking material, (iii) heterostructure types, and
(iv) the fabrication sequence and processes.

4.2.1 Reflectometer and PL Signals in Laser-PAW Etching
With high power laser-PAW (PPAW

70mW ), the reflectometer signal shows very

different patterns than the dark case. Figure 4.10 and 4.11 compares the reflectometer signals and
corresponding PL of EPI-179 (before removing the FET layers) and M1 samples during dark and
PAW etching.
Figure 4.10 (a) shows a standard reflectometer signal of the sample during dark etching.
Figure 4.10 (b), shows that the etch rate for the EPI-179 sample (the one with n-type materials
over the active layer) does not increase with illumination in the top FET layers (undoped and nGaAs). In the n-GaAs layer, the etch rate decreases. The etch rate of the layers in the
heterostructure does not agrees to the previous experiments using bulk GaAs. In the LED
experiment in the Chapter 3.2.1, bulk n-GaAs etch rate increases about 75% under illumination
(Figure 3.5 (h)) regardless of mask types.
The sample shows strong PL at the beginning (thin layers of n-GaAs, AlGaAs and nGaAs, upto about 10 seconds) and then weaker PL at the undoped GaAs layer. The PL intensity
slightly increases at the n-type GaAs layer (110-290 seconds) and drops at the n-AlGaAs layer
(Figure 4.10 (c), near 290 secs).
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Figure 4.10 EPI-179 samples (a) Reflectometer patterns in dark and (b) high power PAW
etching form EPI-179 samples and (c) Photoluminescence Intensity during the PAW with
high power green laser (PPAW

70mW ). Active layer includes graded layer and quantum

walls (Q.Ws).

Similarly, the reflectometer signal decreases slightly at the undoped GaAs laser and
recovers the original level at the n-type GaAs layer. The signal shows a very pronounced and
unusual “dip” in the n-AlGaAs layer and the fringe of the signal is either reduced in height or
expanded in time (i.e., low etch rate) at the ‘dip’ (Figure 4.10 (b)). The observed increase
in fringe height in the FET layers and the GaAs region near the top is caused by the absorption of
670nm light in those two regions (the absorption length is approximately 170nm which appears to
be doubled for the present situation). The M1 sample shows similar characteristics with the EPI
sample for the reflectometer signal and PL (Figure 4.11). M1 also shows the “dip” in the nAlGaAs layer from the reflectometer signal and the drop in PL intensity at the same layer. For
both EPI and M1 samples, the PL intensity correlates with the primary signal of the reflectometer.
Since the PL intensity does not interfere with the reflectometer signal detection, the dip suggests
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the laser illumination alters the surface of the n- type AlGaAs layer. The reflectometer and PL
signal for the M1 samples are clearer than for the EPI samples. The signal maintains clear fringes
where the ‘dip’ occurs which make it possible to deduce the etch depth in the region. For the M1
sample, the reflectometer signal shows faster etch rate through out all the layers including pGaAs, p-AlGaAs and n-AlGaAs from the reflectometer signal.

Figure 4.11 M1 sample: (a) reflectometer signal for dark wet etching and (b) reflectometer
signal and (c) PL signal during the PAW with high power green laser (PPAW

70mW ).

Active layer includes graded layer and quantum walls (Q.Ws).

The high-power PAW etching shows narrower fringe width in Figure 4.11(b) compared
with that for standard dark etching thereby indicating greater etch rate for the higher power case.
With PAW laser power of 100mW, the fringe width reduces at both p and n-type AlGaAs layers
by approximately 20% and 60% compared with the dark etching signal of the p and n-type
AlGaAs layer, respectively. The reflectometer signal implies that the etch rate increases by about
20% and 60% at the p and n-type AlGaAs layer with high power laser (PPAW

70mW ). The
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result does agree with the bulk results in chapter 3. The bulk p and n-type GaAs etch rate
increases by approximately 35% and 75% with high power UV and green LED (Figure 3.5 (h)).
The reflectometer signal of the M1 sample under illumination (Figure 4.11 (b)) shows a
reflectance dip in the n-type AlGaAs layer and the reflectivity recovers to the initial level when
the etching surface reaches the n-GaAs layer at the substrate. In the ‘dip’ for the M1 sample, the
reflectometer signal maintains the fringe height with the p-type layers, which indicates the surface
remains smooth in the ‘dip’ layer. The PL has high intensity at the p-AlGaAs layer and suddenly
drops after the active layer where reflectometer signal shows the ‘dip’ and did not recovered back
to the initial level of PL.
The reflectometer plot using the weakly absorbed 670nm probe laser appears normal until
the active layers. Based on the fringe spacing in the p
approximate value of 10nm/sec.
reflected” signals for the p

Al

.

Ga

.

As, the etch rate has the

The ratio of the “fringe peak-to-peak” and the “average

Al

.

Ga

.

As layer of 51% represents a smooth surface (at the

position of the 1mm probe beam, standard deviation < 20nm); the theoretical limit on the ratio is
approximately 53%. After the active layer (corresponding to the “ledge” seen in Figure 4.11(c)
for etching into the n-type material), the reflectometer signal starts to drop to approximately 50%
of the proper height for Al

.

Ga

.

As while the ratio of “the peak-to-peak fringe height to the

average” decreases only slightly to 43%. The signal recovers to the original state at the substrate.
Apparently, high power PAW etching modifies the surface layer (reflectance) without
significantly affecting the surface microstructure during the etching of the n-type AlGaAs layer.
Initial research for these etching experiments [98] has shown similar anomalous
reflectometer dips for the p-type layer of the GaAs/AlGaAs laser materials in diffusion-ratelimited phosphoric acid (dark) etches (7:3:3 volumetric ratio of Phosphoric Acid ( H PO ),
Hydrogen Peroxide (H O ) and DI water (H O)). With the thick phosphoric acid system, the
interference pattern level recovers to the normal level when the sample is pulled out from the
etching solution, DI rinsed and then re-inserted into the etching solution. A camera system shows
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the dip is due to viscous etch byproduct with mass density larger than that of the etchant.
However, for the present case, the “dip” in the n-type AlGaAs layer is not affected by agitation of
the etching solution or rinsing of the sample.

Figure 4.12 (a) Typical reflectometer signal during the laser PAW etching of the M1 sample,
(b) reflectometer signal and (c) corresponding photoluminescence intensity in the boxed area
from (a) where the anomaly occurs. Etching stops four times for a rinse in DI water during the
anomalous behavior of the reflectometer signal. The reflectometer signal returns to the
identical level as before the rinse indicating a relatively stable surface layer.

Figure 4.12 shows an example of the anomaly for green laser-PAW etching in the
sulfuric acid etchant (volume ratio 4:1:25 of Sulfuric Acid (H SO ), Hydrogen Peroxide (H O )
and DI water (H O)). The etching is stopped at several points and rinsed. The reflectometer signal
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resumes the same average level and more significantly, the fringe pattern resumes the same
height and phase as prior to the rinse (compare fringes across the breaks near 240, 260 and 280
seconds in Figure 4.12b). Apparently, the dissolution has produced a relatively stable surface
layer (such as oxide layers as mentioned in Chapter 2,) that forms on the n-type AlGaAs layer
only with high power laser illumination.

Figure 4.13 Reflectometer signal versus PAW laser power for M1-3: (a) Dark, (b) PPAW

5mW,

(c) PPAW ~10mW , (d) PPAW ~30mW , (e) PPAW ~70mW and (f) PPAW ~100mW . The plots have
been displace along the vertical axis and therefore, the absolute magnitude does not correlate with
reflectance.

The behavior of the PL signal indicates the carrier concentration within the
heterostructure. The Al

.

Ga

.

As layers absorb the green 532nm light within approximately

300μm (absorption length). For the p-type semiconductor, the photoelectrons easily recombine
with the majority holes. As in Figure 4.11 (c), the PL signal rapidly decreases near the quantum
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well at the n-type semiconductor suggesting large photo-hole consumption at the reaction surface
as expected for increased etch rates. The PL signal remains relatively constant throughout the
time frame of the anomaly. The etch rate increases by 50% in this region compared with the p
region. One might conjecture on whether removing the etch-formed transition layer during
etching would further increase the etch rate. For both EPI and M1 samples, PL shows higher
intensity in the p-type layer than n-type layer. Agitating the solution during the etching does not
affect the PL pattern. All the other M1 samples with high power PAW etching show the same
pattern.
The reflectometer signal “dip” in the n-AlGaAs layer depends on the PAW laser power.
Figure 4.13 shows the reflectometer signals parameterized by the PAW laser power incident on
the M1 sample. The dip in the n-AlGaAs layer starts to appear with PAW laser powers of about
10mW (Figure 4.13 (c)) and correlates with the increased etched rate Figure 4.13 (d), (e) and (f)).
The reflectometer signal drops by 3db (at the dip) for PAW laser power larger than approximately
30mW (Figure 4.13 (e) and (f)).

4.2.2 EPI samples: Waveguide Etch Tests
Before the actual laser device fabrication, the PAW etching with high power laser as a
source is tested with prepared samples (EPI and M1) following the fabrication steps in Figure 4.2
using the Initial-Mask. The laser fabrication uses two PAW etching steps – one for the waveguide
and another for the mirrors (Figure 4.2 (b) and (c)). This section tests the waveguide etching step
using the EPI sample. The waveguide mask designed in this work has a metal layer for contacts
and PR covers the metal contact for reducing lateral etching at the waveguide edge as well as to
protect the mirror pattern. From the LED-PAW experiment, etching an EPI sample with the
metal-PR mask should provide vertical side profiles with low lateral etching.
Figure 4.14 presents the waveguide etch mask for the laser fabrication. The Initial-Mask
for waveguide etching includes serpentine waveguides, ridge-waveguide lasers and TIR (total
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internal reflection) laser patterns. The wafers are designed so as to leave approximately 2mm of
space at the top part of the surface for the reflectometer probe beam; the device patterns are
placed in the lower part of the sample as presented in the Figure 4.14 (a). PR covers part of the
blank area to reserve reflectometer probing area for a subsequent mirror. The PR mask protects
the mirror pattern. Figure 4.14 (b) shows more details of the ridge-waveguide pattern near the
mirror area. To remove lateral etching and possible misalignment, the PR layer overlaps the metal
contact by 2μm.

Figure 4.14 Initial-Mask for waveguide: (a) Overall patterned sample and (b) details of ridgewaveguide pattern near the mirror pattern. A sample includes three device patterns;
Serpentine waveguide, ridge-waveguide laser and TIR laser. See Appendix E for details of
ridge-waveguide pattern.

As a first test, the PAW system etches through the active layer while monitoring the PL
(measured from PD and CCD) and surface conditions (using the reflectometer). Figure 4.15
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shows the PL measured from the PD and the reflectometer signals for the EPI samples with the
corresponding CCD images. The PL remains low in the n-type layers until the etching reaches the
n-AlGaAs layer. At the interface, the PL intensity starts to increase at the center of the patterned
area and decreases again as it reaches the n-AlGaAs layer (Figure 4.15 (b) and (c) during the
period B). At the n-AlGaAs layer, the reflectometer signal intensity drops. The PL starts to
increase near the end of the n-AlGaAs layer and reaches the maximum intensity at the interface of
the n-AlGaAs and active layer (Figure 4.15 (b) and (c) point C and period D). This time, the
blank area also starts to emit PL. After the interface, the PL intensity starts to decrease again
(Figure 4.15 (b) and (c) period D).
The reflectometer determines the depth, rate and roughness by reflecting the probe beam
from the upper blank area and the results must be extrapolated to apply in the patterned areas. The
almost flat signal at the interface of n-GaAs and n-AlGaAs indicates that the etching becomes
very slow at the interface (Figure 4.15 (a) between 53sec and 140sec).
The etch is stopped after the active layer which correspond to about 2 μm of etch depth
based on the layer structure of the EPI sample (Figure 4.8 (b)). In this case, the etch rate
calculates to be about 0.33 μm⁄min . The profilometer measurement, however, shows a different
etch depth at the patterned area. It etches about 4.80μm at the patterned area (etch rate about
0.71μm⁄min). The profilometer measures a deep trench at the edge of the PR layer with a depth
of about 4.86μm which is approximately the same as the etch depth at the patterned area. The
reflectometer signal only determines the etch depth at the probed region at the upper blank area of
the sample (Figure 4.14 (a)). It is most likely that the etching reaches the active layer when the
first bright PL is observed at the center of the patterned area. The PL could be expected to show
the maximum intensity at the active layer interface due to efficient carrier recombination at the
Quantum Wells (Q.Ws).
In this experiment, the reflectometer signal does not show any fringe patterns after the nGaAs layer (the first layer). This indicates a rough surface condition during the etching or
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misalignment of the reflectometer probe beam. The reflectometer signal in Figure 4.15 (a) does
not represent a standard signal of the EPI sample during the high power EPI sample. Some of the
EPI samples prepared under the same condition show slightly different signal as shown in the
Figure 4.16

Figure 4.15 (a) Reflectometer and (b) PL signal measured using PD for EPI material etched
with high power green laser (PPAW ~100mW). (c) shows corresponding CCD images of the
sample. For size reference, the thin strip in the center is about 100µm wide.

In Figure 4.16, the reflectometer signal shows the fringe patterns in the n-AlGaAs. Unlike
to the reflectometer signal in Figure 4.16, the fringe pattern shows an etch delay at the n-GaAs
and n-AlGaAs interface not a flat signal. In case the probe beam aligns to the edge of the PR, the
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reflectivity becomes very low as the etching continues and does not show any fringes. The etch
tests are repeated with same condition and material with the experiments for Figure 4.15 but
better alignment of the reflectometer probe beam. Both cases show about same PL signal for the
sample from both the PD and CCD camera.

Figure 4.16 Reflectometer signal of waveguide masked EPI sample with high power PAW
laser (PPAW ~100mW ). Gray color boxed reason shows etch rate delay at the n-GaAs and
n-AlGaAs layer interface.
From both reflectometer signals in Figure 4.15 and 4.16, the etch depth monitored at the
blank surface does not match to the actual etch depth of the pattern with high power laser. The
reflectometer signal of EPI sample in the Figure 4.16 has only about 7 fringes corresponding to
an etch depth of approximately 0.7μm until the etch is stopped. However, the profilometer
measures about 1.9μm at the patterned area that matches the depth of the active layer.
The PAW etched side profile of the waveguide patterns looks as expected from the LEDPAW etching of EPI samples that have small lateral etching and a steep sidewall (Figure 4.17 (a)).
High power UV and green LED-PAW etching achieves low lateral etching and steep sidewall
using silica-metal-PR (type 3) masked EPI samples (Figure 3.11 (g)). The waveguide mask does
not have a silica layer but still achieves steep sidewall and less lateral etching for the EPI sample.
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PAW etching improves the side profile using a metal-PR mask (Initial-Mask for waveguide) as
expected from LED-PAW etching in Chapter 3.

Figure 4.17 Waveguide etched side profile of (a) EPI with high power green laser PAW
(PPAW ~100mW) and (b) dark.

From the previous PAW etching of the EPI sample using the Initial-Mask for the
waveguide, one can conclude that the system dissolves the material faster near the metal-PR
patterned area than the blank area (reflectometer probed area). In the blank area, the etch rate
decreases about 46% while the etch rate increases about 19% in the patterned area (that is,
R VR ~46 for reflectometer probed area and R VR ~19 for the patterned area). Even though the etch
rate shows differences between the reflectometer probed area and the patterned area, the PAW
etching of the waveguide patterns present uniform etch rate within in the patterned area. The line
patterns in the middle area and serpentine waveguide patterns (Figure 4.14 (a)) at the left side
have etch rate differences within 1.4%
The post-etched surface shows clear interference patterns on the EPI sample surface
especially near the mask pattern (where it etches faster) as seen in Figure 4.18. These interference
patterns more often occur in the n-type material since it has the greater sensitivity to the PAW
illumination compared with the p-type material. Once the pattern is generated at the top layer, wet
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etching tends to maintain the pattern. These diffraction/interference patterns were found to be
primarily due to imperfections and particulates on the clear etch vessel or lenses.

Figure 4.18 Microscope picture of the
post-etched

serpentine

waveguide

pattern of EPI sample with laser
PAW etching ( PPAW ~100mW ).The
width of the figure corresponds to
approximately 1.7 mm.

It would not be appropriate to monitor the etch depth using a tightly-focused
reflectometer beam due to the non-uniform etch depth shown in above examples (Figure 4.15 and
4.16). One could estimate approximate stopping points for laser fabrication from the PL image
since the PL intensity suddenly changes just before the active layer. The PL intensity increases
near the active layer during the PAW etching of EPI sample (Figure 4.15). However, PL does not
provide as high a resolution as the reflectometer. For more precise control of etch depth, it is
necessary to improve the reflectometer signal for PAW etching.
In the waveguide etch test, PAW etching shows non-uniform etch rate over the sample
surface. The surface charge or surface currents might cause the etch depth variation. If this is the
case, the arrangement of the mask pattern (size and the position of the blank area) and the type of
masking materials affects the PAW etching. The present research tests several different mask
patterns. As a simple test, the blank regions on the left and right sides of the patterns (serpentine
waveguide and TIR laser patterns in the Figure 4.14 (a)) are given different masking conditions:
(1) both sides covered with PR (Both-PR), (2) most of the both side left as blank with some PR-
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only patterned serpentine waveguide and TIR laser without metal contacts (Both-Blank) and (3)
metal deposited on the both side of the sample (Both-Metal).

4.2.2.1 Result from Both-PR Mask for Waveguide Etching
A reflectometer signal derived from a portion of the sample away from the metal
structures does not correlate well with the actual etch depth of waveguide pattern. Instead of the
reflectometer, the PL image from the CCD camera can be used to estimate etch depth and thereby
stop the etching of the waveguide. For EPI samples (n-type layer above the active layer), the etch
is stopped when the PL intensity grows based on the CCD image.

Figure 4.19 (a) Both-PR case surface condition after waveguide etching and (b) corresponding
microscope pictures of positions A and B. Pictures A and B span an approximate horizontal
distance of 1.3mm.
Figure 4.19 shows (a) the overall post-etched surface condition when both sides of the
waveguide mask pattern are covered with the PR-pad and (b) the microscope pictures of two
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regions on the sample. Using the Both-PR mask, large un-patterned PR pads covers on both sides
of the waveguide pattern. As an insulator, the PR prevents charge from transferring to the
solution. Near the center of the wafer, the PAW etching achieves the desired depth at the patterns
(gray colored area in the Figure 4.19 (a)) while at the edge of the top blank area and near the PR
pads (white colored area in the Figure 4.19 (a)) the etch produces shallow depth. The grey and
white colored areas in Figure 4.19 (a) represent deep etching with rough surfaces and shallow
etching with clean surfaces, respectively. The microscope pictures of the post-etched surface in
Figure 4.19 (b) show interference patterns produced by the laser on the deep etched surface at the
top and bottom of the patterned area (position A and B in the Figure 4.19 (a)).
After etching for 177sec, the patterns near the center etch uniformly (~1.76μm) but,
under optical inspection, the samples have rough surfaces whereas patterns near the edge with the
PR-defined mesa regions etched shallower (about 0.32μm and 0.35μm ) than the ones in the
center area. The etch rate of the patterns in most of the pattered area increase by about 37% for
532nm PAW (PPAW ~100mW) while it decreases by approximately 74% near the PR pad area
(that is, R VR ~37 for patterned area and R VR ~

74 for the area near the PR pads on both sides).

For the PAW etch tests with the original waveguide mask (Type IM) shown in Figure
4.14, the etching is inhibited near (but not throughout) the top blank area (reflectometer probe
area). With the PR side-strips (Figure 4.19), the PAW etching promotes solid dissolution near the
patterned area and some parts of the reflectometer probing area (the center of the reflectometer
probing area). In Figure 4.19 (a), the grey area indicates faster etching produced by the high
power PAW laser. The deep-etched area with the rough surface in the upper blank area suggests
charge flow in direction of waveguide patterns. For the two cases using the Initial-Mask and the
Both-PR mask, the PAW etching promotes and inhibits the material dissolution near the patterned
and PR covered area, respectively. The excess electron (i.e., photo-electrons) generated under the
PR layer diffuse toward the blank area and slows the etching process near the PR area. At the
patterned area in the center of the sample, the etch rate increases by transferring the electrons
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through the sample surface to the etching solution. The laser intensity at the sample edge is
approximately 80% of the peak value at the center (refer to Table 4.2) that can contribute to
limited diffusion of electrons to the edges. It is likely that the metal layer of the waveguide
pattern promotes the etching by attracting the electron away from the surface exposed to the
etching solution. Since photo-generation does not occur under the metal layer (dark area), the
patterned layer also has fewer electrons than the PR covered area.

4.2.2.2 Result from Both-Blank Mask for Waveguide Etching
From the previous tests with a sample mostly covered by PR (Both-PR mask for
waveguide in Section 4.2.2.1 above), the PAW etching of the EPI sample inhibits near the PR
covered side-strips. With the PR mask, photo-carriers can accumulate underneath the mask since
the photo-generated charges cannot be consumed by the etching solution there. In the patterned
area, the metal layer underneath the PR can dissipate excess electrons from the sample surface
and leave more holes to accelerate the dissolution rate. To see the function of the exposed surface
to the etching solution, both sides of the sample except the laser patterns in the middle area are
left as blank so as to leave most of the sample surface exposed to the etching solution (BothBlank mask for waveguide, see exposure percentages in Table 4.1). Some of the PR of the
serpentine waveguide and TIR laser patterns on the left and right side of the laser patterns are
unintentionally deposited due to difficulty with the photolithography process. A portion of the
narrow metal pads at the bottom of the wafer do not have PR in order to promote electron
consumption in the etching solution. Figure 4.20 shows post-etched sample surfaces for this case.
In contrast to the Both-PR mask case shown in Figure 4.19, patterns around the center of the
sample produced by the Both-Blank mask have smoother post-etched surfaces and shallower
etches than along the edge (Figure 4.20). The dark patterns appear on the edge of the waveguidepatterned area and on the edge of the sample (Figure 4.20 (a)). The dark area has slightly different
characteristics from the previous experiments using Both-PR masks. With the Initial-Mask
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(Figure 4.14) and Both-PR mask for waveguides (Figure 4.19), the dark area occurs in the region
containing the interference pattern on the sample surface but the PAW process does not deposit
any other substance there.

Figure 4.20 (a) overall illustration of the post-etched surface of EPI samples and (b) microscope
pictures of area A and B. Both-Blank mask but with some PR patterns in the side strips. The
horizontal width of the Figures A and B span approximately 900µm

In the present Both-Blank case, however, the dark area shows both a rough surface due to
the interference patterns and a dark colored material that could only have originated from a PAW
deposition process (Figure 4.20 (b) A). The overall etch rate measures higher than for the BothPR case. The etch rate reduces slightly from the dark rate in the clean surface areas (etch rate
about 0.57μm⁄min). In the rough surface area, especially for the patterns near the bottom metal
pad, the etch rate increases to 1.04μm⁄min. The relative vertical etch rate, R VR , calculates to
about -5 and 74 at the patterns in the clean and rough surface, respectively. Near the center, the
etch rate is slightly lower than dark etched case but shows clean surface condition. The PR-only
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area in the both side of the sample has a slower etch rate than the clean surfaced patterned area
(R VR ~

16).
The PR patterned area (Both-Blank mask) shows lower etch rate than the dark etching

since electrons still accumulate near the PR pattern. In the laser patterned area (with metal-PR
mask in the center), the etch rate near the bottom metal pads measures higher than other parts.
Electrons drifting to the metal layer can be consumed more effectively by transferring through the
metal pad to the etching solution. The electrons transfer to the etching solution directly though the
metal layer when produced under the PR on the metal layer (which is exposed to the solution near
the bottom of the pattern). From the experiments with different sizes for the blank surface (BothPR and Both-Blank cases), patterns near the metal-only layer have higher relative etch rate than
the masked area (metal-PR mask) and PR prohibits etching in the vicinity of the mask. The
results suggest that the metal layer plays an important role to vary the etch rate with high power
laser.

4.2.2.3 Result from Both-Metal Mask for Waveguide Etching
From the PAW experiment in Figure 4.19 and 4.20 in the previous two sections (Section
4.2.2.1 and 4.2.2.2), the etch rate decreases near the PR and increases near the metal. For the
PAW etching, the holes increase the etch rate. For promoting solid dissolution, it is necessary to
increase hole concentration at the surface and remove electrons since excess electrons inhibit
solid dissolution. Since the etch rate with high power illumination on the surface depends on the
electron consumption on the surface, wide PR layers can be a hurdle for the process since PR, as
an insulator, prevents electron transfer from the surface to the etching solution while as a
transparent material, the PR covered layer still generates electron-hole pairs under illumination.
In contrast, electrons transfer to the etching solution through the metal mask. To see the metal
effect in the PAW etching, metal pads are deposited on both sides of the EPI sample as seen in
Figure 4.21 (a) (Both-Metal mask). For the present tests, the PR waveguide patterns (serpentine
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waveguides and TIR laser patterns on the left and right side of the sample) remain under the
metal pads (due to the difficulty of removing the pattern completely) and the metal pad at the
bottom connects the metal layers on both sides of the sample (see the lightly shaded pad at the
bottom of Figure 4.21 (a)).

Figure 4.21 Both-Metal sample surface of EPI sample with both side metal covered
waveguide pattern (a) before etching, (b) after etching and (c) microscope pictures of
corresponding areas. Picture A shows rough surface and rough metal after etching. Figure
C spans a horizontal distance of approximately 0.9mm based on the largest width
waveguide of 20µm.
After etching, a rough surface appears around the edge of the metal pads (Figure 4.21 (b))
with greater etch depth than the smooth area in the center. The etch rate at the clean and rough
surfaces measure about 0.5 μm⁄min and 1.0 μm⁄min, respectively. The relative vertical etch rate
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R VR calculates to about -10 and 72 at the patterns in the clean surface area in the center and the
rough surface area near the metal pads, respectively. The etch rates are about same as for the
Both-Blank case (R VR ~

5 and 74 for the center and edge of the patterned area). From the

experiments, it is shown that the etch rate increases only in the vicinity of the metal layer. The
etch rate around the center area measures about the same as for the previous experiment when
both sides of the sample only have PR patterns and leave most of the sample area blank.
The experiment presents very interesting results for the Both-Metal mask for the
waveguides (refer to Figures 4.21(c) A and B). Here the side-strips have waveguide patterns
made of photoresist. The patterned PR is left in place and metal is deposited over the side strips.
The resulting structure at the side-strips consists of semiconductor underneath patterned PR,
which in turn, is underneath a metal layer. Before etching, the metal contour conforms to the PR
pattern but the metal forms a smooth continuous sheet. After etching, the pattern of the PR
transfers to the metal layer in that the edges become pronounced and metal over unmasked
regions becomes rough (see especially Figure 4.21(c) A). The metal surface looks smooth in
those regions with PR underneath and it looks rough where there isn’t any PR underneath. After
etching, some portions of the metal are detached from the surface (see Figures 4.21(c) A and B).
The surface underneath the metal looks corroded (i.e., rusty) when viewed through an optical
microscope (Figure 4.21 (c)-A). The rusty surface at the metal pad suggests charge transfer
through the metal layer from the solid to the etching solution or vice versa when there is no PR
layer to block the charge transfer underneath the metal layer.

4.2.2.4 Summary for Waveguide Etch Test of EPI
This section reviews the etch characteristics of EPI samples with waveguide patterns. The
laser-PAW etching does not directly agree with LED-PAW etching from Chapter 3. With the
Initial-Mask implemented using metal-PR for waveguides (Figure 4.14), the etch depth of the
sample is not uniform. The material dissolves faster at the patterned area than at the reflectometer
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probed area. It is difficult to determine the actual etch depth at the laser patterns using the
reflectometer monitor due to the etch depth difference between the probed-area and the pattern
area. As an alternative, PL monitoring can be used as a etch depth monitor since PL intensity
increases suddenly at the cladding and active layer interface. The waveguide etching using the
Initial-Mask has suitable etch characteristic for optical devices (such as vertical sidewall and
suppressed lateral etching as seen in Figure 4.17); however, this mask and corresponding
fabrication process does not precisely control the waveguide etch depth due to the non-uniform
etch depth. For laser fabrication, not only the side profile but also the etch depth of the waveguide
is one of the important factors that determines device performance and related parameters [67].
Further study on the reflectometer and PAW etching is necessary for the practical application.
It is possible that the active layer impedes the transport of charge toward the substrate
and causes the PL intensity changes when the etching surface is near the active layer. In addition,
the backside insulating glass slide ensures backside electrical isolation. Therefore, most of the
photo-charge contributes to the solid dissolution process and it is important to control the charge
at the surface to promote or inhibit solid dissolution for laser material. By changing the InitialMask slightly, one can test different masks for the effect of surface charge on the PAW etching as
follows. First, the left and right side patterns (serpentine waveguide and TIR laser patterns in the
Figure 4.14 (a)) are eliminated and then three different surface conditions are applied: (1) PR
covers both side strips (Both-PR), (2) most of the side-strips left unmasked (Both-Blank) but with
limited PR patterns (3) metal layers deposited on the side strips (Both-Metal) but some PR
patterns remain underneath. Figure 4.22 compares the relative vertical etch rate (R VR ) at different
sample positions (reflectometer monitored area at upper blank, center of the patterned and edge of
the patterned area) for different masks (Initial, Both-PR, Both-Blank and Both-Metal mask).
With the Initial-Mask for waveguides, etch inhibition occurs near the reflectometer
probed area (near the PR pattern) while the patterned area etches slightly faster than for dark
conditions (Figure 4.22(a)). When PR covers the side-strips (Both-PR mask), those regions of the
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EPI sample near the side-strips etch slower than the Initial-Mask case while the patterned area
near the center etches faster (Figure 4.22 (b)). Compared to the dark etching, the PAW etching
increases the etch rate by about 37% in the center while it decreases the rate by about 74% near
the PR covered area. Illumination generates electron-hole pairs under the PR covered area and at
the bare surface exposed to the etching solution. Since the electrons cannot be consumed in these
regions they could diffuse toward the patterned area. The excess electrons inhibit etching around
the PR area.

Figure 4.22 Relative vertical etch rate ( R VR ) variation of the patterns depends on the
conditions at the side strips: (a) with Initial-Mask for waveguide, (b) Both-PR (PR covers
both sides of the waveguide pattern), (c) Both-Blank (most of the side area leaves as blank)
and (d) Both-Metal (metal layers area deposited on the both side of the sample).
Figure 4.22 (c) presents the relative vertical etch rate (R VR ) of the EPI sample with the
side-strips mostly blank (Both-Blank) as seen in the Figure 4.20. PR-only serpentine waveguides
and TIR patterns remain on each side (Figure 4.20) due to the difficulties with the processing.
Unmasked metal patterns are exposed to the etching solution at the bottom and along the edge of
the sample. In contrast to the case when both sides are covered with PR, the etch rate slightly
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decreases at the patterned area in the center (R VR ~

5) and increases at the part of the patterned

area near the metal at the bottom and edge of the sample (R VR ~73). The PR patterns on both
sides of the sample show lower etch rate than patterns in the center area with the metal-PR masks
(R VR ~16).
When both side of the sample are covered with metal (Both-Metal), it shows similar etch
characteristics to the Both-Blank case (Figure 4.21 (c) and (d)). Patterns in the center etch slower
(R VR ~

10) than the ones near the edge (R VR ~72). The results from Both-Blank and Both-

Metal cases suggest that the metal layer on the sample has similar function as the blank surface in
the PAW etching system. The electrons can easily transfer from the solid to the etching solution
though the metal contact layer. The only difference is that the metal layer blocks the illumination
and prevents photo-carrier generation under the mask. For all cases, the enhanced-etching region
shows rough surfaces with interference patterns while the inhibited-etching region shows a clean
surface.

4.2.3 EPI samples: Mirror Etch Test
For fabricating lasers with etched mirrors, the present process uses two steps. The first
step forms the waveguides and the second forms the mirror facet. The mirror etching is the most
important step in the fabrication of the laser. From the LED-PAW experiment, it is expected to
obtain a vertical sidewall profile by using a silica-metal-PR (type 3) mask for the EPI sample
(Figure 3.11 (g)). For the laser-PAW process, metal-PR masks are used for the simplicity of the
laser fabrication step. Different light sources and masks may produce variations in the etch
characteristics. The waveguide etch experiments in Section 4.2.2 show that the laser-PAW
inhibits the etching near the PR mask for the EPI sample. This can be a problem for the mirror
etching if the mirror mask is designed to have very small windows to define the mirrors since
then most of the sample would be covered with PR. Figure 4.23 shows such an Initial-Mask
designed for the mirror.
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Figure 4.23 Initial-Mask for Mirror etch (a) overall sample illustration and (b) mirror window
pattern at the etched mirror side of the ridge-waveguide laser.
The design in Figure 4.23 includes a PR mask to cover the waveguides for protection and
it has a small opening for the etched mirrors. The mirror etching is performed after the waveguide
etching according to the fabrication steps designed in Figure 4.2. Once the PR patterns for the
waveguide are removed (after etching the waveguides) a second set of PR patterns are placed for
the mirror window using photolithography. Figure 4.23 (a) and (b) illustrates the overall mirror
pattern for the ridge-waveguide lasers. A tightly focused beam from the reflectometer is applied
to the blank area in the upper portion of the wafer for etch depth monitoring of the mirror.
However, due to the surface charge distribution and the resulting etch variations, the
reflectometer signal does not provide the actual etch depth for this present case.
The PAW tests for the mirror patterns also present unexpected results as the waveguide
etching in Section 4.2.2. While the reflectometer signal measures more than 1.5μm etch depth,
most of the mirror wells etch very shallowly and the non-uniformity of the etch depth becomes
more serious than for the waveguide etching using the Initial-Mask. The PAW etching conditions
for the mirrors are identical to those for the waveguides except for the relative sizes of the
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exposed and PR-covered areas of the sample. With the mirror patterns, more etch inhibition
occurs near the patterned area than for the region probed by the reflectometer. It is clear that the
laser-PAW process for the EPI sample inhibits the etching near the PR pattern and the PR covers
most of the sample area for mirror mask.
The SEM pictures in Figure 4.24 shows a close-up view with greater detail on the mirror
etching with high power PAW. The SEM picture of the post-etched mirror in Figure 4.24 (a)
shows that etching stops at the mirror facet with the metal-PR mask (A in Figure 4.24 (a))while
the etching progresses near those regions covered with PR only (B in Figure 4.24 (a)) such as
between the waveguide areas. In most of the sample area, the etching continues along the edge of
the etch window and along the waveguide metal contact thereby resulting in large lateral etching
and deep vertical etching near the waveguide. Some of the mirror patterns near the blank area
(within on the order of 250μm , although this represents only an average since etch deeper than
the ones around the center (up to 3.6μm deep) as in Figure 4.24 (b) A; however, there is still large
lateral etching (3-4μm ) between waveguide patterns as in Figure 4.24 (b) B.

Figure 4.24 SEM pictures of mirror after PAW etching using the Initial-Mask with high power
green laser for EPI sample. (a) mirror window pattern on the sample near the center of the
sample and (b) patterns near the edge of the sample.
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From the PL images, the PL in the center of the sample does not decrease but within
roughly 1 mm of the sample edge (at the edge-strips) the PL extinguishes as etching continues
which indicates that etching almost stops in the center after the active layer while at the edgestrips, the etch accelerates for the ‘high power’ green laser (PPAW

70mW ). Since most of the

patterned area is covered with PR, the area does not etch and since the PR is transparent to light,
the electron-hole pairs generated under the PR recombined and emit light (PL).
In summary, the semiconductor dissolution stops at the center area of the mirror window
near the end of the metal waveguide using the Initial-Mask in Figure 4.23. The etching proceeds
for the exposed semiconductor between the PR-covered metal waveguide patterns. As shown in
the waveguide etch tests, the non-uniform etching depends on the position of the pattern and the
surface conditions near the pattern. For more study on the effects of the size of the blank surface
and the material types, the patterns are only deposited in the center of the sample as done for the
waveguide etch test in Section 4.2.2. The mirror etching shows different etch characteristics by
the surface condition at the non-patterned area: (1) both sides of the sample covered with PR
(Both-PR), (2) both sides of the sample left as blank (Both-Blank) and (3) both sides covered
with metal (Both-Metal). The next sections detail the results for the three different mask types

4.2.3.1 Results for Mirror Etching Using Both-PR Mask
For the mirror etching using Initial-Mask, most of the surface is covered with PR but
some metal patterns are exposed to the etching solution at the both sides of the sample as a part of
TIR and serpentine mask design as shown in Figure 4.23. In this case, etch inhibition occurs at
most of the mirror windows especially near the center area (Figure 4.23 (a)) and some of the
mirror windows near the blank area etch deeper than the ones in the center area. For this reason
and based on the results of previous experiments as discussed above, three different alternative
masks (Both-Blank, Both-PR, Both-Metal) and the corresponding fabrication procedures are
developed. The present section examines the effects of the Both-PR mask.
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To see PAW etching with most of the sample covered with insulator (PR), the left and
right sides of the sample are covered with PR and laser patterns are only placed in the center
(Both-PR mask). Figure 4.25 (a) shows the overall post etched surface condition of the sample.
This case exposes about 20% of the sample surface to the etching solution. Some of the metal
patterns at the top and bottom of the sample are exposed to the etching solution at bottom to help
dissipate excess electrons. For the Both-PR mask, the metal patterns exposed to the etching
solution are connected to the mirror patterns while for the Initial-Mask, the solution-exposed
metal patterns (Figure 4.23) do not connect with the laser patterns.

Figure 4.25 PAW etched PI sample with Both PR mask: (b) PAW etched sample surface and
microscope pictures at the blank surface and mirror pattern and (a) Reflectometer and PL
signal during the etching and corresponding video capture. Picture A spans approximately
1.3mm and picture B spans a width of approximately 350µm.
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After the etching, the reflectometer probe area at the center area of the top blank area in
Figure 4.25 (a) shows cleaner surface than the edge of the top blank area. At the edge, the sample
surface appears to have dark colored substances deposited on it along with an interference pattern
(Figure 4.25 (a)-A). The reflectometer probe area only shows interference patterns not the dark
substances. With PR covering approximately 1mm on both sides (as measured from the edge of
the sample), the mirror wells etched deeper than for previous cases with the Initial-Mask for the
mirror shown in the Figure 4.23 (a). Interestingly, etch inhibition does not occur near the metal
pattern unlike for the Initial-Mask case shown in the Figure 4.23 (a). Figure 4.25 (a) B shows a
microscope picture of the post-etched mirror pattern. In contrast to the waveguide etch test in
section 4.2.2, there is no etch inhibition observed near the PR pad when both sides of the sample
are covered with PR. Mirror patterns near the center of the sample etch about 2.6μm deep
(R VR ~

5) while the ones on the right side etch to the greater depth of about 3.4μm (R VR ~28).
Figure 4.25 (b) shows the reflectometer signal, the PL signal and the corresponding CCD

images during the etching. The reflectometer signal shows that etch rate decreases as etching
continues at the probed area. The fringe height also decreases as etching continues which
indicates the surface becomes rougher at the position of the reflectometer probe beam. Due to the
poor quality of the fringes, it is difficult to estimate the etch depth from the reflectometer signal.
One can assume that the active layer starts to etch near the point B in Figure 4.25 (b) since the
reflectometer probe area starts to luminescence at that point based on the CCD image. From the
increasing fringe spacing for the reflectometer signal and the PL measurement, the etch rate at the
reflectometer monitored area decreases when the PL approaches its maximum intensity (plot I
and II in Figure 4.25 (b)).
When both side-strips are covered with PR, the mirror etching conditions improve
compared to the original mirror pattern. The profilometer measurement across the mirror well
next to the waveguide contact shows a wider opening than the mirror well (see Figure 4.26).
While the mirror patterns are designed to be 20μm wide, the profilometer measurement shows
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etching also occurs just outside the 20μm region. It indicates the etching occurs underneath the
PR.

Figure 4.26 Etched-mirror profile for the EPI sample and Both-PR mask using high-power
PAW laser. (a) and (b) shows scanning position on the sample and the profile across the
mirror pattern, respectively. The arrow in (a) represent profilometer scanning and the grey
area ( 20µm wide) in (b) indicate the actual mirror area.

Both the Initial-Mask and the Both-PR mask cover most of the sample with PR but the
Both-PR mask case produces mirror wells. The PAW process inhibits etching at the mirror
pattern for the Initial-Mask in Figure 4.23 (a) while the sample with the Both-PR mask promotes
mirror etching by 28% for the patterns at the edge and inhibits by 5% for the patterns in the
middle area compare to the dark etching. The major difference for the cases is that for Both-PR,
the waveguide metal-contacts for the laser are exposed to the etching solution (Figure 4.25 (a)),
while the Initial-Mask only has metal exposed at the mirror well (Figure 4.23 (a)). The metal
waveguides exposed to the etching solution for the Both-PR mask are also connected to the
mirror pattern (as shown in the Figure 4.25 (a)) and can therefore directly affect the mirror
etching due to the electron flow though the metal waveguide. There are also metal layers exposed
to the etching solution for the original mirror pattern but the metal layers are part of TIR mirror
patterns and not connected (through metal) to the mirrors on the laser pattern (Figure 4.23 (a)).
For the Initial-Mask, the mirrors for the serpentine waveguides and TIR lasers do show higher
etch rate than for the center laser patterns where the metal layer is exposed to the solution.
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The fact that part of the metal waveguide pattern is exposed to the etching solution might
help to dissipate electrons near the mirror pattern. The excess electron distribution generated near
the mirror well can flow through the metal patterns. If electron charging near the mirror well is
responsible for the etch inhibition, then exposing the semiconductor surface to the etching
solution or having more metal exposed to the etching solution may increase the dissipation of the
photo-electrons. By more effectively conducting the electrons away from the mirror pattern, one
can expect to see greater etching in the area. The cases for when the semiconductor side-strips are
exposed to etching solution and when they are covered with metal will be reviewed in the
following sections 4.2.3.2 and 4.2.3.3.

4.2.3.2 Results for Mirror Etching Using the Both-Blank Mask
The Initial-Mask suggests greater exposure of the metal or the bare surface to the solution
improves the etching performance. The present section investigates the effects of the bare surface.
However, the situation becomes complicated by the fact that the surface layer affects the rate of
photo-carrier production (such as for metal) and the ability of the surface to dissipate the charge
(for PR) and introduces regions not exposed to the illumination that can increase the photoelectron diffusion to those regions. The work will require the full set of tests to sort out the effects.
To improve the mirror etching, both sides of the sample are exposed to the etching
solution. Using the Both-Blank mask, laser patterns are only deposited in the center and most of
the surface is left blank except for the PR mask for the mirrors (Figure 4.27 (a)). The
reflectometer probe beam is applied to the upper blank area of the sample. Lower parts of the
waveguide metal layers are exposed to the etching solution to promote electron consumption
from the mirror wells.
Figure 4.27 (a) shows the overall sample outline and related microscope pictures of post
etched sample. Rough surface patterns are generated on the blank surface. A dark-colored layer
appears to be deposited around the patterned area and divides the blank region into two parts. The
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mirror etching characteristics are similar to the Both-PR cases shown in Figure 4.25 except here,
the mirror wells etch deeper.

Figure 4.27 PAW etch results for the EPI sample with the Both-Blank mask: (a) Reflectometer
signal during the etching and corresponding video capture, (b) PAW etched sample surface and
microscope pictures of five different areas on the sample and (c) simplified profilometer
profile across the mirror pattern. The grey area in (b) represents the actual mirror area.
Pictures I, IV and V span a horizontal distance of approximately 1.3mm and II and III span a
horizontal distance of 400µm.
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Most of the mirror patterns deep-etched to about 4.74 μm for these samples that have low
PR coverage (etch rate ~1.2μm⁄min,R VR ~101). Similar to the profilometer measurement of the
Both-PR case shown in the Figure 4.26 (b), a Dektak profilometer measurement shows the well is
wider at the top and that the etching starts outside the designed mirror window (Figure 4.27 (b)).
The etching actually occurs underneath of the PR mask to a depth about 1.92μm. The etch rate
reduces about 18.7% compared with the dark etching (R VR ~

18.7) at the mirror well. The

metal-only lines exposed to the etching solution at the bottom of the pattern (Figure 4.27 (a) III)
has about 95% higher etch rate than for dark etching (R VR ~95).
The reflectometer shows similar signals as for the Both-PR case in Figure 4.25. Based on
the reflectometer signals shown in Figure 4.27 (c), the etch rate decreases as the etch depth
approaches the active layer (the fringes become wider). However, in the patterned area, the etch
rate differs from that in the probed region. The etch rate in the probed region decreases (fringe
width increases) when the PL increases there (from Figure 4.27 (c) point C). The mechanical
profilometer shows that the actual mirror wells etch much deeper than the depth indicated by the
optical monitoring at the edge. From the CCD images, the left side of the sample photoluminance before the right side, which can be interpreted as due to different etch rates. From the
previous PAW etching of EPI samples, PL typically starts near the active layer which means that
the left side etches faster than right side of the sample. PL measurements from the CCD images
agree with the post-etched sample surface condition and etch depth differences.
Figure 4.28 compares high power PAW ( PPAW

70mW ) and dark etching at the

mirrors. After high-power laser-PAW etching with the Both-Blank mask, most of the mirror wells
are etched deeper than for dark etching. From the microscope picture shown in Figure 4.28 (a),
the high-power PAW etched sample clearly shows that the dark lines follow the waveguide metal
contact. The dark lines (for example in Figure 4.28 (a) circled area A) along with deep vertical
etching indicate that the etching continues toward the waveguide metal patterns which are
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protected by the PR mask (Figure 4.28 (a)). Dark etched mirror pattern shows isotropic etch
character with large lateral etching.

Figure 4.28 Microscope pictures of mirror patterns with mostly exposed EPI sample after (a)
PAW etching and (b) dark. (PPAW

70mW ). The scale is set by the waveguide width; the

widest waveguide is 20µm.

4.2.3.3 Results for Mirror Etching Using the Both-Metal Mask
Previous experiments show the effect of (i) metal connected to the laser contacts and (ii)
PR layers. To more fully investigate the effects on the PAW etching, consider the mirror etching
tests with metal pads deposited on the side strips as illustrated in Figure 4.29 (b).
After etching, the metal pads look corroded and some of them peel off (Figure 4.29 (b)
D). Rough patterns are generated at the bottom of the etched region and around the edge of the
top blank area. From the waveguide etching using the Both-Metal mask in Figure 4.21 (metal
pads on the side-strips), the sample also shows the same metal corrosion and the metal peels off.
For the present Both-Metal case, the mirrors etch differently depending on the position of the
pattern. Most of the mirror wells etch faster with illumination than without it. The etch rate varies
from 1.3μm⁄min to 2.0μm⁄min (R VR from 115 to 237). Short patterns near the bottom etch
slower than others with an etch rate of about 0.9μm⁄min (R VR ~45) and some patterns show no
etching.
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Figure 4.29 Mirror etch test using the Both-Metal mask on the EPI sample: (a) PL monitoring
CCD image captured during the PAW etching and (b) post-etched surface illustration and
microscope pictures of 4 different positions.

4.2.3.4 Summary for Mirror Etch Test of EPI
In the mirror etch experiments, the mirror regions show deep etching with all three
alternative mask conditions (Both-PR, Both-Blank and Both-Metal mask) while the Initial-Mask
for mirrors inhibits etching at the mirror facet. The mirror etching increases as the sample has
more exposed surface. The metal pads deposited on the sample further promote the etching by
exposing more metal to the etching solution.
Figure 4.30 shows how the etch rate at the center area of the sample depends on the
masking conditions for high power PAW (PPAW

70mW ) mirror etch test. “Both-PR”, “Both-

Blank” and “Both-Metal” refer to the cases when the side strips are covered with PR, left blank,
or covered with metal, respectively (refer to Table 4.1 above). However, the mirror pattern with
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the Both-Metal mask generates more variations of the etch depth in the mirror well than do the
other cases; the variation depends on the position and length (shape) of the pattern. For all mirror
and waveguide etch tests with high power illumination, the post-etched surface appears very
rough where the etching is promoted.

Figure 4.30 Relative vertical etch rate (R VR ) of the patterns depends on the conditions at the
side strips. Both-PR: PR covers the side-strips straddling the waveguide pattern, BothBlank: Side-strips expose semiconductor to light and etchant, Both-Metal: metal layers
deposited on the side-strips.

The Both-PR mask (with both sides covered with PR) exposes part of the waveguide
metal layer to the etching solution while the Initial-Mask for the mirrors covers all of the
waveguide pattern in the center area; however, some metal is exposed to the etching solution in
the Initial-Mask but the metal constitutes part of TIR mirror pattern and not connected to the laser
mirror patterns under inspection. The waveguide structure connects to the mirror patterns through
metal and can thereby directly affect the mirror etching. The portions of the metal waveguide
patterns exposed to the etching solution may help to dissipate electrons from the mirror pattern.
The excess electrons generated near the mirror wells can flow through the metal patterns. Those
portions of the semiconductor surface exposed to the etching solution or having more metal on
the surface may enhance the dissipation of the photo-electrons. The metal pads deposited on the
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both side of the sample also connect to the waveguide pattern to help dissipate the excess electron
from the mirror area.

4.2.4 M1 samples: Waveguide and Mirror Etch Test
Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 discuss waveguide and mirror etching of EPI samples using high
power PAW (PPAW

70mW ). The laser-PAW etch tests shown those two sections do not

achieve the expected etch properties for the laser devices. In particular, the mirror etching
produces large lateral etching and non-uniform etch depth. Also, since the etch depth depends on
the position on the sample, the reflectometer monitor with the tightly focused probe beam does
not necessarily detect the correct depth. The mask design and PAW etch system needs to be
improved for practical application for device fabrication.

Figure 4.31 Waveguide etched side profile of (a) M1 with green laser PAW and (b) dark.
(PPAW

70mW )
This section reviews the waveguide and mirror etching for the M1 sample. The

waveguide mask designed in this work (Figure 4.14) has a top metal layer for electrical contact to
the devices and it has PR for protection of the mirror pattern (the PR covers the metal on the
waveguide and the mirror windows but allows for waveguide etching). From the LED-PAW
experiments, this mask would not be the best choice for the M1 samples (Figure 3.10). While
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using a silica-metal-PR (type 3) mask for the PAW etching of the EPI sample improves the side
profile and decreases the lateral etching, it does not significantly improve the etch characteristic
of the M1 sample. The laser-PAW etch test in Section 4.2.2 shows that metal-PR masks also
produce vertical sidewall with low lateral etching for EPI samples. From the LED-PAW etching
experiments (Figure 3.10 (b)), the M1 sample etching shows the best performance with the metalonly mask (type 1 mask) for the high power green LED. Figure 4.31 compares the laser-PAW
(PPAW

70mW ) etch profile with that for dark etching of the M1 sample. After PAW etching,

the etched pattern has almost same amount of lateral etching as the dark etched one (Figure 4.31
(a) and (b)).

Figure 4.32 Microscope pictures of post-etched M1 samples with high power PAW etching.
(a) and (b) shows the pictures of the mirror patterns near the center and edge, respectively. (c)
shows laser and PD pattern and (d) present magnified picture of the circled area in the picture.
Picture (b) spans a horizontal distance of approximately 640µm while (c) spans approximately
1.2mm.
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The PAW etching of the M1 mirrors shows unique patterns. Figure 4.32 shows
microscope pictures of the post-etched M1 sample that used high power PAW etching with the
Initial-Mask for mirror. Mirror etching using the high power green laser produces deep lateral
etching and leaves a triangular shape at the edge which means the etching proceeds along the
material crystal direction as for the dark wet etching (Figure 4.32 (a) area A and B). The etch
depth of the mirror pattern varies according to the position of the particular mirror pattern. Those
patterns near the edge, etch slower than patterns near the center while the EPI sample works the
opposite way. For the M1 sample, some of the pattern does not etch (Figure 4.32 (b) area C).
Some patterns stop etching near the middle of the pattern (Figure 4.32 (b) area D). From the
profilometer

measurement,

the

mirror

well

etches

at

a

rate

of

approximately

0.8μm⁄min (R VR ~33) at the center area while it etches at a low rate of about 0.01μm⁄min
(R VR ~

98) at the edge of the sample. The etch depth of the mirror pattern increases toward the

center area of the sample as does the lateral etching along the mirror pattern. Figure 4.32 (c) and
(d) shows microscope pictures of the high power PAW etched sample surface. Figure 4.32 (d)
presents magnified view of the lateral etching at the mirror pattern (circled area in the Figure 4.32
(c)). The lateral etching shown as dark lines near the mirror pattern extends toward the center of
the sample.
The SEM pictures of the post-etched sample show the mirror etching condition more
clearly. Figure 4.33 compares the post-etched surfaces for the two cases of high power PAW
(PPAW

70mW) etching (Figure 4.33 (a) and (b)) and dark wet etching (Figure 4.33 (c) and (d)).

The high-power PAW etching produces deep trenches (narrow ~2um wide but deep etch regions)
along the mirror well as well as lateral etching that follows the waveguide patterns (Figure 4.33
(a) and (b)). The dark etched sample does not show the trenches along the masks (Figure 4.33 (c)
and (d)). Also the pictures show that PAW etching has more lateral etching than the dark wet
etching.
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The PAW mirror etching does not produce the desired mirror facet for either EPI or the
M1 sample. The Initial-Mask inhibits etching at the mirror window for the EPI sample while the
M1 sample etches faster using the high power PAW process than it does in the dark. However,
the PAW etching forms a deep trench along the mirror window and produces large lateral etching
for the M1 sample.

Figure 4.33 SEM pictures of M1 sample with (a) and (b) high power PAW etched, (c) and (d)
dark wet etched samples.
For the previous EPI etch tests, the PAW etching characteristics depend on the surface
masking conditions. High-power PAW etching is tested for the M1 sample when most of the
sample surface remains bare. Photolithography generates mask patterns for which the mirror
window is applied to the metal waveguides only near the center of the sample; the other parts
(side strips) remain bare (Figure 4.34 (a)). The mask is the same as the Both-Blank mask for
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mirror etch tests of the EPI sample in Figure 4.27 (a). The bottom area exposes the metal
waveguide layers to the etching solution and the reflectometer probes the upper bare area of the
sample. Figure 4.34 shows the mirror test results for the M1 sample with both side strips exposed
to the etching solution.

Figure 4.34 M1 mirror etch with the Both-Blank mask (a) post-etched surface under PAW, (b)
dark etched sample surface with same mask and (c) Reflectometer and PL signal of the upper
blank area of the sample during the high power PAW etching. I and II represent reflectometer
and PL signal, respectively in (c). The distance scales in the pictures can be determined based
on the widest waveguides of 20µm.
For the mirror etching of EPI sample with the Both-Blank mask, a dark layer is generated
around the patterned area and it covers most of the blank area. For the sample, mirror patterns
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etch faster than the blank area that surrounds the patterned area (Figure 4.27 (a)). The M1
samples under the same conditions (Both-Blank mask) show the dark substance deposited around
the PR pattern but the substance does not spread to the blank area. The dark substance forms a
boundary surrounding the patterned area. The M1 sample etches slower near the center (within
the dark boundary) and faster in the blank areas while the mirror pattern etches faster for the EPI
sample.
The reflectometer signal for the blank M1 sample under high-power green laser
illumination shown in Figure 4.11 also shows the “dip” in the n-AlGaAs layer for mirror etching
with the Both-Blank mask (Figure 4.34 (c)). In contrast to the EPI samples, the reflectometer
signal shows good fringe patterns for the M1 samples in addition to showing the “dip” in the nAlGaAs layer. The PL has higher intensity before the etching reaches the active layer since the
M1 samples have p-type AlGaAs layer before the active layer. From the reflectometer signal and
PL data, the PL emission decreases at the active layer and becomes negligible for the n-type
AlGaAs layer at the blank area of the sample including reflectometer-probed area. One can
expect to see slower etching at the mirror window since PL emission still remains at the masked
area when the blank area does not emit light. Agitating the etchant during the etching does not
affect the PL and reflectometer patterns.
As PAW etching continues in the n-AlGaAs, the surface of the layer becomes rough as
shown by the reflectometer signal since the fringe height becomes smaller for the layer. The
pictures from the video capture correspond to the reflectometer signal in Figure 4.34 (c) and show
the PL intensity variation during the etching. The sample produces large photoluminescence from
all regions so long as the etching surface remains in the p-type material (Figure 4.34 (c) from
point A to B) after which, the PL level quickly reduces near the active layer in the blank region
(Figure 4.34 (c) point C). After the active layer, the PL level becomes undetectable from the
‘blank area’ but it remains intense from the PR patterned area (Figure 4.34 (c) from point D to F).
The PL primarily emits though the PR masking layer, which prevents material dissolution
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underneath, since the PR is transparent to the PAW light source and IR (Infra-Red) light of PL.
Under the PR layer, the PAW light generates electron-hole pairs under the PR protected layer and
some of these excess carriers recombine. The etching inhibits around the PR layer since the
excess electrons diffuse from under the PR mask to the blank area.
The sample surface looks clean and the etch depth measures from 1.8μm to 2.0μm with
an average etch rate of 0.4μm⁄min (R VR ~

43) at the mirror pattern and the profilometer shows

a rectangular shape. However, the etch depth of the mirror well does not match the depth in the
blank area as determined from the reflectometer signal. The reflectometer signal (Figure 4.34 (c)),
indicates that the etching was stopped near the substrate (~3.5μm ) but the mirror patterns etched
only about 1.8μm (50% of the etch rate in the blank area). The reflectometer probe area shows
about 10% higher etch rate than dark (R VR ~10); this behavior is opposite to the etching of the
EPI samples under the same conditions (Figure 4.27). Under the same chemical conditions (same
etching solution and temperature) without illumination, the mirror wells etch about 3.5um with an
etch rate of 0.6μm⁄min and they do not have deep rounded features (Figure 4.34 (b)) for M1
sample. In the dark, the mirror patterns uniformly etch and the reflectometer signal matches the
actual etch depth, without any “dip” in the signal for the n-AlGaAs layer. Also, the post-etched
sample surface does not have the dark surface structure that forms on the surface around the PR
patterned area under illumination (Figure 4.34 (b)-A and (a)-A).

4.3 Laser Fabrication to Evaluate PAW Etching
The results for the four types of mask are applied to an initial fabrication of
heterostructure lasers using principles gained from the previous experiments. Section 4.1
discussed an initial reticle design for ridge-guided quantum well lasers (Initial-Mask). As
discussed in Section 4.2, both EPI and M1 samples present issues that need to be addressed to
achieve the necessary etch characteristics for optical device fabrication. The etch depth varies by
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position and masking conditions on the sample. Also PAW etching of the mirror pattern shows
large lateral etching. The high power PAW process produces a dark substance on the surface
From the previous experiments, the PR mask plays an important role in causing non-uniform etch
depth and the metal pattern dose not inhibit etching. For fabrication of PAW-etched lasers and
tests of the etched mirror quality, this section fabricates lasers using M1 material with metal mask
only for device test. The next chapter slightly modifies the fabrication process, applies it to
heterostructure laser mirrors and waveguides, and tests the performance of the lasers and thereby
extracts parameters to qualify the etching.
The fabrication sequence and associated processes have been adjusted for the available
equipment, material and etching techniques. To simplify the etching process, both waveguides
and mirror facets are simultaneously etched. Since the waveguide etches deeper than the active
layer, the resulting highly confining waveguide with air-semiconductor sidewalls will affect the
laser threshold. However, by comparing laser properties for cleaved and etched mirrors fabricated
with the same conditions, one can determine the etched mirror quality. Integrated lasers are
fabricated with different PAW laser powers to see the light intensity effects on waveguide and
mirror etching.
Figure 4.35 illustrates simplified etched-mirror laser fabrication steps for a simple metalonly mask. First, p-type metal contacts (Titanium (Ti, 400
3000

) –Platinum (Pt, 200

) –Gold (Au,

)) are deposited on the surface using negative photolithography (Figure 4.35 (a)). The

metal contact layer functions as a etch mask for the waveguides and mirrors (Figure 4.35 (b)).
The etching is stopped after the active layer of the wafer. For the M1 sample, the waveguides and
mirrors etch deeper than 2μm . The reflectometer and PL sensors monitor the etching to control
the depth. After the pattern definition, the substrate of the material is lapped down to about
150μm thick and then the n-type metal layers (Ni (100

) – Ge (400

) – Au (800

)) are

deposited at the back side of the sample (Figure 4.35 (c)). For the PAW laser tests with different
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laser power, the integrated lasers are fabricated with four different PAW powers ( PPAW
0, 5mW, 70mW and 100mW) for comparison.

Figure 4.35 Fabrication process for laser devices with metal-only mask.

With the metal-only mask, the reflectometer signal shows similar characteristics with
previous experiments in the Section 4.2 in Figure 4.11. As before, the reflectometer signal shows
a ‘dip’ corresponding to a surface transition layer. The etch rate also accelerates as laser power
increases at the reflectometer probe area. However, the semiconductor does not uniformly etch
using the high power laser illumination (PPAW

70mW). The PAW etch depth varies according

to the mask pattern and layer structure of the material. For the M1 case, the sample etches slower
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near the mask when using the high power laser whereas the EPI sample behaves in a manner
opposite to that of M1 (i.e. etch faster at the edge of the sample). Figure 4.36 shows the postetched sample surface with PAW laser power larger than 70mW for the samples with metal-only
mask.

Figure 4.36 High power PAW etched M1 sample with metal-only mask (a) Overall etched
sample surface. The gray area represents dark surface, (b) and (c) microscope picture of the
sample surface corresponds to the area A and B, respectively. (PPAW

70mW). Picture (b)

spans a horizontal distance of approximately 900µm while Picture (c) spans 350µm based on
the widest waveguide of 20µm.

The sample has metal contacts on the ridge-waveguides lasers in the center; the outer area
of the sample is left blank (Both-Blank mask). The metal mask serves as an etch mask and the
reflectometer probe beam is applied on the upper bare area of the sample. The etching is stopped
at an etch depth of approximately 3μm from the reflectometer signal which places the etched
surface near the middle of the n-AlGaAs layer by counting fringes. With PAW laser powers less
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than 30mW, the post-etched sample did not show any dark-colored substance deposition and the
etch depth agrees with the reflectometer monitor. However, for high power PAW etching
( PPAW

70mW ), a profilometer measurement in the masked area does not agree with the

reflectometer etch monitor, and the PAW etch appears to deposit material on the surface which
appears dark in an optical microscope. The actual etch depth at the patterned area measures about
2 μm while reflectometer monitor measures about 3μm at the probe area. The dark pattern
follows the mask pattern and where it appears dark, and the etch depth agrees with the
reflectometer.

Figure 4.37 Comparison of side profiles of (a) Laser and (b) LED PAW etching. Both have the
same masking conditions and same M1 material type. The quantum well (QW) layer has a
position above the etch steps.

From the LED-PAW experiments, the M1 samples show the most vertical side profile by
using the metal-only mask (type 1 mask) as shown in Figure 3.10 (b). With laser-PAW, the side
profile looks different than for the LED-PAW etching as can be seen in the side-by-side profile
comparison in Figure 4.37 for the M1 sample with metal masking. The side profile of the LEDPAW shows smooth sidewalls throughout the heterostructure layers (about 4μm). In contrast to
the LED-PAW etching, the laser-PAW also shows the vertical sidewall but with a step-like
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profile (Figure 4.37 (a)). Until the etching reaches the active layer, the laser-PAW shows vertical
sidewalls but with deep lateral etching. After the active layer in the n-AlGaAs layer, the lateral
etching reduces to almost zero and still maintains vertical side walls. Since the active layer
locates above the ‘step’, this profile can function as a mirror. However, deep lateral etching is not
desired for the semiconductor device fabrication.
The laser-PAW also shows different side profile depending on the etch depth. One can
see how the side profile variations depend on the etch depth by stopping the etch at several depths
and examining each in the SEM. The high power laser-PAW etching (PPAW

70mW) shows

different sidewall profiles depending on the etch depth as shown in Figure 4.38. When the etch is
stopped just below the active layer (etch depth about 2.16μm in Figure 4.38 (a)), PAW etching
produces a vertical sidewall with small lateral etching as expected. However, the profile changes
as the etching deepens. When the etch depth reaches about 4.33μm (Figure 4.38(b)), the sidewall
shows clear step-like profile with larger lateral etching but with a vertical angle at both layers.
The PAW etching for p and n-type AlGaAs shows a difference. With high power PAW etching,
the vertical etch rate increases for both the p and n-type materials while exhibiting less lateral
etching. The n-AlGaAs responds more sensitively to the high power PAW laser than p-AlGaAs
material. As a result, the n-type etch profile has vertical sidewalls aligned with the mask edge
(almost no lateral etching) while the p-AlGaAs layer has more lateral etching. When the sample
etches even deeper, however, the top layer (before the active layer) shows the same profile as for
the dark etching of the M1 sample (Figure 3.9 (a)) while the n-type layer and substrate show
vertical angles with no lateral etching.
The laser-PAW etching with a metal-only mask reduces lateral etching and helps to
produce vertical sidewalls for both p and n-type AlGaAs material as shows in the Figure 4.38 (a).
However, the PAW etching works better for the n-type material and some lateral etching still
exists at the p-type material. When the etching continues to the n-AlGaAs layer, the laser
increases the etch rate in the layer without any lateral etching while the already-etched p-type
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layers fall in the shadow of the metal mask and have similar etch characteristics to that in the dark.
When the metal mask blocks the light, the chemical etching dominates the material dissolution at
the area. As a result, samples that etch deeper show more lateral etching and when it etches for a
long time, the dark-area etch characteristics become the same as for dark chemical etching.

Figure 4.38 High power green laser PAW etched side profile variations on the etch depth of
M1 samples with Metal-Only mask; etch depth about (a) 2.16µm , (b) 4.33µm and (c)
8.15µm . While dotted line indicates the active layer in figure (a), (b) and (c).
The PAW etching achieves an integrated wet-etched laser device by using an M1 sample
with a metal pattern. Since the sidewall etch profile varies with the etch depth as shown in Figure
4.38, the etch depth of the mirror also needs to be controlled to maintain vertical sidewalls. The
etch depth should not be too deep for laser mirror fabrication even with high power PAW. When
it is etched too deep, the side profile becomes almost the same as dark etching due to the shadow
under the mask. The laser power, material and wavelength are not the only conditions to fabricate
vertical sidewalls. It would be better to stop etching after the active layer to minimize the lateral
etching and thereby maintain the vertical sidewall angle. By monitoring the precise etch depth
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during the etching using a reflectometer, the etch depth can be controlled. With PAW power
higher than 70mW, the reflectometer monitors the etch rate near the edge which does not match
the etch depth in the patterned area due to the etch-depth variations on the sample surface. The
etch depth varies by the mask material and design. For practical devices and applications, the
reflectometer system needs to be changed from having a single photodetector that convolves the
probe signal over the probe beam area to one capable of simultaneously mapping the entire
surface. To minimize the variations in the etch depth in the patterned area, more study should be
done to optimize the PAW laser power and mask conditions for different layers of materials.

4.4 Discussion
One of the important applications of PAW etching would be to integrate optical devices
in laser heterostructure material that require vertical sidewalls. The sidewall quality can be
determined by fabricating optical devices such as a laser and measuring the device properties.
The efficiency of the typical ridge-waveguide laser (and therefore, the threshold current) is
closely related to the cavity mirror reflectivity. The laser threshold depends on the optical
scattering losses and on the construction of the optical waveguide.
This chapter discussed new laser-PAW apparatus, fabrication processes, and tests for
etched laser devices using two different types of laser material, namely the EPI and M1 material.
The laser-PAW etch apparatus includes reflectometer and PL systems for real time etch depth and
surface condition measurement. The etch tests shows unexpected results from both EPI and M1
samples. The laser-PAW does not agree with the LED results in the Chapter 3, which can be
attributed to differences in masking and to differences in the distribution of optical intensity
across the surface. The mask material such as PR or metal affects the etch characteristics under
illumination.
The reflectometer and PL monitoring system provide information for the PAW etching of
the EPI and M1 samples using the high power laser. The reflectometer signal shows very
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different signals for PAW illumination than for the dark case depending on the layer structure of
the laser material. The EPI and M1 samples show similarity in the characteristics of the
reflectometer signal and PL. The reflectometer signal shows the “dip” in the n-AlGaAs layer and
PL intensity drops near the n-AlGaAs layer. For both the EPI and M1 samples, the PL intensity
correlates with the primary signal of the reflectometer. Since the PL emission does not interfere
with the reflectometer signal detection, the reflectometer dip and the reduced fringe height
suggests variations of the surface condition produced by the laser at the n-type AlGaAs layer.
The reflectometer and PL signals from the M1 samples are clearer for interpretation than
from the EPI sample. Reflectometer signals from M1 sample are consistent for most of the
samples and show fringe patterns throughout the layers. Even at the ‘dip’ the reflectometer signal
shows fringes that can be counted to estimate etch depth. EPI sample case, the fringe patterns
never recover from an anomalous ‘dip’. For the M1 samples, the reflectometer signal shows a dip
in the surface reflectance for the n-type AlGaAs layer and the reflectance returns to the initial
level at the n GaAs layer (substrate). In the ‘dip’, the reflectometer signal still maintains the same
fringe signal height (i.e., secondary signal) as for the etching of the p-type layer which indicates
the surface remains smooth in both layers. The PL has high intensity for the p-AlGaAs laser and
suddenly drops after the active layer (Q.W) where reflectometer signal shows the ‘dip’ and did
not recovered.
Previous work for this dissertation [98] has shown similar anomalous dips for the p-type
layer of the GaAs/AlGaAs laser materials in (dark) diffusion rate limited phosphoric acid etches.
A camera system shows the dip is due to viscous etch byproduct with mass density larger than
that of the etchant. However, for this case, the “dip” in the n-type AlGaAs layer is not affected by
agitating the etching solution. In Figure 4.12, stopping the etching at the time of the anomaly,
rinsing the surface, and restarting the etching does not bring the reflectometer signal back to the
proper level. The reflectance exactly follows the primary reflectometer signal. The PL signal
rapidly decreases near the quantum well at the n-type semiconductor suggesting large photo-hole
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consumption at the reaction surface as expected. Agitation of the etching solution during the
etching does not effect on the PL pattern. The dip appears to correspond to the formation of
surface oxides; however, the exact nature of the substance will require further testing.
The reflectometer signal “dip” in the n-AlGaAs layer depends on the PAW laser power.
The dip in the n-AlGaAs layer starts to appear with PAW laser power about 10mW and becomes
deeper as the laser power increases. It becomes clear with PAW laser power higher than 70mW.
The PAW etching with a high power laser ( PPAW

70mW ) is tested on prepared

samples (EPI and M1) for Initial-Mask for waveguide and mirror (Figure 4.2). From LED-PAW
etch tests, the green LED-PAW produces a smooth vertical sidewall suitable for laser mirrors
when using a silica-metal-PR (type 3) mask for the EPI material and metal-only (type 1) mask for
the M1 samples (Figure 3.10 and 3.11). The designed laser fabrication process in Figure 4.2
would work better for EPI sample and it may need to be modified for the M1 sample. (It is
expected to work better with EPI sample since it is metal-PR mask.)
The tests of the laser fabrication process for both EPI and M1 samples show that a couple
of issues need to be addressed. With the Initial-Mask for waveguides, the EPI samples etch faster
at the patterned area than the edge region with the reflectometer probe area; the situation is
reversed for the M1 sample. The surface current due to the different densities of photo-carriers
may cause the etch depth variation. The current flow in the many possible paths produces a
surface distribution of charge that controls the etch rate at any given point and thereby also
controls the variations on the etch depth. Near PR, carriers accumulate while surfaces exposed to
the solution have fewer carriers due to the carrier transfer to/from the solution. When a metal
layer is on the sample, the current also can flow though the metal layer. If it is the case, the
arrangement of the mask pattern (size and the position of the blank area) and material type of the
mask affects the PAW etching. As a simple test, the left and right sides of the patterns remain
blank while different conditions are applied to the blank area; (1) Both-PR (PR covers both sides
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of the waveguide pattern near the sample edges), (2) Both-Blank (both side left as blank) and (3)
Both-Metal (metal deposited on the both sides of the sample).
With the Initial-Mask for waveguides, etch inhibition occurs near the reflectometer
probed area while patterned area etches slightly faster than dark etching (positive R VR ). When PR
covers both blank side-strips (Both-PR mask), the EPI sample near the PR-covered area etches
even slower while the patterned area near the center etches faster than the original waveguide
mask case. Compared to the dark etching, the PAW etching promotes the etch speed to about
37% in the center while it decreases about 74% near the PR covered area. Illumination generates
electron and hole pairs at the same surface including under the PR covered area. Since the
electrons cannot be consumed in the region, they could transport toward the patterned or blank
areas. The excess electrons inhibit etching near the PR area.
In contrast to the Both-PR case, the etch rate decreases at the patterned area slightly in
the center (R VR ~

5) and increases at the patterned area near the metal at the bottom and edge

of the sample (R VR ~73) compared with the dark (and both sides blank). The Both-Metal case
shows similar etch characteristics to the Both-Blank case. Patterns in the center etch slower
(R VR ~

10) than the ones near the edge (R VR ~72). The results from Both-Blank and Both-

Metal cases suggest that the metal layer on the sample has similar function with the blank surface
in the PAW etching system. The electrons can easily transfer from the solid to the etching
solution though the metal contact layer. The only difference is that the metal layer blocks the
illumination and prevents photo-carrier generation under the mask. For all cases, those regions
with an increased etch rate (under illumination) show rough surfaces with interference patterns
while slower etching areas show clean surfaces.
PAW etch tests using the Initial-Mask for mirror presents some problems for the EPI
sample. The PAW illumination inhibits the etch at the mirror pattern while the etching continues
to follow the waveguide metal layers under the PR protected area as shown in Figure 4.28 (a).
The same set of mask types are applied to the mirror etching as for the waveguide etching: (1)
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Both-PR (both sides covered with PR), (2) Both-Blank (both sides left blank) and (b) Both-Metal
(both sides covered with metal). The mirror wells show deep etching with all three alternative
mask conditions while the Initial-Mask for the mirrors inhibit etching at the mirror facets. The
mirror etching increases as the sample has more exposed surface. The metal pad deposited on the
sample promotes the etching. However, the mirror patterns on those samples with metal pads
deposited on the side-strips generate more variations on the etch depth at the mirror depending on
the position and length (shape) of the pattern. For all cases, the post-etched surface appears very
rough where the etching is promoted. Same rough surfaces appear on the waveguide etched
sample.
For the mirror etch tests, all the alternative masks (Both-PR, Both-Blank and Both-Metal)
expose some metal on the waveguide to the etching solution while the Initial-Mask for the
mirrors covers the whole waveguide pattern. The waveguides connect through metal to the
mirrors which can directly affect the mirror etching. That is, the part of the metal waveguide
patterns exposed to the etching solution may help to dissipate electrons near the mirror patterns.
The excess electrons generated near the mirror window area flow through the metal patterns.
Semiconductor surfaces exposed to the etching solution or having more metal on the surface may
dissipate the photo-generated excess electron by more effectively conducting the electrons away
from the mirror pattern. The metal pads deposited on the both side of the sample also connect to
the waveguide pattern to help transport the excess electrons from the mirror area.
For M1 samples, the Initial-Mask for the mirrors promotes the etching at the mirror side
using high power PAW etching while it inhibits etching at the mirror window for EPI sample.
However, the etching forms deep trenches along the PR mask and large lateral etching for M1
sample.
From the etch tests in this chapter, the PAW etching needs to be improved to meet the
desired etch properties for optical device fabrication with heterostructure laser materials. Unlike
the bulk material, the heterostructure sample can block current flow toward the substrate of the
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material due to the built-in fields near the p-n junction, changes in the bandgap in the graded
index region, and due to recombination at the Q.Ws. In addition, the backside glass slide ensures
standard back side conditions (covers backside of the sample) and guaranties to block carrier
transport to the solution through the backside. The high power laser generates excess carriers at
the surface which affects the dissolution of the material. Since most of the excess carriers are
accumulated at the surface for the heterostructure material, it is difficult to remove electrons from
the surface and leave holes to promote etching. The mask material affects excess charge flow at
the surface. For laser fabrication, it is necessary to modify the mask.
From the previous experiments, evidently the PR mask can (and does) produce
unexpected PAW etch characteristics. Lasers are fabricated using the M1 samples with the MetalOnly mask with the PAW etching. To simplify the etch process, both the waveguide and mirror
facets are simultaneously etched. Since the waveguide etches deeper than active layer, it will
affect the laser threshold. Deep etching of the waveguide may cause high optical loss at the
sidewall. However, by comparing laser properties of cleaved and etched mirrors fabricated with
same conditions, one can estimate etched mirror quality. Chapter 5 tests PAW fabricated M1
lasers with metal only mask.
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Chapter 5 Test of Photo-Assisted Wet (PAW) Etched Mirror Laser

Fabricating a laser without cleaved mirrors represents one of the major tasks to realize
integrated optics and optoelectronics. Vertical etches must maintain good control of lateral
etching to prevent undercutting of metal contacts and increase the degree of integration. While
dry etching is the most widely accepted process to fabricate optoelectronic devices [108], it can
be relatively expensive, slow, and most importantly, it can generate rough surfaces which lead to
increased optical loss of the device [16]. Wet etching can produce smooth sidewalls as an
alternative etching system. However, conventional wet etching has a couple of drawbacks for
laser fabrication such as uncontrollable non-vertical sidewall profile and deep lateral etching. The
sidewall profiles obtained from wet chemical etching normally depend on the etching solution
and the material crystal direction [23].
Wet etching of integrated laser mirrors has been of interest since the first semiconductor
lasers with etched mirror facets. Dobkin et al [109] investigate early wet etched sidewalls for
GaAs homojunction laser diodes while [110], Merz [111] and Iga [18] have reported experiments
for double heterostructure lasers. These works implement either deep vertical etching (over
10μm) [18, 111] or selective lateral etching of a thin GaAs active layer [110]. Adachi et al.
fabricate facets using crystallographic etching [112]. However, the method limits the device
design since the laser has to be aligned along a non-cleavage plane. Bouadma et al. and Yuasa et
al. fabricate etched mirror facets using IBE (ion-beam-etching) [113] and RIBE (Reactive Ion
Beam Etching) with ECR (Electron Cyclotron Resonance) Cl2 plasma [114]. However, dry
etching produces a rough surface at the mirror facet. “Hybrid” etches have been reported using a
nearly vertical dry etch (RIE) and a smoothing wet etch [115, 116]. The method adds complexity
and expense to the fabrication process of the device.
Photo-Assisted Wet (PAW) etching provides control of the sidewall while retaining the
benefits of wet etching such as smooth surfaces, low cost and fast etch speed for GaAs bulk [64]
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and Multi-Quantum-Wall (MQW) laser material [97, 117]. Photo-Assisted Wet (PAW) etching
improves the sidewall profile while reducing the lateral etch of the GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure
material.
As an evaluation of the PAW etching, two basic types of lasers are fabricated. The CE
type has one cleaved and one etched mirror while the CL2 type has two cleaved mirrors. In order
to distinguish between shallow- and deep-etched waveguides, respectively, an S or D is appended
to the designator. A shallow etched waveguide (such as CL2-S) forms when the etching stops
prior to the active layer whereas a deep-etched waveguide (such as CL2-D and CE-D) forms
when the etching extends beyond the active layer. The typical ridge-waveguide laser has a
shallow etched waveguide and two cleaved mirrors. However, the waveguide must be etched
deeper than the active layers for the PAW etched lasers because of the unexpected etch depth
dependence on the sample mask discussed in the previous chapter (Chapter 4). For experiments
and tests, the lasers are fabricated under a variety of illumination conditions in order to determine
the effect of wavelength and intensity. CL2-S (shallow ridge) waveguides are etched in either
dark conditions or with the green laser power of about 60mW. The 894nm laser material is used
for CL2-S devices. CL2-D and CE-D devices (deep etched waveguide laser) are fabricated in
852nm and 894nm laser heterostructure using four different PAW powers (PPAW =0mW, 5mW,
70mW and 100mW). All the other fabrication conditions, such as metal contacts and wafer
thickness, remain the same. Chapter 4 describes the laser fabrication and PAW etching process
(and properties). The present chapter details the tests and compares the laser properties including
optical power, bias current relations, and spectrums.
From the experiments shown in Chapter 3, PAW etching improves both mirror and
waveguide qualities by reducing the lateral etching and improving the side profile. The
distributed losses (due primarily to optical scattering) and the mirror reflectance will be obtained
and compared for several cases. The dependence of the threshold and external differential
efficiency will be displayed for a range of PAW etch powers (PPAW =0mW, 5mW, 70mW and
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100mW). Chapter 4 indicates that PAW laser powers of 70mW and 100mW produce the same
etch characteristics. For convenience, the terms ‘high’ and ‘low’ power PAW etching refers to the
cases when the PAW laser emits total power more than 70mW and less than 5mW, respectively.
For comparison of the waveguides, shallow-waveguide lasers etched either in the dark or
under high power laser are tested. The shallow etched waveguide lasers are compared with deep
etched waveguide lasers (CL2-S and CL2-D lasers) with various PAW laser power. When the
waveguide is etched deeper than the active layer, the laser performance is more sensitive to the
sidewall quality than those with shallowly etched waveguides. The etch properties depend on the
PAW laser power and wavelength. This chapter examines the etched-mirror lasers (CE-D)
fabricated with different PAW powers. CE-D type lasers are also compared to the CL2-D lasers.
Section 5.1 reviews basic equations for calculating laser parameters such as reflectance and
efficiency. Section 5.2 presents the laser test setup used for laser optical power versus bias current
(P-I) plots and spectrum measurements. The following section (Section 5.3) compares P-I plots of
lasers with different etch depths (CL2-S and CL2-D) and mirrors (CL2-D and CE-D) for various
PAW etch laser power. The test results are summarized and discussed in Section 5.4

5.1 Basic Equations Used to Compare Laser Operation
The PAW etching quality can be ascertained through SEM micrographs and through
operational measurements of the output power versus bias current (PI curves). The PI curves
provide a sensitive measure of etching quality through the internal loss α cm
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where R and R denote the mirror reflectance. As can be shown [67, 118], the total optical
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P ) from an ideal laser (without mode hopping) has a linear relation with the
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where P and P represent the power from mirror 1 and mirror 2, respectively, and η , λ and I
indicates internal quantum efficiency, wavelength of the laser, and threshold current measured
from P-I plot.
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The optical factor, hc⁄eλ depends on the wavelength of the laser as shown in the Equation (5.3a)
and (5.3b). For the emission wavelength of the materials used in this work, the optical factors are
as following.
hc
~1.388 with λ
eλ
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~1.456 with λ
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From Equation (5.2), the total slope of the P-I plot, M

M
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depends on the laser mirror and internal loss as in the following equation,
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The external differential quantum efficiency, η , can be found from Equation (5.4)
η

M

eλ
hc

5.5

The external differential efficiency is the slope of Equation (5.4) where under certain conditions,
the efficiency can be taken as unity so as to provide an upper bound on the differential efficiency
and a lower bound on the internal loss.
The experiments separately measure the power through both mirrors (P and P ) as a
function of the bias current I. From these measurements one easily deduces the threshold current
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as the point on the current axis through which the straight line (extrapolated through zero power)
would pass.
The mirror loss and internal loss are more complicated in that the reflectance for both
mirrors must first be determined for the case of a Fabry-Perot cavity with dissimilar mirrors. One
procedure uses transfer matrices [67]. A simpler approach is possible as follows. Consider a
cavity of length L, gain g (cm ), and having two mirrors at either end as shown in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1 Fabre-Perot cavity with length, L and gain, g with two different mirrors 1 and 2.
R and R denote the reflectance of mirror 1 and 2. P and P indicates power output from
mirror 1 and 2.

Assume that the increase in optical power of initial power P for a one-way trip across the
cavity is P

Pe

L

and that a mirror of reflectance R produces the reflected power P based on

the incident power P to mirror 2 as P
be expressed as P
mirror R

1

P R . The power P transmitted through the mirror can

R P . The return trip along the cavity increases P to P

provides reflected power P

P R and transmitted power P

Pe
1

L

and

R P .

Combining these equations and assuming the starting power, P must be the same as the ending
power P

P at steady state yields
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By using the total power P

P

P , one can also show the power through R (and a similar

one for R ) is
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Once the power through the mirrors P and P as a function of bias current I has been
determined, the slopes M
z

dP ⁄dI and M

dP ⁄dI can be determined. Defining the ratio

M ⁄M allows one to find R given that one knows R (such as for a cleaved mirror)
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Finally then one can deduce the mirror loss α , and then the internal loss α from knowledge of
the slope of the PI curve.

5.2 Laser Test Setup
The optical power versus input current relation is measured for CW (Continuous Wave)
and pulsed operation. From the PI measured value, laser parameters such as mirror reflectance
and optical loss can be determined using equations reviewed in Section 5.1. Figure 5.2 illustrates
the laser test set-up. Cleaved lasers are mounted on a copper block with temperature regulated to
20

using an ILX 5910 temperature controller and a thermoelectric (TE) cooler. For CW

operation, an ILX LDX-3620 current source applies bias current through a micro-tip to the p-type
Ohmic contact of the laser. Electrically-actuated flexure stages (designed by JDS Uniphase)
provide submicron control of the microtips. Two Hamamatsu S5107 photodetectors (PDs), with
active areas of 1 cm2, independently measure the light output from both sides of the devices. They
are placed close to the laser mirrors (within 2-5mm) in order to collect all of the emitted light.
The PDs are reverse biased and placed in-series with a dropping resistor so as to produce a
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voltage signal. The devices and probes are aligned and monitored using a MicroZoom II
microscope with CCD camera and custom software to measure distance and angles.

Figure 5.2 P-I test set-up for CW and pulsed current operations. CW: Continuous Wave, PD:
Photo Detector.
For pulsed operation of the laser, a pulse generator (HP8015A) applies pulsed bias to the
p-contact. Digital oscilloscopes (HP 54111D) measure the PD signal (similar to the CW case) and
the bias current as determined by a Pearson Electromagnetic Current Torroid (model 2877). The
laser operates with pulsed bias of 20μsec per 1msec period. The oscilloscope also monitors the
bias current pulse. For CW operation, a DC source (Circuit specialist 3645A) supplies bias
current flowing through the micro-probe tip and the PDs connect to the voltage meters (Keithley
175) to measure output powers from both sides of the lasers. Rather than use a single microprobe
tip to carry bias current to the laser p-contact, two microprobe tips (connected in parallel) were
used to reduce the effects of contact distributed impedance and improve the uniformity of the bias
current flow to the device. For spectrum measurements, an optical fiber replaces the front PD to
measure the optical spectrum of light from the front mirror. An HP Optical Spectrum Analyzer
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(HP 71950A) measures the laser spectrum from the target device connected through the optical
fiber and transfers and saves to a computer.
The apparatus in Figure 5.2 tests lasers with either pulsed or CW (Continuous Wave) bias.
For both cases, the P-I plots show similar slope and similar threshold (Figure 5.3). For the CW
operational case, heating of the device shifts the threshold current slightly higher than for pulsed
operation [67]. Also for CW operation, the bias current is limited to 20mA (Figure 5.3 (b),(d) ) to
prevent possible device break down. The P-I curves for pulsed and CW operation appears about
same. Therefore, it is sufficient to examine the pulsed P-I plot for the laser characteristics.

Figure 5.3 Optical power measured from one mirror versus bias current (P-I plots): (a) and
(b) present pulsed and CW operation of shallow etched 10µm wide laser etched in low power
PAW etching, respectively, (c) and (d) show P-I of pulsed and CW operation of deep etched
5µm wide laser etched in 70mW PAW, respectively.

5.3 Evaluation of the PAW Etched Laser
The fabrication methods affect the laser characteristics especially as concerns the etching
of the waveguide and mirror of the laser. The etching controls the surface roughness and the
angle of the side profiles both of which control the mirror reflectance and loss of the devices.
Optical power and bias current (P-I) relations characterize the laser devices including mirror
reflectance and internal loss of the device which can be directly correlated with the etch
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properties. The tests of the laser fabrication and operation evaluate the application of PAW
etching to optical devices. For the waveguide, etch depth and surface smoothness of the sidewall
can be important while etched facet angle can be the most critical element for the mirror.
In this work, three different designs of lasers (CL2-S, CLS2-D and CE-D) are fabricated
and compared. Figure 5.4 illustrates the shallow and deep etched lasers. Figure 5.4 (a) depicts a
laser (CL2-S) with conventional shallow-etched ridge-waveguide (etch stopped just before the
active layer) and with cleaved mirrors on both ends of the cavity. The waveguide etch depth
measures about 1.5μm. The laser waveguides are etched with and without applying optical energy
from the PAW etch laser. Usually, for ridge-waveguide lasers, the waveguide etch stops just
before the active layer since otherwise, exposing the active layer to the air increases optical
scattering [119] and also increases the surface recombination [67] at the side of the waveguide
which causes decrease of the optical efficiency of the laser.

Figure 5.4 Ridged Waveguide Lasers with either two cleaved mirrors (CL2) or one cleaved
and one etched mirror (CE). (a) The CL2-S laser has a shallow ridge that does not extend to
the active region. (b), (c) The CL2-D and CE-D lasers have deep etched waveguides that have
ridge depths past the active layer.

Lasers of the type CL2-D and CE-D depicted in Figures 5.4 (b) and (c) are fabricated
with different PAW laser powers that produce the same depth at the waveguide (etch depth from
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2 μm to 2.5 μm ) and the mirror sides. Some of the lasers have two cleaved mirrors (Figure 5.4
(b)) and some have one etched mirror (Figure 5.4(c)). The deep etched lasers (Figure 5.4 (b) and
(c)) are fabricated with two slightly different laser materials, i.e. 894nm (M1-5) and 852nm (M13) lasers. Lasers illustrated in Figure 5.4 (a), (b) and (c) are denoted as device CL2-S, CL2-D and
CE-D, respectively.
The next section evaluates lasers with two cleaved mirrors but having different
waveguides. For comparison of the waveguide, shallow etched waveguide lasers with and without
illumination are tested. CL2-S lasers are compared with CL2-D devices fabricated with various
PAW laser power. The lasers have two cleaved mirrors to rule out mirror effects on the laser
properties (laser (a) and (b) in Figure 5.4). PAW-etched laser mirrors are evaluated with various
PAW powers in Section 5.3.2. The etched mirror CE-D lasers are compared to the lasers with
cleaved mirrors CL2-D fabricated with PAW etching (laser (b) and (c) in Figure 5.4). Lasers
fabricated with high power PAW show various etch depths depending on the position of the
device. Also, some of the lasers have another laser aligned to the etched mirror side causing
unique P-I characteristics.

Section 5.3.3 discusses CE-D type lasers (one etched mirror)

fabricated with high power PAW etching. Deep etched 852nm lasers are reviewed in Section
5.2.4 presenting P-I plots and spectrums of lasers etched with various PAW laser powers.

5.3.1 Comparison of Lasers with Various Etched-Ridge Heights
The laser properties are sensitive to the waveguide etch depth and sidewall profiles – too
shallow etching can cause large laser threshold (and failure) due to low optical confinement while
deep waveguide etching can alter the laser properties that depend on the sidewall. For deep
etching, the carriers in the active layers have increased non-radiative recombination at the airsemiconductor interface which lowers the laser efficiency. In addition, the optical scattering at the
sidewall increases for strongly confining waveguides as obtained from the deep etching [119]. As
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a result, the properties of the lasers with deep etched waveguides are more sensitive to the
sidewall conditions [67].
First consider the effects of the dark versus PAW etching for shallow waveguides with
approximately the same etched-ridge depth. Figure 5.5 presents the P-I curve (optical power
measured from one mirror versus bias current) for the pulsed operation of lasers with shallow
etched waveguides. Both lasers have approximately the same waveguide etch depth (1.5μm ) (i.e.
etch stopped just above the active layers and mirrors are both cleaved, see the heterostructure
layer structure in Figure 4.9).

Figure 5.5 Optical power measured from
one mirror versus pulsed bias current for
shallowly etched waveguide lasers (CL2S);

(a)

and

(b)

present

P-I

plots

corresponding to the waveguide etched
using PAW etch powers of about 60mW
and 0mW, respectively.

One waveguide was etched with a PAW (532nm) optical power of approximately 60mW
and the other in dark. These lasers etched with different PAW powers exhibited about 10mA and
12mA of threshold current, respectively. In general, all PAW-etched waveguide lasers present
lower threshold current than those dark etched. Table 5.1 later in this section shows that the PAW
etched laser has lower internal loss α than the dark etched one. Based on the P-I curve in Figure
5.5 and the parameter calculations listed later in Table 5.1, the PAW etching does improve laser
characteristics due to the reduced sidewall angle and lateral etching in the waveguide of the laser.
The improvements of the laser P-I curves, however, are not pronounced for the shallow-etched
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waveguide lasers since (i) the etch method does not directly affect the active layer and (ii) the
optical mode has less sensitivity to the surface roughness in those regions where the effective
index produces weak confinement (i.e., where the ridge sidewall meets the horizontal etch plane).
With deep etched waveguide lasers, the PAW etching brings clear differences to the laser P-I
curve.
Next consider the effects of the dark versus PAW etching for shallow and deep etched
waveguides lasers with two cleaved mirrors (CL2-S and CL2-D). For the deep-etched ridges, the
difference in threshold can be attributed to the difference in sidewall conditions (angle, profile
contour and sidewall angle). Figure 5.6 compares the shallow etched waveguide lasers (CL2-S)
and the deep etched waveguide lasers (CL2-D). Figures 5.6 (a) and (b) show the laser properties
for CLS-2 and Figures 5.6 (c), (d) and (e)) show the CL2-D lasers. The deep etched waveguide
lasers (Figure 5.6 (c), (d) and (e)) are etched under the various PAW powers (from 0mW to
100mW). As shown in Figure 5.6 (a) and (b), the P-I does not show much difference by the etch
methods for the shallow etched waveguide lasers. When the waveguide is etched deeper than the
active layers, the sidewall profile and roughness at the waveguide affect the laser performance
(Figure 5.6 (c), (d) and (e)) through larger threshold and decreased external differential efficiency
(i.e., slope, since the slope is proportional to the ratio of mirror loss to total loss).
For deep-etched-waveguide (CL2-D) lasers, the PAW laser power affects the laser P-I
characteristics (Figure 5.6 (c), (d), and (e)). For high-power PAW-etching (PPAW

70mW) in

Figure 5.6 (e)), the CL2-D lasers have similar characteristics to shallowly etched waveguide
lasers (I ~14.7mA). From the P-I plot, CL2 lasers etched in dark (Figure 5.6 (c)) also have about
same threshold current (or little larger) as the high power etched ones. Low-power PAW-etched
lasers (PPAW

5mW) in Figure 5.6 (d)) show higher threshold current than high-power PAW-

etched lasers primarily because they have twice the length of the dark etched ones. The slopes of
the P-I curve measures lower than that for high-power PAW-etched lasers so as to indicate higher
internal loss and lower efficiency for the low-power PAW lasers (Table 5.1 #3-6 and #7-10). The
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laser parameters calculated using equations in Section 5.1 shows that the internal loss of high
power PAW etched CL2-D laser calculates to be in the range 16.2~23.1 (Table 5.1 #7-10) while
dark or low-power PAW-etched CL2-D laser shows higher values in the range 40.7~56.4 (Table
5.1 #3-6). High-power PAW etched CL2-D lasers also present lower differential quantum
efficiency than dark etched ones. In both P-I plots, CL2-D lasers etched with low-power PAW
have higher threshold than dark-etched lasers since lower power PAW-etched lasers have about
twice of the length of the dark etched one.

Figure 5.6 Optical Power measured from one mirror versus bias current (P-I) plot of shallow
and deep etched waveguide lasers with mask width of 10µm and sidewall pictures; (a) and (b)
presents P-I plots of the shallow etched waveguide laser with two cleaved mirrors (CL2-S)
using PAW etch laser powers of approximately 60mW and 0mW, respectively. (c), (d) and (e)
present P-I plots of deep etched waveguide lasers (CL2-D) with PAW powers of 0mW, 5mW
and 70mW, respectively. Laser operation measured with pulsed input bias current. (f) and (g)
shows the microscope pictures of side profile correspond to the dark and low PAW power
etched laser (plot (c) and (d)) and high PAW power etched laser. (e), respectively. Gray dotted
line in Figure (f) and (g) indicates the active layer.
The difference in the deep etched waveguides are clear from the microscope pictures
shown in Figure 5.6 (f) and (g). The pictures show post-etched sidewall profiles for the same
mask width (laser width ~5μm). From the picture, the high-power PAW-etched lasers show
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much less lateral etching than for the low-power etched ones. The 5μm wide, low-power PAWetched lasers have post etched widths of about 1.46μm while high-power PAW etching produces
about 4.3μm wide lasers. The post-etched laser width affects the threshold current density. The
high-power PAW-etched laser has threshold current density (J ) of approximately 1.2 KA⁄cm
while

dark-etched

laser

shows

about

five

times

higher

threshold

current

density

(J ~5.3 KA⁄cm ) for the lasers with same mask width (W~5μm). In addition to the lateral etch
considerations, the sidewall profile is flatter and at more nearly vertical angles for high-power
PAW-etched lasers than for low-power PAW-etched ones. The sidewall conditions at the active
layer play an important role to decide laser characteristics especially for the deep etched lasers.
The lasers compared in the Figure 5.6 slightly differ in length and width. It is well known
that different lengths of the laser produce different threshold current [67]. The etching method
also produces size variations of the laser due to the lateral etch rate dependency on the PAW
power as shown in Table 5.1. Figure 5.7 shows optical power measured from one mirror of the
laser versus input current density.

The use of current density helps to remove the length

dependence (except for the mirror term).
The optical power measured from one side of the mirror versus bias current density plot
(P-J) in Figure 5.7 shows similar characteristics to the lasers with the P-I plots in Figure 5.6
except the dark and low power PAW etched (PPAW ~5mW) lasers (Figure 5.7 (c) and (d)). In the
P-I plot, dark etched laser has lower threshold current than low power PAW etched laser due to
the longer laser length of low power etched laser (~400µm) than other lasers (200~240µm). P-J
plot shows the threshold current density of the lasers decrease as PAW power increase ny
removing laser length dependence (Figure 5.7 (c), (d) and (e)). P-I CL2-D lasers etched with
high power PAW have slightly higher threshold current density compared with shallowly etched
lasers and about same slope as shown in the optical power versus bias current plot (P-I). Further
CL2-D lasers etched in dark and low-power PAW (Figure 5.7 (c) and (d)) show higher threshold
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current density than (1) CL2-S lasers etched either in the dark or with a high-power laser (Figure
5.7 (a) and (b)) and (2) CL2-D laser etched with high-power PAW (PPAW

70mW ) (Figure 5.7

(e)).

Figure 5.7 Optical Power measured from one mirror versus bias current density (P-J) plot of
shallow and deep etched laser waveguides (10µm wide); (a) and (b) presents P-J plots of the
shallow etched waveguide laser with two cleaved mirrors (CL2-S) using PAW etch powers of
about 60mW and 0mW, respectively. (c), (d) and (e) present P-J plots of deep-etched
waveguide lasers (CL2-D) with PAW laser powers of 0mW, 5mW and 70mW, respectively.
Laser operation measured with pulsed bias current.
From both P-I and P-J plots, the etching method does not much affect the laser
characteristics (Table 5.1 #1 and 2) until the etching reaches the active region where the actual
light generation occurs. When the etching passes through the active layer, the quality of the side
wall including the geometrical profile and roughness becomes one of the major elements to
determine the device characteristics [119]. From the optical inspection of the post-etched device,
the sidewall profile varies by the PAW laser power. For low power PAW illumination (less than
5mW), the etched sidewall looks almost the same as for dark etching which produces the larger
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lateral etching with angled side walls. For the high power PAW etched devices, the sidewall
looks very different than the low power PAW etched ones – less lateral etching and flatter
sidewall (Figure 5.6 (f) and (g), Figure 5.8). The difference correlates with the P-I and P-J plots
of the devices in Figure 5.6 and 5.7.

Table 5.1 Laser Parameter of CL2-S and CL2-D Lasers
#

Type PPAW

L

W

W

I

J

M

α

η

1

A

60

400

10

6.8

9.7

0.36

1.00

11.7

0.72

2

A

0

400

10

6.8

12.43

0.46

1.05

19.46

0.76

3

5

1.36

15.9

5.29

0.68

56.4

0.49

4

10

6.04

15.7

1.17

0.73

40.5

0.53

5

15

10.59

20.8

0.89

0.79

40.5

0.57

6

20

15.19

21.4

0.64

0.75

46.7

0.54

7

5

4.3

10. 3

0.99

0.95

23.1

0.68

10

9.26

14.7

0.66

0.97

21.3

0.70

9

15

14.23

18.7

0.54

0.93

16.2

0.67

10

20

19.14

24

0.52

1.05

16.2

0.75

B

0

222

8
B

70

243

CL2-S: Shallow etched waveguide, CL2-D: Deep etched waveguide laser, PPAW mW :
PAW laser power, L µm : Cavity length,W
Actual device width after etching, I

µm : Laser width from mask, W µm :

mA : Threshold current, J

current density, M: total slope of the P-I plot, α cm

KA⁄cm : Threshold

: Internal loss, η : Differential

quantum efficiency.

Table 5.1 summarizes the parameters determined from Equation (5.1) to (5.8) in Section
5.1 for lasers with two cleaved mirrors and two different types of waveguides (CL2-S and CL2D). From the table, CL2-S (two cleaved mirrors, shallow etched waveguide) lasers have lower
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internal loss than CL2-D lasers (two cleaved mirrors, deep etched waveguide). The surface
recombination and optical scattering at the sidewall of the active layer decreases the efficiency of
the device which corresponds to higher internal loss. For the same CL2-D lasers, high power
PAW etching produces lower internal loss than the dark etched one which proves that the high
power PAW etching improves waveguide sidewall properties.
The etched sidewall becomes more important for the mirror facet. For lasers with two
cleaved mirrors, problematic waveguide etching may cause threshold shifts due to the larger
scattering loss, surface recombination and poor confinement at the waveguide. For the etched
mirror lasers, however, poor etching of the mirrors will cause the device to fail. The following
section presents results for lasers with one etched and one cleaved mirror (CE-D) and compares
the results with lasers having two cleaved mirrors (CL2-D).

5.3.2 Comparison of Deep-Etched Lasers
The threshold current obtained from the cleaved-mirror cases can be compared to the
PAW etched mirror case as a matrix of the photo-dissolved sidewall quality (angle and surface
condition). Deep etched lasers with cleaved and etched mirror facets (CL2-D and CE-D) are
compared for various PAW laser powers. For all the lasers, the waveguides have the same etch
depth as the mirror (etched deeper than the active layers) although the etch depth between lasers
slightly varies. The laser properties present two different characteristics depending on the PAW
laser power used during etching of the waveguide and mirror. With PAW laser power less than
5mW, the PAW etching produces about the same profile as for dark etching, i.e. non-planar
sidewall and deep lateral etching. In contrast, PAW etching with laser power higher than 70mW
decreases the lateral etching and fabricates flatter sidewalls. The etch properties appear the same
for PAW powers of 70mW and 100mW. Figure 5.8 presents sidewall profiles of PAW etched
devices for high (PPAW

70mW ) and low (PPAW

5mW) PAW laser powers.
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Smaller lateral etching and improved planarity make it possible to increase the degree of
integration and improve mirror quality of the laser. As a result, the optical power versus bias
current plot (P-I) shows clear dependency on the PAW laser power used on the etching process.
For convenience of terminology in this work, PAW laser power higher than 70mW and lower
than 5mW classifies as high and low power PAW etching, respectively.

Figure 5.8 Sidewall profile versus PAW laser power. (a), (b), (c) and (d) show microscope
pictures of the etched sidewall of 5µm, 10µm, 15µm and 20µm wide metal contacted pattern
with low power (i.e. lower than 5mW) PAW etching, respectively. (e), (f), (g), and (h) shows
etched sidewall of 5µm, 10µm, 15µm and 20µm wide metal contacted pattern with high
power (i.e. higher than 70mW) PAW etching, respectively. The post-etched widths and depths
written on the figures are average values.
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All of the CE-D laser devices etched with PAW power less than 5mW did not show any
lasing characteristics in P-I measurement. The 5mW of PAW illumination could be too low to
modify the etch characteristics of the material. The required PAW power and wavelength can be
expected to vary by the material types based on the work presented in Chapters 4 and 5. For dark
etching (and low power PAW laser), the lateral etch distance of the chemical etching is about the
same as the vertical etch. From the microscope picture of the side profile (Figure 5.8 (a)), the
5μm metal contact reduces to about 1.46μm after the etching of the laser devices which makes it
difficult to use these contacts due to mechanical breakage and electrical burn-out during the P-I
tests. For those 5μm lasers that survive the probes, the narrow width increases the laser threshold
and the heating. However, heating problems are compounded for the deep etched lasers as the
thermal resistance to the wafer increases with increasing ridge depth. In addition, calculations of
threshold for narrower lasers need to account for relatively smaller pump efficiency due to (i)
sidewall recombination, (ii) variations in optical scattering as the sidewall is positioned closer to
the high-intensity center of the optical mode, and (iii) transitions from multimode to single mode
behavior. Not only the lateral etching but also the etched sidewall profile affects the optical
output of the laser devices.

Figure 5.9 Optical Power measured
from one mirror versus bias current
(P-I) plot for deep-etched 15µm wide
laser using low power PAW etching.
P-I measured in pulsed operation: (a)
and (b) show both CL2-D lasers
etched in dark and low power PAW
etch laser, respectively. (c) and (d)
shows CE-D laser etched in dark and
with low power PAW, respectively.
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Under low-power etching, the designed laser widths of 10μm, 15μm, 20μm wide lasers
reduce to 5.79μm, 10.28μm, 14.87μm after etching. Figure 5.9 compares P-I plots of laser
fabricated in dark and with low power PAW etching for CL2-D and CE-D lasers. Lasers with two
cleaved mirrors (CL2-D) can still lase even with inefficient waveguides (Figure 5.9 (a) and (b)).
However, due to the non-planar profile of the etched mirror as shown in the Figure 5.8 (b), (c)
and (d), none of the Low-Power PAW-etched etched-mirror devices (CE-D) work as a laser
(Figure 5.9 (c) and (d)).

Figure 5.10 Optical power measured from one mirror versus input bias current from (a) CL2-D
etched in dark, (b) CL2-D etched with high-power PAW, (c) etched-mirror on CE-D etched in
low power PAW, (d) etched-mirror on CE-D etched in high power PAW, (e) cleaved-mirror
on CE-D etched in high-power PAW. Example optical spectrums of CE-D lasers:
(f)PPAW ~100mW, CE-D laser, 5µm Wide, IB
CE-D laser, 20µm Wide, IB

=36.8mA, P

=39.2mA, P

=3.24mW.

=8.97mW, (g) PPAW ~100mW,
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Contrary to the low-power PAW cases in Figure 5.9, CE lasers fabricated using high
power PAW have comparable threshold current with CL2-D devices (Figure 5.10). The better
performance of the laser indicates the etched sidewall is improved with higher power PAW
illumination. From Figure 5.8, the lateral etch decreases and maintains nearly vertical sidewalls
with high power ( PPAW

70mW ) PAW illumination. The post-etch widths measure

approximately 4.3μm , 9.3μm , 14.2μm, and 19.2μm for 5μm , 10μm , 15μm and 20μm wide
metal contact lasers, respectively. Figure 5.10 compares the P-I (optical power measured from
one mirror versus bias current) plots for 15μm wide metal contact lasers with different types of
mirrors (CL2-D and C lasers) and PAW power (dark, low and high power PAW ). Lengths of the
lasers range from 220 to 250μm.
For CE-D lasers, the etched mirror reflectance can be calculated from the P-I relation of
the laser. For lasers with different mirrors for example, one etched and one cleaved mirror in
Figure 5.11, the reflectance of the mirrors differ, and therefore the emitted powers differ although
they can be related through the reflectance as described in Section 5.1 and Equations (5.7a) and
(5.7b) [118].

Figure 5.11 Schematics of CE-D laser. R and
R

indicate etched and cleaved mirror

reflectance. P and P represent power output
from etched and cleaved mirror side.

Similar to the Equations (5.7a) and (5.7b) in Section 5.1, power from cleaved, P , and etched
mirror, P , can be expressed as Equation (5.9) and (5.10).
P

1
R

R
R

R
1

R R

P

5.9
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1

P
where P

P

R

R
R

R
1

P

R R

5.10

P , the total power from the laser. And optical power from etched and cleaved

mirror can be expressed as follow
R
1 R

P

R
1 R

P

5.11

Similar to the calculations in Section 5.1, reflectance of etched mirror can be determined from the
cleaved and etched mirrors (P and P ) as a function of bias current I and the slopes M
and M
z

dP ⁄dI

dP ⁄dI measured from P-I plot from cleaved and etched mirror. Defining the ratio

M ⁄M allows one to find R (etched mirror reflectance) given that one knows R (cleaved

mirror reflectance) using Equation (5.12). In this work, cleaved mirror reflectance R

is assumed

to be 0.3[67, 118].
R

1

z 1 R
2R

From knowledge of the total slope of the PI curve M

1
M

z 1 R
2R

⁄

1

5.12

M and reflectance of both mirrors,

one can deduce the mirror loss α and then the internal loss α from Equation (5.1) and (5.4). The
external differential quantum efficiency η can be determined from Equation (5.5). Table 5.2
shows the parameters of CL2-D and CE-D lasers.
For lasers with two cleaved mirrors (CL2-D), those etched with high-power PAW have
lower threshold currents than dark etched ones (Figure 5.10 (a) and (b)) as discussed in the
previous section. The better waveguides obtained from the high-power PAW etching improves
the laser properties with same mirror conditions. The high-power PAW-fabricated etched mirror
for the CE-D laser (Figure 5.10 (d) and (e)) have threshold currents of 23mA while the dark
PAW-etched CE-D lasers do not lase (Figure 5.10 (c)). The P-I curves separately measured from
the cleaved and etched mirrors show the same threshold current but the etched mirror has the
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larger slope since it has the smaller reflectance (compare Figures 5.10 (d) and (e)). The slopes are
M

0.44 and M

0.38.

The set of CE-D lasers (laser #1-6 in Table 5.2) produced an average R (etched mirror
reflectance) of 87% of R (cleaved mirror reflectance). The high power PAW process produced
the largest observed reflectance of 93% of R for a 216μm long laser (laser #5 in Table 5.1).
Based on a search of the literature, the 93% is the highest observed value for any etched mirror
without special coatings. The (high-power PAW) CE-D lasers have 22% higher average threshold
compared with similarly etched CL2-D lasers and they have 9.5% higher average threshold than
dark-etched CL2-D. The P-I curves (Figure 5.10) and the profiles (Figure 5.8) make it clear that
the high-power PAW improves mirror quality by reducing sidewall angle, non-planarity and
roughness, and the lateral etching. Figure 5.10 (f) and (g) show example spectrums obtained from
the cleaved facet of a high-power PAW-etched (P=100mW). Figure 5.10 (f) shows the spectrum
for the 5μm wide, CE-D laser with bias current 1.5I

39.2 mA and Figure 5.10 (g) shows the

one for the 20μm wide, CE-D lasers with bias current 1.4I

36.8 mA . The full-width half-

maximum (FWHM) of the peak measures approximately 0.06nm and 0.1nm, for 5 and 20μm
wide lasers.
As discussed, the etch characteristics affect the waveguide of the laser device and hence
the internal distributed optical loss. The waveguides with the sidewalls etched deeper than the
active region expose the optical mode to the air-semiconductor interface and increase the optical
scattering compared with the more typical shallow etched ones [120]. Figure 5.10 provides a
comparison of CL2-D lasers with dark-etched waveguides (Figure 5.10 (a)) and high-power PAW
etched waveguides (P=70mW, Figure 5.10 (b)). These two lasers have the same cleaved-mirror
conditions but the high-power PAW etched lasers show lower threshold current and lower
internal loss than the dark etched ones as a result of improved sidewalls (see Table 5.2). The table
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shows that the CL2-D laser optical loss ranged from 16 to 25cm

for contact widths of 20 to

5μm , respectively. However, CE-D laser #5 showed the smallest optical loss of 13.8cm .

Table 5.2 Parameters of CL2-D and CE-D lasers
#

Type

1

CE-D

2

CE-D

PPAW

100

L

W

W

I

J

M

α

η

R ⁄R

5

4.1

16.3

1.72

0.94

26.6

0.68

0.87

10

9.2

25.1

1.18

0.69

56.7

0.50

0.80

230

3

CE-D

15

14.2

23.3

0.72

0.81

39.7

0.59

0.83

4

CE-D

20

19.1

26.3

0.60

0.82

38.9

0.59

0.87

5

CE-D

15

14.2

33.3

1.02

1.12

13.8

0.67

0.93

70

216

6

CE-D

20

19.1

30.9

0.76

0.93

28.3

0.81

0.90

7

CL2-D

5

4.3

10.3

0.99

0.95

23.1

0.68

--

8

CL2-D

10

9.3

14.7

0.66

0.97

21.3

0.70

--

70

243

9

CL2-D

15

14.2

18.7

0.54

0.93

16.2

0.67

--

10

CL2-D

20

19.1

24.0

0.52

1.05

16.2

0.75

--

11

CL2-D

5

1.5

16

5.3

0.68

56.4

0.49

--

12

CL2-D

10

5.6

15.7

1.19

0.73

40.5

0.53

--

0

222

13

CL2-D

15

10.3

20.8

0.89

0.79

40.5

0.57

--

14

CL2-D

20

15.2

21.4

0.68

0.75

46.7

0.54

--

PPAW mW : PAW laser power, L µm : Cavity length, W
mask, W µm : Actual device width after etching, I
J

µm : Laser width from
mA : Threshold current,

KA⁄cm : Threshold current density, M: total slope of the P-I plot, α cm

: Internal

loss, η : Differential quantum efficiency and R ⁄R : Ratio of etched vs. cleaved mirror
reflectance.
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An estimate for a lower bound on the pumping efficiency η can be obtained from
Equation (5.4) if one assumes the values α for CL2-D #7-10 apply to the CE-D lasers #1-6. The
average value is found to be η

80% while CE-D laser #1 shows the highest value of η

96% presumably due to the large overlap between the mode and pump current for the narrow 4.1
um width. The value η is not strongly dependent on the exact value for α near 20cm
fractional deviation is on the order of dη⁄η~

since the

6%. The actual threshold current is reduced

from Table 5.2 values by the fraction η. The average upper bound on the normalized external
differential efficiency can be estimated as η

M⁄1.388 η

73%.

Table 5.2 shows a general trend for the threshold current density J

to increase as laser

width decreases [121]. The sidewall recombination plays a role in the bias current efficiency
but the relative contribution decreases with increasing width [67].

Similarly, the threshold

current and internal losses can be expected to decrease for wider lasers since the sidewall will be
further away from low-order modes propagating primarily near the center of the waveguide [120].
The Photo-Assisted Wet (PAW) etching can produce nearly vertical sidewalls
independent of the crystal orientation [117]. It produces the largest known reflectance of 93% of
R (reflectance of a cleaved mirror) for etched mirrors (without coatings, and independent of
crystal direction) in heterostructure lasers. However, the process has not been optimized and there
were variations among devices. The average R (etched mirror reflectance) is 86% of R while
the current pump efficiency η was estimated larger than 80%, the external differential efficiency
η in the range 64% to 73% , and an internal optical loss α as low as approximately 14cm .

5.3.3 Deep Etched Lasers: One Side Etched Mirror
Three different types of lasers (CL2-S, CL2-D and CE-D) are compared in Sections 5.3.1
and 5.3.2. It is clear that the high-power PAW etching improves the waveguide and mirror facet
compared with dark. However, as discussed in Chapter 4, the high-power PAW etch depth
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depends on the masking material and position of the patterns. As a result, the laser performance
varies by the position of the devices on the sample. This section discusses the operation of the
lasers.

Figure 5.12 P-I plot of CE-D lasers with high power PAW etching (PPAW

70mW ) placed

(a) near the edge and (b) center of the sample.
Figure 5.12 present CE-D lasers etched with high power PAW from different positions on
the sample. Threshold current measures higher for the devices placed near the center area of the
samples (Figure 5.12 (b)) than for the ones placed toward the edge of the patterned area (Figure
5.12 (a)) due to the etch depth difference at two areas. From the profilometer measurement, etch
depth measures about 1.7μm near the center while it measures about 2 μm for the patterns at the
outer area. Most of the good samples presented in the Section 5.3.2 are taken from the edge area
of the sample. The uniformity of etch depth needs to be controlled for practical applications of the
PAW etching. Excessive electron charging near the metal mask can reduce the etch rate at the
center. The PAW etching can be improved by finding a way to discharge the excess electrons at
the center area or by finding an optimum PAW power. Also, it is observed that some of the CE-D
high-power PAW-etched lasers have more than one slope in the P-I plot as shown in Figure 5.13
(b).
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Figure 5.13 Optical power measured from one mirror versus bias current (P-I) plot for CE-D
type lasers: (a) single laser without a second laser optically coupled through etched mirrors,
and (b) two lasers optically coupled through the etched mirrors. (c) and (d) illustrate lasers
measured (a) and (b), respectively. The laser (a) is about 230µm long and (b) is approximately
249µm long with same width.

The CE-D lasers have two different designs as shown in the Figure 5.13 (c) and (d). In
Figure 5.13, The CE-D laser with two slopes in the P-I plot is butt-coupled to another short laser
through two etched mirrors as shown in Figure 5.13 (d). For the type in Figure 5.13 (d), the
‘main’ laser (i.e., the one providing the P-I curve) has a ‘secondary’ laser optically coupled
through etched mirrors. The separation between the main and secondary laser is approximately
20μm. The beam from the main laser couples into the secondary laser (unbiased) where it is
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absorbed to produce carrier pairs and thereby alters the optical absorption. That is, the secondary
laser can operate as a saturable absorber. Increasing the optical beam from the main laser reduces
the (differential) optical absorption until the waveguide reaches transparency at which point, the
combination of two lasers behave as a single laser and produce the P-I curve shown in the figure.
Due to the absorption, the secondary laser brings the threshold current higher than that expected
for the main laser and causes a sudden increase of the laser power and generates a step-like P-I
plot. For the lasers with an absorber on the etched mirror side as in the Figure 5.13 (b) and (d),
extending the straight line passing through the upper data points to the x-axis produces
approximately the same threshold current as the laser shown in Figure 5.13 (a) (dashed line in the
Figure 5.13 (b)).

5.3.4 Fabrication and Tests of 852nm Lasers
As discussed in previous sections, PAW etching using illumination power greater than
approximately 70mW successfully fabricates optical devices using 894 nm laser heterostructure
materials. In this section, high power PAW etching fabricates etched-mirror lasers using different
heterostructure (852nm laser heterostructure). In Chapter 4, both 894nm and 852nm material
shows identical etch properties with high power PAW denoted as M1 sample. The etched lasers
show good lasing properties for high-power PAW but with different laser parameters (such as
threshold current) which can be caused by the active layer structure differences from two
materials. Detailed layer structures are illustrated in Figure 4.9 in Chapter 4.
PAW etching with various illumination powers fabricates 852nm lasers with identical
geometry to those using the 894nm material. For the comparison, two different types of devices
can be classified as CL2-D for two cleaved mirrors and as CE-D for one etched and one cleaved
mirror. The lasers are etched with different PAW powers. Figure 5.14 displays the P-I
characteristic and spectrums of CL2-D and CE-D lasers etched with different PAW powers.
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Figure 5.14 Optical power measured from one mirror versus bias current (P-I) plot of 852nm
lasers. (a) and (b) presents both cleaved mirror laser (CL2-D) etched in high power PAW and
Dark. (c) and (d) shows one etched (CE-D) lasers fabricated with high power PAW and Dark.
(e), (f) and (g) shows laser spectrum of CE-D lasers; (e) high power PAW Etched 5µm wide
and 256.9µm long, IB
long, IB

=18.2mA, (f) high power PAW Etched 20 µm wide and 256.9µm

=38.8mA and (g) with Dark Etched 15µm wide and 273.6 µm long, IB

=60mA.

The lasers have width of 20μm and length of approximately 250μm. Figures 5.14 (d) and
(g) show the laser devices with dark etched CE-D lasers present LED-like characteristics, which
indicate the importance of the mirror quality for lasing. Figure 5.14 (c) shows an example P-I
curve of high power PAW etched CE-D laser that is comparable to a laser with CL2-D laser in
Figure 5.14 (a). High-power PAW-etched CE-D lasers (Figure 5.14 (c)) show clear lasing
patterns in the PI curves with threshold currents about 28mA and sharp peaks in the spectrum
with bias current IB

~1.4I

38.8mA (Figure 5.14 (f)) while a dark wet-etched CE-D laser

produces broad output spectrum as shown in Figure 5.14 (g). Threshold current as low as 14mA
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and narrow single-mode spectrum (FWHM as narrow as 0.026nm) have been achieved from 5μm
wide and 250μm long high-power PAW etched CE-D laser with bias current IB

~1.3I

18.2mA (Figure 5.14 (e)). In this example, the laser threshold is about twice that for a laser with
two cleaved mirrors fabricated under the same condition (Figure 5.14 (a)).

Figure 5.15 Threshold current and slope versus etching power for lasers with two cleaved
mirrors and deep-etched waveguides (CL2-D). Pictures show typical (a) Dark Wet etched and
(b) PAW etched side profiles.

The waveguide profile also affects the threshold current of the laser as shown in the
894nm lasers in the Figure 5.8 and 5.10. From Figure 5.14 (a) and (b), the PAW-etched laser has
lower threshold current than a dark-etched laser with the same geometry of two cleaved mirrors.
The differences in Figure 5.14 (a) and (b) indicate the PAW-etched waveguide works
significantly better than the dark wet etched case. Figure 5.15 compares threshold currents and PI slopes from laser devices with different PAW powers and the figure also shows SEM pictures of
the PAW and dark etched side profile. For lasers with two cleaved mirrors, the dark etched
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waveguides show higher threshold current. The threshold does not vary much for PAW power
ranging from 30mW to 100mW which indicates the side profiles are about the same in this region
of PAW light source.
Figure 5.15 (a) and (b) respectively present typical SEM pictures of dark and PAW
etched sidewall for the MQW laser material used in this work. The dark etched device shows
large lateral etching and angled side profiles. The angle changes for different layers. On the
contrary, the PAW-etched side profile has less lateral etching and flatter sidewall angle. The
PAW-etched side profile does not show crystal direction dependencies [97] unlike with the dark
wet etching. The mirror angle is one of the very important factors for lasing as evidence by the
fact that the dark-etched mirrors with various facet angles do not lase while the PAW-etched ones
with nearly vertical profiles do lase.

5.4 Multimode Behavior of CE-D and CL2-D Lasers
For the wide lasers, lateral modes might affect the deduced reflectance of the laser
mirrors since the light can reflect at an angle other than normal incidence [118, 122]. In the cases
that the PI curves in Section 5.3 depart from straight-line behavior, the threshold and internal
losses are deduced from the low power (linear) portion of the curve. However, the multimode
behavior of CE-D and CL2-D is briefly checked. Some lasers exhibited multimode behavior at
larger (pulsed) bias current. The present section illustrates the behavior.

5.4.1 Modes Observations
The CL2-D lasers are mounted on copper blocks as describe in Figure 5.2. Pulsed bias is
applied (20μsec on, 1msec off) but there is little difference for longer pulse widths. Figure 5.16
(a) shows the samples (20µm wide, 256µm long) under the optical microscope with two 12µm
probe tips touching the laser. The figure also shows the copper block around the laser which
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reflects the optical mode up into the microscope camera. The Figure 5.2 (b)-(h) span an areas of
1000

718µm and 647 462µm for Figure 5.2 (a).

Figure 5.16 Microscope pictures of CL2-D laser (20μm wide, 256μm long) with two 12µm
probe tips. (a) shows overall device picture with IB
laser device with different bias current (b) IB
17.6mA , (e) IB
IB

20mA , (f) IB

0mA. Microscope pictures of one
15mA , (c) IB

24mA , (g) IB

16mA , (d) IB

25.8mA , front mirror and (h)

25.8mA, back mirror.
The images appear in Figures 5.16 (b) to (h) shows the results for increasing bias current.

The threshold appears to be near 30mA as indicated by the increase of a well defined beam. Near
40mA, one can see a side mode which further clarifies for 48mA. One should note that the large
photodetectors used in Figure 5.2 will also collect these side modes; therefore the photocurrent
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from the photodectors will not decrease for the multimode behavior. Both mirrors had the same
behavior (Figures 5.16 (g) and (h)).
Custom camera software was used to measure the sizes and angles. In the present case,
the side beams make an angle of 18° with respect to the center line. Using Snells law, this
translates to about 5° angles of incidence within the cavity of the laser. The multimode path
within the laser suggests higher optical scattering loss at the waveguides while the mirror loss can
decrease.
One might speculate as to whether the laser might lase totally internally within the cavity
by following a zig-zag path and not exit the mirror. In such a case, the angle of incidence at the
mirror would need to exceed the critical angle of approximately 17° for this material. An initial
model incorporating sidewall roughness [119] shows there will be a minimum in the gain
required for such a mode but it is not the absolute minimum. For these lasers with the deep-etched
sidewalls, the primary mode appears to be the center mode with multimode behavior for higher
currents. Based on the model, the optical losses at the sidewalls are believed responsible for this
behavior.

5.4.2 End View of the Single Mode
The present section shows the results for end-on viewing of the laser emission. The
samples mirrors make a 45° angle with the line of viewing in the microscope similar to that
shown in Figure 5.17. The microprobes make contact with the laser from the open side. The bias
current is pulsed same with the previous experiments in Section 5.3. The image is diffraction
limited but one can see the emission from the laser in the center mode. The outer modes might
not properly enter the microscope objective for viewing, but there is some indication of the side
modes. The laser does not emit directly into the lens, but instead the object collects light
diffracted from the narrow laser aperture (on the order of 200nm).
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Figure 5.17 Microscope picture taking set up for laser emits at a 45° angle with respect to the
optical axis of the microscope.

Figure 5.18 Microscope pictures of CL2-D laser front with different bias current (a) IB
0mA, (b)IB
(f)IB

11.2mA, (c)IB

15.2mA , (d)IB

15.6mA , (e)IB

20.2m and

27mA.
The Figure 5.18 (a) to (g) shows mirror end view of the laser with different bias current

(IB

0 to 27mA). The figures indicate that the modes emanate from one side of the laser by

drawing the rays back to the laser body. However, this appears to be a remnant of the optical
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focus of the microscope although it would need further investigation. The size of the picture can
be ascertained by comparison with the 20µm width of the laser. One can discern only a slight
shift in mode position (on the order a 3-5µm) over the range of currents.

5.5 Discussion
Etched lasers have been successfully fabricated using GaAs/AlGaAs MQW material and
the PAW etching technique; these lasers have been compared to the dark-etched and cleaved
mirror lasers. The PAW etched lasers show similar quality to the cleaved mirrored devices since
the R (etched mirror reflectance) are as large as 93% of R (reflectance of a cleaved mirror)
without coatings and independent of crystal direction. However, the process has not been
optimized and there were variations among devices. The average R was 86% of R while the
current pump efficiency η was estimated larger than 80%, the external differential efficiency η
was found to be in the range 64% to 73%, and the internal optical loss was as low as
approximately 14 cm

.

The reflectance exceeds the previous reports of wet and dry etched mirror facets. Deep
etched mirror facets have been reported with reflectance of 84 and 81% by Merz and Iga,
respectively [111, 123]. Ito et al achieves high reflectance (94% of the cleaved mirror reflectance)
selectively wet etching of thin active layer after deep etching of the single quantum wall (SQW)
laser structure [124]. However, the method does not applicable for the integrated device
fabrication due to the high later etchin. Using Dry etching, Yuasa and Bouadma report 75 and
78% of R from RIE (Reactive Ion Etching) and IBE (ion-beam-etched) mirror facet [113, 114].
Dry etched mirror facets tend to have lower reflectance than wet etched ones due to the rough
surfaces often produced by dry etches. Coldren [115] reduces the surface roughness by wet
etching the mirror facet followed by RIE etching. However, the mirror measures lower
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reflectance than dry etched mirrors as 58% of R . Table 5.3 compares ratio of reflectance of
etched and cleaved mirror.

Table 5.3 Comparison of Etched Mirror Reflectance [111, 113- 115, 123-125]
Author (year)

Laser

Etch method

R ⁄R

Yi

GaAs/AlGaAs MQW

PAW

0.93

Merz (1976)

GaAs/AlGaAs DH

Deep Wet Etching

0.84

Iga (1982)

GaAs/AlGaAs DH

Deep Wet Etching

0.81

Coldren (1982)

InGaAsP-InP DH

RIE and XWEC

0.58

Bouadma (1985)

GaAs/GaAlAs BH

IBE

0.78

Yuasa (1986)

GaAs/AlGaAs MQW

RIBE

0.75

Vawter (1987)

GaAs/AlGaAs DH

RIE

0.52

Ito (1988)

InGaAsP/GaAs SQW

Selective Wet Etching of thin active
layer after deep Br-Methanol etching

0.94

* DH: Double Heterostructure, BH: Buried Heterostructure, MQW: Multi-Quantum Wall,
SQW: Single Quantum Wall, IBE: ion-beam-etched, RIBE: Reactive Ion Beam Etching,
XWEC: Crystallographic Wet Chemical Etching.

Table 5.4 Summaries of Etched TIR mirrors [14, 126-128]
Author (year)

Laser

Etch method

R TIR

Appelman (1990)

GaAs/AlGaAs

CAIBE

0.32

Shimokawa (1990)

GaAs/AlGaAs Single QW

RFABE

0.80

RIE

0.90

ECR

0.81

Han (1995)
Swanson (1995)

InGaAs/GaAs/AlGaAs strained-layer QW
heterostructure laser
GaAs/AlGaAs MQW

*CAIBE: Chemically Assisted Ion-Beam-Etching, RFABE: Reactive Fast Atom Beam Etching,
RIE: Reactive Ion Etching, ECR: Electron Cyclotron Resonance, R TIR : Reflectance of TIR mirror.
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Swanson et. al. reduced roughness by a quick (couple of seconds) wet etch after an ECR
etch. The TIR (total internal reflection) mirror reflectance was as high as 81% [14]. Appleman,
Shimokawa and Han et al. also reported etched TIR mirror lasers using various dry etching [126128]. Table 5.4 summarizes the reflectance of the dry etched TIR mirror lasers. Since the ideal
TIR mirror has reflectance of 1, reported dry etched TIR mirror shows as high as 90% of the idea
reflectance.
Various levels of optical powers are tested for PAW etching techniques. With laser power
higher than 70mW (and present wafer topology and mounting), non-uniform etch depth and poor
surface conditions start to appear for the PAW etching. From the experiment, reducing the laser
power could solve the problem. However, PAW laser power less than 5mW does not modify the
etch characteristics. The minimum required laser power to produce an effect on the
heterostructure material varies by the layer structure. The surface roughness caused by diffraction
patterns can also be removed by improving the optical design of the system or using LED as a
light source. For typical GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure materials evaluated in this research, the
laser power needs to be maintained higher than 70mW (refer to Table 4.2 in Chapter 4) to
produce good sidewall profile and low lateral etching.
With high powers of PAW illumination, heterostructure near the metal patterned area
etches slower than blank areas on the sample. Mass charge flow of the excess photo-generated
carriers on the surface may cause the regional non-uniformity of the etch depth. Detailed research
on this matter will be continued. For device fabrication, use of a reflectometer can solve the
problem by monitoring the etch depth at the patterned layer during the etch process. Further
research on the surface current flow might lead to the solution of the etch depth problem in the
high power PAW etching.
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Chapter 6 Summary and Conclusions

Fabricating a laser without cleaved mirrors constitutes one of the major tasks to realize
integrated optics and optoelectronics. Vertical etches must maintain good control of lateral
etching to prevent undercutting of metal contacts and increase the degree of integration. In
addition to the vertical side wall for integrated laser mirrors, other integrated optical devices also
require many other etch characteristics including various etched-sidewall profiles and angles
ranging from shallow etched-slopes for electrical contacts to vertical flat smooth surfaces for
integrated laser mirrors.
Generally, device fabrication requires either dry or wet etching processes. Dry etching is
the most widely accepted process to fabricate optoelectronic devices [4-9] since it can easily
produce vertical mirror facets for active optical elements. However, it is expensive, slow, and
most importantly, generates rough surfaces which lead to increased optical loss of the device [1016].
On the contrary, wet etching has potential advantages over dry etching [11, 12, 14, 17]
including lower cost, smoother surfaces, and faster etch speed. However, conventional wet
etching has a couple of drawbacks for laser fabrication such as uncontrollable non-vertical
sidewall profile and deep lateral etching. The sidewall profiles from wet chemical etching
normally depend on the etching solution and the material crystal direction which makes it
difficult to produce angles other than that corresponding to the natural crystal direction [21-25].
This work develops a new etch process, Photo-Assisted Wet (PAW) etching, that uses
light directed perpendicular to the surface of an etching wafer in order to break the typical crystalplane etching and thereby control the sidewall profile. The research explores the PAW etching
process using both coherent (Laser) and non-coherent (LED) optical sources for different types of
material. Samples with different masking materials are investigated with various wavelengths and
intensities of light source. Specific combinations control the sidewall profile and etching
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characteristics to produce on-demand etch-stop layers and sidewall angles ranging from
approximately 0 to 90o without depending on the crystal orientation of the sample. Laser
heterostructure materials (EPI and M1 samples) show particularly interesting results due to the
complicated layer structures and Quantum Walls. The laser material shows non-uniform etch
depth depending on the masking material. Charge flow at the surface contributes to the etch depth
variations.
New apparatus for laser-PAW was designed and applied to the PAW etching process for
the fabrication of III-V devices. The laser-PAW etch apparatus includes the reflectometer and PL
systems for real time etch depth and surface condition measurement.

The new techniques

fabricate integrated laser mirrors in III-V quantum-well laser heterostructure. These mirror facets
do not depend on the crystal orientation. Etched laser mirrors fabricated in this work achieve as
high as 93% of the reflectance of the cleaved mirror.
In summary, this work achieves the following:
•

Develops new Photo-Assisted Wet (PAW) etching using both incoherent and coherent
illumination sources for the fabrication of integrated optical devices.

•

Investigates LED-PAW etching for bulk and multilayer materials using non-coherent
light sources under various masking conditions, wavelengths and intensity.

•

Develops an initial model for bulk material.

•

Develops a reflectometer for wet etching using a pulsed laser and capable of determining
the etch rate, depth, and the formation of surface microstructure and transition layers in
real time.

•

Designs and tests new PAW etching apparatus incorporating the reflectometer etch
monitor and photoluminescence measurement unit.

•

Investigates Laser-PAW etching for multilayer materials under various masking
conditions using coherent illumination from a 532nm laser with various emission powers.
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•

Discovers that exposing metal layers on the heterostructure to the etching solution in
specific regions of the sample during laser-PAW etching enhances the etched-sidewall
quality.

•

Explains the role of insulated, metalized and bare surfaces during the PAW etching.

•

Develops diffraction-limited optical measurement of micron-level features, software to
measure distance and angle, and a CCD based reflectometer.

•

Fabricates and compares heterostructure lasers having two cleaved mirrors with those
having one cleaved and one etched mirror.

•

Achieves etched mirror reflectance as high as 93% of the cleaved mirror reflectance.
These are the first wet-etched heterostructure mirrors with reflectance independent of the
crystal orientation.

For understanding the etch mechanism, Chapter 2 presents the theoretical background of
semiconductor dissolution in an etching solution; the background includes electrochemistry, wet
etch mechanisms and an introduction to photo-chemical etching. Wet etching can be described as
electrochemical dissolution of the solid in the etching solution (i.e., electrolyte). Such dissolution
occurs via electrochemical reactions between the solid (semiconductor) and the electrolyte
(etching solution). At the solid/etching solution interface, the solid dissolution occurs by
consuming holes [31-35], which is related to the current flow at the semiconductor/solution
interface. Holes at the surface of the solid remove electrons from the bonds and thereby reduce
the bonding energy of the surface atoms, which weakens the bonds [36, 37]. Consequently, the
accessibility of holes and electrons at the surface can be a determining factor of the solid
dissolution rate. The charge transfer and associated current flow represent important factors to
determine the etch rate. The Gerischer model explains charge transfer at the interface.
According to the Gerischer model [27], the solid/electrolyte contact has analogy to the
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solid-to-solid contact such as for a PN junction. Equilibrium at the solid-etchant interface occurs
when the electrochemical potential of a redox system (i.e., the Fermi level of the electrolyte)
coincides with that for the solid [27, 33]. However, the charge transfer theories are for very
simple redox systems and not directly applicable to the general etching system. Also, the
Gerishcer theory assumes that there are no surface states at the solid (semiconductor) surfaces and
the material has only one layer (bulk semiconductor material). At the semiconductor/electrolyte
interface, electron transfer across the interface occurs via the energy bands [32]. Therefore any
variation in the energy bands, such as band bending or shifting, plays very important role in the
charge transfer process. The energy band diagram at the interface depends on various factors such
as doping type of the semiconductor and Fermi energy level of the redox system, ion
concentration in the redox system, and any electrical potential or light applied to the solid.
Applying electrical potential or light to the etching system can lead to variations of the
electrochemical parameters for the two phases (semiconductor and electrolyte) [31, 32, 54]. The
experiments for the present work indicate that the photo-assisted semiconductor dissolution is
more readily applicable to the semiconductor fabrication since the system does not require the
complicated apparatus normally required by electro-chemical etching systems with external
potential application [54].
Chapters 3 and 4 explore PAW etching using incoherent light from an LED (LED-PAW)
and coherent light from a laser (Laser-PAW) with different materials under various conditions.
Chapter 4 discusses the fabrication of PAW-etched heterostructure lasers while Chapter 5
presents tests and determined-properties of the etched mirror lasers. The PAW-etching properties
depend on the etch conditions including the layer structure of the material, wavelength of light
and the masking materials.
The LED-PAW etch is performed with three different wavelengths with an intensity of
64

10 mW⁄cm . The experiments investigate the LED-PAW etching of various types of multi-

layered GaAs/AlGaAs materials using four types of masks (Type 0, 1, 2 and 3) and three different
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wavelengths (UV (395nm, 3.14eV), green (530nm, 2.33eV) and red (625nm, 2.00eV)). Type 0
and 1 masks consist solely of photoresist (AZ 5214-E) and e-beam evaporated metal, respectively.
Type 2 masks consist of silica in direct contact with the semiconductor, which is then covered
with metal layers. To study the Photo-Assisted Wet (PAW) etching with “non-metallic” lightblocking masks, a Type 3 mask employs three layers in the order of silica (on the semiconductor),
followed by metal and then topped with photoresist (AZ 5214-E).
From the experiment, it is obvious that the electrochemical reaction of the semiconductor
and the etching solution (redox system) under illumination can be influenced by many factors in
the system such as light source, layer structure of the target material and the masking material
deposited on the sample. Bulk GaAs material produces rather straight forward results. Both UV
and green LEDs increase the etch rate of n-type GaAs with Type 1 and 2 masks. N-type GaAs
material with Type 2 masks shows vertical sidewalls using the UV LED. The etch profile of the
PAW etching depends not only on the light wavelength and intensity, but also on the electrical
type of the mask and layer structure of the material. For the n-GaAs, the excess holes move to the
etching solution/semiconductor interface to increase the oxidation rate and thereby increase the
vertical etching rate. On the other hand, some of the photogenerated electrons transport to the
dark region such as under the mask or etched sidewall while others move to the backside of the
sample or recombine with holes. The data for the present work suggests that the Type 1 metalonly mask removes excess electrons from the solid by collecting the electrons from the same
surface. However, the silica-metal (Type 2) mask blocks the flow through the metal and appears
to increase the electron density at the etching sidewall which inhibits oxidation, alters the
horizontal etch rate, and thereby changes the etch profile.
In p-type GaAs bulk case, metal only (Type 1) masked samples show slight increases of
etch rate under illumination but samples with silica-metal (Type 2) mask shows lower etch rate
under illumination than dark wet-chemical etching. With p-GaAs material, photo-generated
electrons interfere with the etching in the illuminated areas and cause lower vertical etch rate. The
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dark area (under the mask) can still show deep etching. The model of the sidewall angle
dependency of the Photo-Assisted Wet (PAW) semiconductor etching for bulk GaAs is suggested.
Improvement of the model is necessary for the multi-layered material and includes various photodissolution characteristics observed in the experiments.
The PAW etching of multi-layered samples adds complexity to the system and according
to the experiments, the results do not directly correlate with the relative etch rate and the type of
mask. The experiments show that not only the electrical properties of the mask, but also doping
type and concentration, and the energy gap of each layer, and the band bending may have an
effect on the photo-carrier dynamics to control the photo-dissolution characteristics of multilayered materials.
The LED-PAW experiments in Chapter 3 suggest possible applications for the PAW
etching of the GaAs and GaAs/AlGaAs multilayer material to device fabrication and can be
summarized as follows: (1) Control over the sidewall angles in n-GaAs bulk material requires an
oxide layer and the etch mask plays an important role in the photo-dissolution. (2) The
experiments show that the aluminum concentration, illumination wavelength and layer structure
of the multi-layered affect the PAW etching of a heterostructure (vertical and horizontal etch rate
and sidewall angle). For example, applying red (625nm) LED illumination to semi-insulating
laser heterostructure, which has a top n-type GaAs layer next to a silica-metal-PR or silica-metal
contact, almost completely stops the etching on an n

Al

.

Ga

.

As layer just under the n-GaAs.

(3) The photo-dissolution using (i) green (532nm) and UV (395nm) LED illumination on semiinsulating laser heterostructure with silica-metal-PR mask for EPI (laser heterostructure with ntype layers on top) and (ii) green (532nm) LED illumination with a metal mask for M1 samples
(laser heterostructure with p-type layers on top) produce a smooth vertical sidewall suitable for
integrated semiconductor lasers.
The LED-PAW etch setup has a drawback for practical application to the optical device
fabrication. In the etch setup, the distance between target sample and the LED light source has to
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be maintained within 5mm to maximize the optical intensity at the target. Laser fabrication
requires delicate control of the etch depth for the waveguides. With typical wet chemical etching,
it is difficult to control the etch depth since the chemical reaction and the dissolution rate are very
sensitive to the etching conditions. The reflectometer etch monitor developed for this research can
be utilized for etch depth control. Also, using the reflectometer, the dissolution rate and the
surface condition variations can be observed in real time. However, this requirement on the
maximum separation distance makes it difficult to incorporate the reflectometer monitoring
system into the LED-PAW setup.
The dissolution system for device fabrication uses semiconductor lasers rather than a
high-power LED. The intensity of a semiconductor laser can be easily adjusted through the bias
current. The low divergence laser beam allows the laser to be backed away from the sample, and
thereby provide additional space for optics to combine multiple laser beams and to facilitate the
installation of the etch monitor. The laser provides good control over the wavelength, polarization
and coherence. Unlike the LED however, the laser cannot uniformly cover large sample areas as a
result of the intrinsically low divergence of the beam and in addition, the laser can produce a
speckle pattern in the etching surface.
Chapter 4 discusses the new laser PAW apparatus, fabrication processes, and tests for
etched laser devices using two different types of laser material, namely the EPI and M1 material.
New apparatus was designed and applied to the PAW etching process for the fabrication of III-V
devices. The etching apparatus has in-situ, real-time systems including (i) an optical system to
expand, filter and dither the etching beam, (ii) a pulsed-laser wet-etch monitor to determine the
etch depth, rate, formation of surface microstructure and transition layers in a preselected region
of the sample, (iii) a steady-state photoluminescence (PL) monitor using a CCD array that
provides 2-D measurements across the etching surface, and (iv) a Photo Detector (PD) and data
logging circuit that determines the spatially-integrated steady-state PL during the etching. The
etch tests show unexpected result from both EPI and M1 samples. The laser PAW does not agree
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with the LED results in Chapter 3. The mask material such as PR or metal affects the etch
characteristics under illumination.
The reflectometer and PL monitoring system provide information for the PAW etching of
the EPI and M1 samples using the high power laser (total PAW laser power higher than 70mW).
The reflectometer signal shows very different signals for PAW illumination than for the dark case.
The EPI and M1 samples show some similarity in the characteristics of the reflectometer signal
and PL. The reflectometer signal shows a “dip” in the n-AlGaAs layer and the PL intensity drops
near the n-AlGaAs layer (before and after the active layer for EPI and M1 sample, respectively).
For both EPI and M1 samples, the PL intensity correlates with the primary signal (i.e., average
signal) of the reflectometer. Since the PL emission does not interfere with the reflectometer signal
detection, the reflectometer dip and reducing fringe height only suggests variations of the surface
condition by the laser at the n-type AlGaAs layer.
The “dip” in the n-type AlGaAs layer has different characteristics than previously
observed anomalous dip [98], which was due to viscous etch byproduct with mass density larger
than that of the etchant that did not bond to the etching surface. There, the reflectometer signal
showed the anomalous dips for the p-type layer of the GaAs/AlGaAs laser materials in diffusionrate-limited phosphoric acid etches without illumination. For the present case, the “dip” for the ntype AlGaAs layer indicates the formation of surface layers (possibly oxide layer) as stable
compounds on the etching surface. The reflectance exactly follows the primary reflectometer
signal. The PL signal rapidly decreases near the active layer at the n-type semiconductor
suggesting large photo-hole consumption at the reaction surface as expected. The reflectometer
signal “dip” in the n-AlGaAs layer depends on the PAW laser intensity. The dip in the n-AlGaAs
layer starts to appear with average PAW laser intensity of about 10mW⁄cm and becomes deeper
as the laser power increases. It becomes clear with an average PAW laser intensity larger than
70mW⁄cm .
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The PAW etching with a high power laser (total PPAW

70mW ) is tested on prepared

EPI and M1 samples with various masks summarized in the Table 6.1. The tests of the laser
fabrication process for both sample types show that a couple of issues need to be addressed. With
the Initial Mask for the waveguide, one issue concerns the coverage and arrangement of the mask
across the sample surface during etching. The experiments show that the arrangement of the mask
pattern (size and the position of the blank area) and material type of the mask affects the PAW
etching.

Table 6.1 Definitions for the Etching Masks.
Mask

InitialMask

Description
Uniformly distributed patterns across the sample surface with a 2mm blank region
for the reflectometer probe. Processing steps detailed in Section 4.1.1.
Appendix E shows detailed mask designs.
PR covers metal waveguide patterns. 60% of the surface exposed.
Waveguide
(See Section 4.2.2 for detail)
PR covers the entire sample surface except mirror window. 30% of
the surface exposed. (See Section 4.2.3 for detail)
Defines two regions “side strips” approximately 1mm wide on either side of the
sample at the edge. These strips can be given PR or Metal coatings, or left blank as
necessary. The specific configurations are denoted by Both-PR, Both-Blank, and
Both-Metal.
The side-strips are covered
40% exposure,
with PR. Light can be
Waveguide
(See Section 4.2.2.1)
absorbed but the PR
Bothprovides electrical isolation
PR
20% exposure,
and masks the surface from
Mirror
(See Section 4.2.3.1)
the etchant.
70% exposure, PR-only
The side-strips are left
blank and surface exposed Waveguide patterns are still on the blank
Botharea. (See Section 4.2.2.2)
to etchant and light. Charge
Blank
can transfer between solid
50% exposure,
Mirror
and etchant.
(See Section 4.2.3.2)
40% exposure, PR patterns
The side-strips are covered
Waveguide are under the metal covered
with metal. Charge can
area. (See Section 4.2.2.3)
flow through the metal but
Boththe mask isolates the
Metal
20% exposure, PR patterns
surface from light and
are under the metal covered
Mirror
etchant.
area. (See Section 4.2.3.3)
Mirror

Modified
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For EPI samples with the Initial-Mask for waveguides, etch inhibition occurs near the
reflectometer probed area (near the PR pattern) while the patterned area etches slightly faster than
dark etching (positive R VR ). From the chapters, R VR is defined as the ratio of ‘the etch rate due
solely to photo dissolution’ to ‘the etch rate due solely to dark chemical dissolution’.). When PR
covers the side-strips (Both-PR case), the EPI sample near the side-strips etches even slower
while the patterned area near the center etches faster than the original waveguide mask case.
Compared to the dark etching, the PAW etching increases the etch speed to about 37% (i.e.,
R VR

37, enhanced) in the center while it decreases about 74% (i.e., R VR

74, inhibited)

near the PR covered area. Illumination generates electron-hole pairs at the same surface including
under the PR covered area. Since the electrons cannot be consumed in the PR-covered side-strips,
they could transport toward the patterned area or blank areas. The excess electron inhibits etching
around the PR area.
In contrast to the Both-PR case, the etch rate for the Both-Blank case slightly decreases at
the patterned area in the center (R VR

5) and increases (R VR

73) at the part of the patterned

area near the side-strips and the metal at the bottom. The Both-Metal case shows similar etch
characteristics to the Both-Blank case even with much less surface exposure than Both-PR case.
Patterns in the center etch slower (R VR

10) than the ones near the edge (R VR

72). The

results from the Both-Blank and Both-Metal cases suggest that the metal layer on the sample has
similar function with the blank surface for the PAW etching. The electrons can easily transfer
from the solid to the etching solution though the metal contact layer. The only difference is that
the metal layer blocks the illumination and prevents photo-carrier generation under the mask. For
all cases, those regions with an increased etch area (under illumination) show rough surfaces with
interference patterns while slower etching areas show clean surfaces.
PAW etch tests using the Initial-Mask for mirrors also presents unexpected etch result for
the EPI sample. The PAW illumination inhibits the etching at the mirror pattern while the etching
continues along the waveguide metal. The mirror walls, which consist of a region at the end of
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the laser cavity and form an air-semiconductor interface for the mirrors, show deep etching with
all three alternative mask conditions (Both-PR, Both-Blank and Both-Metal) while the Initial
Mask for mirrors inhibits etching at the mirror facets. The mirror etching increases as the sample
has more exposed surface or metal layer. Particularly, the etching of the mirror wall becomes
inhibited for the Initial-Masked sample while Both-PR mask promotes etching at the mirror wall
even with about the same PR coverage for Initial Mask and Both-PR mask.
The alternative masks (Both-PR, Both-Blank and Both-Metal) expose the metal layer part
of the waveguide to the etching solution while the Initial Mask for the mirror covers the whole
waveguide pattern and exposes only the mirror well for etching. The waveguides connect through
metal to the mirrors which can directly affect the mirror etching. That is, the part of the
waveguide metal exposed to the etching solution may help to remove electrons near the mirror
patterns. The excess electrons generated near the mirror window area flow through the metal
patterns. Semiconductor surfaces exposed to the etching solution or having more metal on the
surface may dissipate the photo-electrons. The metal pads deposited on the side-strips also
connect to the waveguide pattern to help conduct the excess electrons from the mirror area.
However, the mirror patterns on Both-Metal masked samples have more variations in etch depth
at the mirror depending on the position and length (shape) of the pattern. For all cases, the postetched surface appears very rough where the etching is promoted. Same rough surfaces appear on
the waveguide etched sample.
In contrast to the EPI sample, the waveguide etch rate is lower at the patterned area than
at the edge of the sample using Initial Mask. Opposite layer structures of the wafers can cause the
differences of PAW etch properties. Also, for mirror etching, the Initial-Mask for mirrors
promotes the etching at the mirror side using high power PAW etching while it inhibits etching at
the mirror window for EPI samples. However, the etching forms deep trenches along the PR
mask and large lateral etching for M1 sample. Attention can be focused on the application of the
etching to fabrication especially for laser mirrors once completing the experiments on the effects
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of coherent and incoherent illumination, wafer types and masking materials. Lasers are PAW
fabricated using the M1 samples with metal-only masking. To simplify the etch process, both the
waveguide and mirror facets are simultaneously etched. Since the waveguide etches deeper than
active layer, it will affect the laser threshold. Deep etching of the waveguide may cause high
optical loss at the sidewall. However, by comparing laser properties of cleaved and etched mirrors
fabricated with the same conditions, one can determine the etched-mirror quality.
Measurements of the optical power versus bias current (P-I) and spectra of ridgewaveguide lasers provide values for the etched-mirror reflectance, the internal optical loss, and
the efficiency. As an evaluation of the PAW etching, tests are performed on three different types
of ridge-waveguide lasers including those with (i) shallow-etched waveguides (the ridge height is
smaller than the depth of the active region) (CL2-S), (ii) deep-etched waveguide and two cleaved
mirrors (CL2-D), and (iii) one etched mirror (CE-D) using one-step-etching of the waveguide and
mirrors. Laser parameters including mirror reflectivity, internal loss and differential quantum
efficiencies are calculated from PI curve to compare cleaved and etched mirror quality.
The PAW etching has been shown to improve both mirror and waveguide quality by
reducing the lateral etching and improving the side profile. The distributed losses (due primarily
to optical scattering) and the mirror reflectance were obtained and compared. The dependence of
the threshold and external differential efficiency were displayed for various PAW etch powers.
For comparison of the waveguides, shallow-etched waveguides etched with high power PAW and
in dark were tested. The shallow-etched waveguide lasers were compared with deep etched
waveguide lasers (CL2-S and CL2-D lasers) with various PAW laser power. When the
waveguides were etched deeper than the active layer, the laser performance became more
sensitive to the sidewall quality. The etch properties depend on the PAW laser power and
wavelength. The etched mirror lasers (CE-D) were examined with different powers of PAW
lasers. CE-D lasers (etched mirror with deep etched waveguide) were compared to the CL2-D
type lasers (two cleaved mirrors with deep-etched waveguides).
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The PAW etched lasers show comparable quality to the cleaved mirrored devices with R
(etched mirror reflectance) as large as 93% of R (reflectance of a cleaved mirror) independent of
crystal direction and without coatings. However, the process has not been optimized and there
were variations among devices. The average reflectance was 86% of R while the current pump
efficiency η was estimated larger than 80%, the external differential efficiency η was found to
be in the range 64% to 73%, and an internal optical loss was as low as 14cm . The reflectance
exceeds the previous reports of wet and dry etched mirror facets.
As previously mentioned with respect to the etch setup, several issues should be
addressed for more general application of the PAW etching to the optical device fabrication.
From the experiment, reducing the laser power could remove the etch depth variations. However,
PAW laser power less than 5mW does not modify the etch characteristics. The minimum required
laser power to produce an effect on the heterostructure material varies by the layer structure. For
the GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure materials evaluated in this research, the average laser intensity
needs to be maintained higher than approximately 70mW⁄cm to produce good sidewall profile
and low lateral etching. However, mass charge flow of the excess photo-generated carriers on the
surface may cause the regional non-uniformity of the etch depth.
In order to improve the etching, experiments must focus on the charge distributions on
the surface of the sample and also, therefore, the conduction paths and voltage distributions
within the material. Unlike the bulk material, the heterostructure sample can block current flow
toward the substrate of the material due to the built-in fields near the p-n junction, changes in the
bandgap in the graded index region, and due to recombination at the Q.Ws. The PAW laser
generates excess carriers at the surface which affects the dissolution of the material. For surface
absorbed illumination, most of the excess carriers are produced at the surface and it is difficult to
remove electrons from the surface and leave holes to promote etching. The mask material affects
excess charge flow at the surface.
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Exposing select portions of metal to etching solution sufficiently improves the etch
characteristics over approximately 75% of the wafer to produce integrated laser mirrors. However,
further improvement will be necessary to extend the range of clean uniform etching across the
entire sample. Two of the main issues concerns uniform illumination and a mechanism to remove
excess electrons near the etching surface while maintaining relatively large electron density near
vertical facets (so as to inhibit the etching there). The PAW laser needs a lens arrangement that
changes the Gaussian profile to a uniform distribution across the sample. In such a case, the
etching might be expected to produce more uniform etching across the entire surface. However,
the PAW laser coherence produces surface structure on size-scales smaller than 100µm in the
form of interference patterns. In this regard, the incoherent illumination from broad-area LEDs
produces cleaner surfaces. One additional point concerns the deposition of material under PAW
laser illumination not observed for LEDs. Further experimentation will be needed to determine
the cause and best resolution of the issue. Regarding the issue of controlling the charge
distribution across the surface, one solution might be to integrate electrode patterns and develop
methods to electrically remove the charge. However, unless metals and materials with etching
properties distinct from the device structures, these metals and materials might not be easily
removed and might interfere with the device performance. However, the experiments to fabricate
the mirrors were successful and it might be possible to adjust the PAW beam characteristics
(uniformity, power and wavelength) to improve results across the entire surface.
Using a reflectometer that monitors the etch depth of the sample can improve device
fabrication. To minimize errors from possible etch depth variation, it is necessary to use a
reflectometer capable of monitoring the entire surface of the sample in real-time. The most recent
version of the etch monitor (to be published) uses a CCD array to map the reflections from the
entire surface as it etches. This provides real-time etch depth, rate and roughness monitoring at
each point on the surface.
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Appendix A:

Complex Refractive Index

Table A.1 Refractive Index of Al Ga
x

As (Real Part) [107]
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0.9

1

3.322

3.277

3.235

3.193

3.151

3.107

3.060

3.008

2.951

2.889

2.819

0.6

3.347

3.300

3.256

3.213

3.170

3.125

3.077

3.024

2.967

2.903

2.833

0.8

3.383

3.333

3.287

3.242

3.198

3.151

3.102

3.048

2.989

2.924

2.852

1.0

3.432

3.378

3.328

3.281

3.234

3.186

3.134

3.079

3.018

2.952

2.878

1.2

3.501

3.437

3.382

3.331

3.281

3.230

3.176

3.118

3.056

2.987

2.911

1.4

3.614

3.518

3.452

3.395

3.340

3.285

3.228

3.167

3.101

3.030

2.951

1.6

3.684

3.641

3.548

3.476

3.414

3.353

3.292

3.227

3.157

3.082

3.000

1.8

3.765

3.704

3.654

3.600

3.508

3.438

3.370

3.299

3.225

3.144

3.058

2.0

3.851

3.805

3.752

3.691

3.639

3.547

3.466

3.387

3.306

3.220

3.127

2.2

3.993

3.933

3.873

3.815

3.744

3.681

3.592

3.497

3.405

3.311

3.211

2.4

4.204

4.121

4.040

3.963

3.889

3.811

3.733

3.645

3.528

3.421

3.312

2.6

4.518

4.389

4.274

4.168

4.070

3.978

3.892

3.792

3.704

3.560

3.434

2.8

4.955

4.729

4.574

4.436

4.309

4.190

4.079

3.975

3.858

3.751

3.589

3.0

4.666

4.783

4.874

4.741

4.564

4.444

4.317

4.190

4.066

3.930

3.799

3.2

4.052

4.185

4.335

4.487

4.638

4.718

4.570

4.434

4.306

4.166

4.007

3.4

3.696

3.763

3.855

3.980

4.144

4.332

4.513

4.644

4.554

4.419

4.274

3.6

3.550

3.575

3.612

3.673

3.770

3.912

4.098

4.312

4.503

4.614

4.532

3.8

3.563

3.563

3.565

3.578

3.614

3.686

3.804

3.972

4.182

4.404

4.579

4.0

3.688

3.682

3.668

3.653

3.647

3.663

3.713

3.810

3.960

4.157

4.380

4.2

3.877

3.883

3.874

3.855

3.833

3.817

3.817

3.849

3.927

4.061

4.247

4.4

4.029

4.066

4.084

4.088

4.080

4.064

4.050

4.046

4.071

4.140

4.268

4.6

3.896

3.955

4.000

4.033

4.054

4.067

4.075

4.085

4.108

4.162

4.268

4.8

3.291

3.310

3.316

3.312

3.303

3.292

3.285

3.290

3.324

3.409

3.572

5.0

2.549

2.519

2.475

2.424

2.370

2.319

2.279

2.262

2.290

2.395

2.619

5.2
5.4
5.6
5.8
6.0

2.011
1.678
1.469
1.329
1.228

1.968
1.639
1.438
1.305
1.208

1.914
1.591
1.397
1.270
1.179

1.854
1.538
1.352
1.232
1.146

1.795
1.485
1.307
1.193
1.112

1.740
1.437
1.266
1.157
1.080

1.698
1.400
1.232
1.126
1.052

1.681
1.385
1.218
1.110
1.034

1.713
1.418
1.245
1.129
1.044

1.835
1.542
1.362
1.232
1.130

2.103
1.828
1.647
1.506
1.383
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Table A.2 Refractive Index of
x

(Imaginary Part) [107]
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0

0
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0

0
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0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.8

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1.0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1.4

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1.6

0.097

0.050

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1.8
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0.130

0.057

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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0.260

0.206

0.145

0.111

0.075

0

0

0

0

0

0

2.2

0.352

0.305

0.255

0.202

0.150

0.108

0.051

0.041

0

0

0

2.4

0.444

0.409

0.365

0.315

0.261

0.199

0.150

0.077

0.056

0.043

0.036

2.6

0.540

0.514

0.474

0.425

0.371

0.313

0.246

0.187
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0.069

0.047

2.8

0.940

0.618

0.585

0.539

0.484

0.423

0.358

0.286

0.213

0.137

0.068

3.0

1.980

1.767

1.474

1.070

0.599

0.532

0.462

0.389

0.312

0.231

0.154

3.2
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0.817

0.486

0.403

0.320

0.235

3.4
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0.806
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0.312
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0.630

3.8
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2.029
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2.099

2.013
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2.053
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2.566
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Figure A.1 Real and imaginary refractive index versus aluminum mole fraction [107].

Calculation of absorption length
Equation (A.1) presents an absorption length of the light (for Electric Field) with wavelength λ
λ
2πn

LE
where n

A. 1

λ denotes imaginary refractive index of the material. Absorption length for power LP

is half of the length of LE .
LP

LE
2

A. 2
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Figure A.2 Imaginary refractive index versus aluminum mole fraction for incident light
wavelengths of (a) λ

395, (b) λ

532nm and (c) λ

Figure A.3 Absorption length for the Al Ga
λ

532nm and (c) λ

625nm.

As with incident wavelength (a) λ

625nm. (y scale from 0 to 10µm)

395, (b)
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Figure A.4 Absorption length for the Al Ga
λ

532nm and (c) λ

As with incident wavelength (a) λ

625nm. (y scale from 0 to 1µm )

395, (b)
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Appendix B: GaAs/AlGaAs Heterostructure Wafer Specs
Table B.1 EPI-1179 Wafer Specs
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Table B.2 EPI-1179 Wafer Layer Structure
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Table B.3 EPI-179 Wafer Layer Structure
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Table B.4 M1-5 Wafer Layer Structure

Table B.5 M1-3 Wafer Layer Structure
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Appendix C:

Figure C.1 Simulation of R ⁄R

⁄

Versus

Plot

(Ratio of etched and cleaved mirror reflectance) versus

R (Cleaved mirror reflectance) for different P-I slope. z represents ratio of slopes of P-I
(optical power versus bias current) from etched and cleaved mirror ( M ⁄M ) above
threshold current. R : reflectance of etched mirror and R : reflectance of cleaved mirror.
R ⁄R changes by at most 3% over the entire range from 0.28 to 0.33. So a change from Rc= 0.3
to 0.31 is negligible.
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Appendix D: Pictures of Experimental Set-up

Figure D.1 Laser PAW etch set up: (a) overall set up, (b) control part and (c) optical elements
and detectors.
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Figure D.2 Cleaving stage

Figure D.3 Laser test set up: (a) Laser power versus current test set up and (b) Optical
spectrum measurement set up.
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Figure D.4 High power LED for LED PAW etch test: (a) high power LED mounted on the
cooling fan and (b) magnified picture of the LED.
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Appendix E: Ridge-Waveguide Laser Masks

Figure E.1 Ridge-Waveguide Laser Mask: Metal Layer
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Figure E.2 Ridge-Waveguide Laser Mask: PR Layer
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Figure E.3 Ridge-Waveguide Laser Mask: Mirror Windows
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Figure E.4 Masks for Ridge-Waveguide Etching: PR layer (Figure E.2) covers Metal
waveguide patterns (Figure E.1) for minimizing lateral etching and protect mirror wells.
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Figure E.5 Masks for Mirror Etching: Mirror window pattern (Figure E.3) is deposited over
waveguides.
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Appendix F: CCD-Based Holographic Etch Monitor

F.1 Introduction
The fabrication of integrated circuitry requires the chemistry of dissolution processes in
order to remove semiconductor material from a wafer in select regions to produce a desired
topography. For III-V semiconductors, as an important material for optical emitters and high
mobility devices, the dry etching process uses chlorine decomposed from a gas in a plasma
reaction, while the wet etching process typically uses an oxidizer (hydrogen peroxide) in
combination with an acid such as sulfuric or phosphoric. For dry etching, the topography of the
etching semiconductor is determined by both a mechanical (ion bombardment) and a chemical
(reactive) component determined by the configuration of the etching unit. Etching to a specific
depth in either case, often requires that a layer immune to the dissolution (etch-stop layer) be
designed into the material; this added layer can lower the performance of an otherwise optimized
material and allows the etch to be stopped at only one particular depth; however, the layer
provides immunity to variations in etch rate across the surface. An in-situ Etch Monitor and
Controller (EMC) can provide active control over the process without the need for special
geometry and material composition.
The wet etch presented in this dissertation uses instrumentation to monitor and control
the process. The etching parameters including temperature, solution concentration and fluid
motion have an impact on the post-etched surface on scales ranging from microns to many
centimeters. Without using an etch-stop layer, the etching can be controlled by popular methods
such as timing the etch to obtain an average etch depth and afterwards, using a mechanical
profilometer to find the depth. The procedure has obvious drawbacks such as making after-thefact measurements, and using a tip with a size smaller than several microns to scan an area
exceeding 1cm . Methods of in-situ monitoring have been developed such as the pulsed-laser
reflectometer presented in Chapter 3. The laser reflectometer uses a single photodetector that
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provides a real-time etch depth, rate, and surface roughness measurement with interferometric
accuracy.
Rather than use techniques that determine an average of the etch parameters, it would be
better to resolve the entire surface during the actual dissolution process without making physical
contact and without altering the surface state to be determined. Potentially, the most convenient
method would be to optically image the etching surface to provide in-situ real-time monitoring
and control. The technique would need to return information on the etch depth, rate, and surface
microstructure (roughness). A suitably dense CCD array with optical lens system would be able
to map the 2-D surface into a topographical map [99, 119]. In order to achieve nano-scale depth
and rate resolution, one needs to incorporate holographic techniques and be able to interpret the
resulting interference patterns. A suitably fast computer can interface with the dissolution
apparatus, provide the real-time decoding of the interference patterns, and exert control over the
process. A non-contact optical probe does not alter the device design (electrical contacts and
mesa) nor does it require any alteration of the material composition. With recent progress in
micro-processing techniques and circuits, the CCD array and the associated dedicated
microprocessor can be incorporated into a small portable unit.
Although a Holographic Etch Monitor and Controller HEMC has immediate applications
to semiconductor device research and fabrication, and especially for Photo-Assisted Wet (PAW)
etching. As discussed in Chapter 2, the PAW technique uses light to break the typical crystalplane etching and produce a range of sidewall profiles depending on the intensity and wavelength
of the illumination. To achieve its potential, the PAW technique must overcome difficulties with
controlling the many etching parameters. The HEMC provides a full 2-D map of the etching
process both in real time and as saved data that can be examined at a later time.
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F.2 Background Review
The CCD-based reflectometer (i.e., Holographic Etch Monitor and Controller, HEMC)
has many characteristics of a holographic instrument. For typical holograms, an optical beam
reflects from an object, carrying with it the intensity and phase information, and then superposes
with a coherent reference beam to produce the interference signals at photographic film. One
obvious method for the HEMC would be to substitute an etching surface for the object in the
typical hologram setup. Such an approach would be appropriate for etching bulk materials that
don’t incorporate a reference plane for the reference beam. Another method utilizes the internal
interfaces in modern heterostructure materials as the reference plane.

Figure F.1 Electromagnetic Fields in a multi-layer structure.

The optical signal reflected from the surface interferes with that from the internal
interface (assumed to be flat) and the superposed beam illuminates a photosensor. The internal
reference plane adds some complexity compared with the typical hologram in that the reference
beam must first propagate across a potentially rough surface that alters the phase relations. For
previous experiments with AlGaAs heterostructure however, the use of an internal reference
plane provides resolutions on the order of 10 – 20 nm as a result of the higher refractive indices
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on the order of 3.5. Furthermore, with the internal reference interface, one does not need to worry
about critical alignment and vibration issues.
As discussed Chapter 3, Figure F.1 shows the relevant electromagnetic fields for the case
of a planar surface with reflectivity r and an internal interface with reflectivity r . A two layer
model suffices for typical III-V laser heterostructure, otherwise transfer and scattering matrices
should be used. The incident field A1 splits at the surface to provide a modified reference field B2
(by partially reflecting from the internal interface). The two reflected beams carry phase
information and combine into the signal beam represented by B1. It is actually the reference
signal in this geometry that carries the greatest sensitivity to any surface microstructure owing to
the greater optical path lengths (larger refractive index) in the material.
The primary signal consists of the surface reflected light based on the surface reflectance
R while the secondary signal consists of the interference between the primary signal and a field
reflected from an internal reference plane. As discussed in Chapter 3, the effective reflection
coefficient R

P ⁄P

(where P

is the incident power and P

B is the ‘reflected’ power)

can be written as

where the surface reflectance is R
index of the Al Ga

R

R

2r r Cos 2k z

r

n

n

⁄ n

F. 1
, n denotes the refractive

n

As undergoing dissolution, and n represents the refractive index of the gas

plasma (n~1) or of the etchant. The absorption length L
be calculated from the imaginary index n

using L

for a material with mole fraction x can

λ ⁄ 2πn

. The Cosine term in Equation

(F.1) produces oscillations centered on the average indicated by R . The surface reflectance R
maps out the composition of the material during the etch while the internally reflected beam and
the resulting oscillations provide the interferometric accuracy for the etch monitor. Equation (F.1)
produces fringes in the data plotted versus time with peaks corresponding to distances
z t |

mπ⁄k

mλ ⁄2

F. 2
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where m=0, 1, 2… and λ

λ ⁄n .

Surface roughness due to the formation of nanostructures during the etching necessarily
decreases the coherence between the surface and internally reflected signals and therefore
decreases the fringe amplitude. However, it does not necessarily significantly affect the surface
reflected signal R [104]. The coherence effects are embodied in the Secondary Modulation Ratio
(SMR) defined as the ratio of the peak-to-peak Fabry-Perot interference signal (Cosine in
Equation (F.1)) to its average value (surface reflectance R ). As discussed in Chapter 3, the SMR
can be correlated with the surface nanostructure and the consequential roughness. For an EMC
with a single photodetector, the beam can be expanded to cover the entire surface which makes
the SMR sensitive to gradual changes in thickness (uneven etches). However, this single number
cannot represent variations in etch depth versus position on the wafer surface.

Figure F.2 Interference pattern and etch rate for a diffusion limited wet etch. (a) and (b)
denotes reflectometer signal and etch rate, respectively. The spacing between fringes
corresponds to approximately 100 nm.
Figure F.2 shows time resolved data from Al Ga

As laser heterostructure. The

experimental apparatus used a single photodetector (2mm diameter beam), a laser pulsed at
approximately 7Hz, and an etchant composed of phosphoric acid, hydrogen peroxide and water in
the volumetric ratio of 7:3:3 which produced a diffusion limited etch [98]. Two consecutive
fringes correspond to an etch depth of 100nm. The etch rate clearly decreases with etching time.
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During the etching, one can stop the etching with a resolution of rough 1/10 fringe (or better for a
slower etch) which corresponds to roughly 10nm. The average displacement of the fringe above
horizontal determines the type of material based on the reflectance. The higher mole fraction (1x) of Ga produces larger reflectivity. The small ‘bump’ in the center corresponds to a graded
index region centered on the quantum wells for the laser heterostructure. One can also see that the
diffusion limited etch ‘cleans up’ (i.e., reduces the roughness) since the peak-to-peak fringe
height increases with the etching time.
For wet etching, the monitor probe laser can induce or inhibit etching that will interfere
with the measurement accuracy. The problem can be corrected by pulsing the probe laser with
relatively low duty cycle to reduce the energy delivered to the etching surface [98]. The
photodetector will produce a corresponding photocurrent pulse with large signal-to-noise levels
suitable for an analog-to-digital converter ADC (as opposed to using low light levels with slow
lock-in amplifiers). For CCD arrays in cameras with full manual control, the laser pulses can be
synchronized with the camera framing operation. However, cameras incorporating a CCD array
without internal color filtering have excellent intensity response. The power in a steady state
probe beam can be reduced so as to have negligible affect on the etching – this is especially true
for the newer Photo-Assisted Wet (PAW) processes that apply relatively high intensity
illumination to the etching surface.

F.3 HEMC System Overview
The wet etch environment presents the most demanding requirements on the HEMC as a
result of the variation of etching conditions across the wafer and its sensitivity to optical energy.
The unit is designed to provide 2-D real-time etch maps for III-V AlGaAs heterostructure (with
interchangeable probe lasers for other materials). In principal, one can obtain interference patterns
from bulk materials (without internal interfaces) by using a probe beam with photon energy
smaller than the band gap so that the light reflects from both the front and the back surfaces. The
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use of the backside reference plane would provide the highest resolution for the bulk material.
The other possibility consists of using an external reference beam similar to typical holographic
setups, using surface absorbed light, and monitoring the superposition of the reflected surface
light and the reference beam. A pulsed probe beam lowers the energy delivered to the surface
and helps eliminate unwanted photo-induced etching that would alter the surface state and render
inaccurate measurements. However, a CCD array can be very sensitive which allows a steady
state probe beam to be reduced in intensity so as to have negligible effect on the etching.

Figure F.3 Block diagram for the HECM. BP: Band Pass

The apparatus has three basic components (represented in Figure F.3). The optical unit
has a 670 nm low power laser, beam shaping, a CCD array (in an inexpensive commercial camera
with full manual control), interference band pass filter, lens system, and an optional beam splitter
for an external reference beam. An electronics hardware unit provides laser drive and interfaces
the optical unit with the processing unit. In the case of a pulsed laser system, one needs to
synchronize the pulses with the CCD image capture event preferably using a sync pulse directly
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from the camera. While the experimental HEMC can be miniaturized, the present unit uses a
laptop PC with a video adapter and custom software. Previous work with the single detector
system indicates that a frame rate of 7 FPS will provide sufficient temporal resolution for the wet
etching systems (slower rates for the dry etches). For comparison, typical video systems have
rates of 30 FPS and CCD cameras can be found with rates exceeding 200 FPS. A fourth unit
(Figure F.4), although not strictly part of the HEMC, consists of a calibration system for the CCD
array. In a fully manual mode for the CCD imager, the ‘brightness’ response of the CCD to
optical power can be quite nonlinear which cannot be modeled by a simple power law. As such,
one must convert from the ‘brightness’ reported by an analog to digital converter (video adapter)
to an actual unit of optical power. Most importantly, one must find a functional map from
brightness to a linear scale. The conversion must be applied to each pixel of data from the CCD
prior to integrating over any portion of the optical image.

Figure F.4 A CCD calibration system. AMP: Amplifier

The block diagram of the HEMC appears in Figure F.3. The interface electronics
interfaces the CCD array to the processor and applies any applicable timing pulses to the 670nm
laser probe. The emission from the laser must be expanded across the surface of the etching
semiconductor wafer by the beam shaper. Preferably, the beam shaper would convert a nearly
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Gaussian beam profile into one uniformly distributed across the surface. As discussed previously,
an optional reference beam can be extracted for experiments with bulk wafers and external
reference planes. The beam incident on the surface of the etching wafer returns phase and
intensity information to the CCD. Note the interference band pass filter placed next to the CCD
array. The HEMC is specifically designed to be used in conjunction with Photo-Assisted Wet
(PAW) experiments that uses high intensity laser illumination at wavelengths other than 670nm
and for which, the etching wafers also emit photoluminescence at wavelengths of 800nm and
larger depending on the type of heterostructure. The interference filter has narrow bandwidth of
approximately 10nm to ensure these other sources do not affect the measurements from the CCD.
The manufacturer must either supply linearity data or one must explicitly make
measurements to determine the functional relation between the ‘optical power per pixel’ versus
the ‘brightness’ reported by that pixel. A single value (such as ‘gamma’ used in a power law)
does not sufficiently characterize the CCD array for the purposes of the HEMC. The fully manual
cameras such as the Cohu 1300 or 2200 series have more than 640 480 pixels arranged in the
standard ratio of 4/3 in 6.4mm 4.8 mm. The units have fully manual gain control, color balance,
shutter speed, and integration times. As such one needs to set the controls prior to calibration. The
calibration method (Figure F.4) consists of uniformly illuminating the surface of the CCD while
simultaneously making a measurement on the photodetector using the 50-50 beam splitter.
Knowing the area of the photodetector and the fact that the illumination is uniform allows one to
calculate power per pixel. The power incident on the CCD array is independent of pixel position
and also therefore of the number of pixels selected to determine ‘brightness’. The illumination
source for the calibration has 670nm wavelength to match the probe beam used with the HEMC.
The calibration process needs to use custom software similar to that used for the HEMC.
The primary analysis tool for the proposed system consists of custom software written in
Microsoft Visual C++/Basic. Figure F.5 shows the flow chart for the planned software. The
software provides the capability of selecting regions of the video for analysis in real time. The
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user selects rectangular regions (arbitrary size) of the image which map to the etching sample. At
a rate of approximately 7 frames per second (FPS), the software calculates the average and total
optical power in each of the selected regions for each frame event. The software uses a look-up
style table for the conversion from ‘brightness’ to optical power. Each frame is saved to a video
file (*.avi) in chronological order and with proper time duration (so as to reconstruct the original
video stream) along with the results from the real-time rectangle results. The software is capable
of reloading the video at a later time for analysis on an as needed basis.

Figure F.5 Basic flow chart for custom EMC analysis software.
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Such post etch analysis is important in order to correlate device tests results (such as
threshold current) with the geometry or microstructure of the device. An important aspect of the
software is the ability to control the etching in real time. For example, semiconductor laser
waveguides need to be stopped within about 100nm of the active region for optimum
performance of some waveguides. The number is well within the 10-20nm resolution of the EMC
instrument. The software can be modified to plot the actual layer structure of the material rather
than solely showing the interference plots. In some cases, it is necessary to do additional
computation to extract an actual depth. For example, the distributed Bragg layers used for the
VCSEL mirrors often have a resonance tuned for 850nm (for AlGaAs heterostructure) that causes
a type of ‘beat’ phenomena with the 670nm probe beam. As such, one cannot use the rule-ofthumb of 100nm per fringe. The etch depth is determined by a transfer/scattering matrix approach
that must include the complex index of refraction.

F.4 Example Calibration Plot

Figure F.6 Example calibration plot for the CCD array. Vertical: brightness, horizontal:
Optical power in arbitrary units.
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The CCD camera has controls for manual gain and shutter speed settings. For the digital
camera, the shutter speed refers to the digital capture time rather than a mechanical shutter. The
gain curve for the specific cohu camera for these trials is relatively independent of the control
settings to levels of microwatts. It is clear from Figure F.6 that the correction is not a simple
power law. To use the CCD array to detect optical power, one determines the brightness of a
pixel and converts to a value on the horizontal scale.

F.5 Example Results
Proof-of-concept measurements have been made on laser heterostructure but without the
calibrations. An example sample (approximately 2

5mm ) appears in Figure F.7. The sample

appears red as a result of 670nm incoherent illumination used. In this case, three small regions
around the sample are chosen for which to examine the etch depth, rate and roughness. The
software tracks each individual rectangle during the etching process. It calculates an average
value of the brightness in each rectangle and plots it in real time, and then saves the video and
rectangle information to file. It is possible to average over the same rectangle from frame-toframe as a type of running average. The video saved in file can be re-examined at any time to find
etch depth, rate and roughness.

Figure F.7 Example sample with three small white
selection rectangles for software analysis.
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The sample in Figure F.7 and similar ones produce familiar fringe patters for each
rectangular region. These first test average the brightness rather than the proper intensity since the
calibrations were not applied. In actual operation, one must covert brightness for each pixel prior
to finding an average. In general, the interpretation of the surface roughness depends on the
viewing area as described in [104], and on a convolution between signals from neighboring
surface elements. For example one rectangle will receive some phase and intensity information
from neighboring cells, which must then be properly interpreted.
Example fringe patterns appear in Figure F.8. Using the ‘brightness’ scale, one can
determine neither the primarily signal nor the surface roughness because of the nonlinear
dependence of ‘brightness’ on optical power. However, the etch depth and rate can be determined.
The figure shows that the two areas corresponding to the top two fringe patterns produce similar
etch rates and similar surfaces. The lower plot corresponds to a region overlapping an edge and
shows lower reflected signal.

Figure F.8 Fringe patterns for 3 small regions on an etching sample.
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Figure F.9 shows a second example for the entire etch. By the end of the etch, one can
see that the depth between the two selected areas differs by approximately 1⁄4 fringe which
corresponds to approximately 25nm (since one fringe is approximately 0.1μm).

Figure F.9 Example full fringe patterns using the CCD array.
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Appendix G: 1-D Lens Calculations for Transforming a Gaussian Beam into a Uniform
Intensity Profile

The PAW etching system requires illumination uniformly distributed across the surface
of the etching wafer. Chapter 4 shows the use of a diverging lens to increase the waist of the laser
beam to roughly 1.5 cm in order to produce a relatively uniform beam across the 5 mm sample.
The diverging lens produced illumination 80% uniform across the wafer according to Table 4.2.
However, the total power striking the sample decreases by 75%. In order to improve the
efficiency of the system, one can investigate a method for converting the Gaussian beam into one
with uniformly distributed intensity profile. Several possibilities can be imagined including
adjusting the refractive index in a glass slab as a function of radius and adjusting the thickness of
a lens. The present appendix develops the equations to design the appropriate lens contour which
can then be coded into ray tracing software. The lens operates by contouring the surface in such a
way that those rays corresponding to high-intensity illumination are ‘fanned out’ into regions
with lower intensity as suggested by Figure G.1. The objective becomes one of calculating the
required lens contour.

Figure G.1 Concept diagram for beam shaping lens. Z represents the thickness of the lens
at any vertical point y.
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G.1 Lens Equations

Figure G.2 Ray trajectory and
definition of parameters.

Assume intensities ( W⁄m ) I y and I Y symbolize the input and output profiles
respectively. If P

represents the total power in the input beam then the input intensity profile

has the form
P

I y

√2πσ

e

σ

G. 1a

(where σ represents the standard deviation) as can be verified by integrating. Further assume that
I is constant from Y
P

a to Y

a for which the intensity and power must be related by

2a I . The intensity in Equation (G.1a) becomes
2a

I y
I

√2πσ

e

σ

G. 1b

First determine the required trajectory for the rays. Consider a ray starting at height y and
ending at height Y at the target. Relate Y and y by
Y

g y y

G. 2

The Gaussian is symmetrical across the center line and so Equation (G.1) does not require an
offset constant.
Conservation of energy produces the slope g y which ultimately produces the desired
contour z y for the lens. Require the input power in dy to be the same as the output power in dY.
I y dy

I dY

G. 3
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Combining Equations (G.2) and (G.3) provides
d
yg y
dy
Integrating across the center line starting at y
g y

1
y

I y
I

G. 4a

0 produces
I y′
dy ′
I

G. 4b

which has the form of an average. For small y, the value of g y can be seen to be well defined as
I 0 ⁄I (and does not diverge as 1⁄y)

Figure G.3 Definition of angles for the lens surface.

The contour of the lens at any point y determines the propagation direction for the ray
defined by g y . Let z y represent the equation for the lens surface and consider the following
relations. The slope of the lens surface can be written as
dz
dy

Tanξ

Tan 90°

β

Tan 90°

However, the ray trajectory requires the angle α

90°

θ

Tanθ

θ for the slope

Lens Slope

G. 5
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Tanα
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Y

θ

y

g y

D

1y
D

Line Slope

G. 6

Snell′ s Law

G. 7

Snell’s law provides
n Sinθ
where n

and n

n

Sin

symbolize the refractive indices of the lens (plastic) and air. Using the

trigonometric relation for the sine of the difference of angles, and then squaring, Snell’s law can
be written as
Sin θ

n
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n
n

Cosα
n

n
n

Sin α

Sin α

G. 8

Squaring terms in the braces and simplifying provides
n

Sinθ

2n

n

⁄

Sinα
n Cosα

G. 9

n

Combine equations to restate the lens slope in Equation (G.5), which is
dz
dy

Sinθ

G. 10

Sin θ

√1

The expression for Sinθ in Equation (G.9) provides the following expression
1
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G. 11

Combining the last three equations yields
dz
dy

n
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where the Sine and Cosine can be written as
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Equation (G.12) can be integrated since the right hand side involves only y. Equation (G.12) then
provides the lens contour starting at y=0.

G.2 Example Results
Initial computer simulation shows that the shape of the lens is similar to that shown for
example in Figure G.4 where distances are measured in mm.

Figure G.4 Example lens contour for transforming a Gaussian beam in to a uniform one.

The contour is sensitive to the distance from the lens to the target, lens index and beam waist. In
some cases, the contour near x=0 is more ‘pointed’ so as to form a v-shape. Those rays falling
near the origin are spread out by the lens (consider Snell’s law). Near the thickest portion of the
lens, rays essentially pass through unaltered as they represent light with the average power falling
on the target. The wings of the lens cause the rays to be compacted as required to bring their
intensity up to the average falling on the target.
The present dissertation did not fabricate or purchase such a lens as the lower intensity
beams had sufficient power to distinguish between the dark etching and the PAW etching.
However, more uniform illumination would likely have helped to eliminate some of the variation
in charge density across the surface and improve the etch profile.
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Appendix H: Vibrating Mirror for the PAW etching

The Laser-PAW uses coherent illumination to control the wet etching characteristics.
However, the coherent illumination tends to cause interference patterns to be etched into the
wafer surface. Small rapid motion of the illumination across the surface helps to reduce the
interference patterns.

Figure H.1 Small mirror attached to the axel of a motor
with a spring return.

The etching system discussed in Chapter 4 uses an electrically controlled mirror
arrangement. A Maxton motor with a return spring has a mirror attached to the rotation axel
(Figure H.1). By applying a small sinusoidal voltage, the mirror oscillates back and forth
sweeping about 10%-20% of the 1.5 cm waist diameter. This appendix provides information on
the mirror assembly.

H.1 Simple Mirror Model
The performance of the mirror can be characterized in terms of the circuit elements.
Figure H.2 shows the setup as a simple trial model. Resistor R was used during the experiments.
One is primarily interested in the deflection of the beam α as a function of driving voltage V and
frequency f. The deflection angle is related to the angular position of the mirror through α

2θ.

The mirror assembly has internal series resistance R and inductance L. The rotor, axel and
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mirror produce moment of interia I. The shaft has a spring with constant K and there must be a
frictional force B. V represents the emf induced by the moving magnet.

Figure H.2 A function generator drives a shunt resistor R and the mirror motor. The symbols
are defined in the table at the back.

H.2 The Transfer Function for the Mirror Angle and Beam Deflection
The parameters in the figure are defined in Table H.1. The assumed component model in Figure
H.2 provides the following set of equations. “Twiddle” indicates Laplace transform with variable
s.
V

Vξ
R
ı̃

v
τθ

kTi

v
sL

Vξ
R
Vξ
R

Bθ

H. 1

v
sL

k θ
Kθ

Vξ
R

H. 2
v

Iθ

sk θ
k T ı̃

H. 3
Kθ

sBθ

s Iθ

H. 4

One can combine the previous equations into the transfer function of interest.
θ
V

kTk s

RT

kTR
sL K

Bs

H. 5

Is

where as shown in Table H.1, R is the parallel combination of R and R and R T

R

R .

The inverse Laplace transform can be found without substituting the values for the variables
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using MathCad software; however, it does not return a solution for non-zero L. The assumption
of L=0 is reasonable since separate experiments indicated below show that the time constants
associated with L are significantly smaller than the others. Equation (V.5) has the form
R
kT
V t
ω R RT I

θ t

⁄τ

e

Sin ω t

H. 6

denotes convolution, k T represents a constant for the torque and where MathCad

where
provides

ω

K
I

1 k
4 RT

kT
I
1
τ

B
2I

k
RT

kT
I

1 k kT
2 RT I

B
2I

B
2I

⁄

H. 7

H. 8

H.3 Open-Terminal Transfer Functions
Some of the parameters for the simple model are found from the ‘open terminal’ behavior
of the mirror assembly. In this case, the function generator and resistor R are removed (Figure
H.2). Assume the mirror has zero angular velocity at t=0 but starts at angle θ (the mirror will be
displaced by hand, and the relaxing oscillations will be observed). Using zero external torque
produces
Iθ

Bθ

Kθ

Is

θ
θ

0

Is

B
Bs K

H. 9

Sin ωOT t

H. 10

This is easy to solve and provides
θ t
θ

B e B⁄
2I
ωOT

I

Sin ωOT t

B⁄ I

e

where the open-terminal resonant frequency is
ωOT

K
I

B
2I

and

ω

K⁄I

H. 11
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and where ω represents the resonant frequency for the spring and rotational mass alone. Now
one can calculate the voltage v , which will be measured,
v

k θ

k ω
e
ωOT

θ

B⁄ I

Sin ωOT t

H. 12

where the open-terminal time constant is
B
2I

τOT

H. 13

which is related to the closed-terminal constant in Equation (H.8).

H.4 Determine the Parameters
Resistance is measured on meters ( R

50 , R

50 ). The motor parameters are

measured using an HP4274A RCL unit. The value of the series resistance is R

18.8. The

value of the inductance depended on the frequency and ranged from 0.613mH (1kHz) to 0.8mH
(100Hz) and might have some component of the voltage v . Measured with a handheld meter,
L=0.614mH which will be the one for the equations.
The natural resonant frequency ω

K⁄I was found by displacing the mirror through a

fixed angle and then measuring the frequency as recorded by a high speed chart recorder (the
mirror was open-terminal, R

1M Ohm). Figure H.3 shows an example for a starting angle

of approximately 45 . For several measurements, the resonant frequency was found to be
ω

234 rad⁄sec. In addition, connecting the mirror to a function generator with R replaced

by a high impedance oscilloscope showed the resonant frequency the resonant frequency was
ω

220 rad⁄sec . Holding the axel eliminated the resonance for the oscilloscope. These

numbers produce a resonant frequency of approximately 36 Hertz.
The open-terminal time constant in Equation (H.13) can be found from the relaxation
oscillations in the chart records. The average time constant was found to be τOT

113 msec.
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B
2I

τOT

113msec

H. 14

which the provides the ration B⁄2I required in other equations.
The open-terminal resonant frequency (Equation (H.11)) can now be found as
ωOT

K
I

⁄

B
2I

234

ω

H. 15

The parameter k T is the constant of proportionality for the torque in the motor produced by the
current i . The value is estimated by bouncing a light beam off the mirror, applying a DC current
to the mirror assembly and estimating the deflection of the beam on a target approximately 2
meters away. The value of k T ⁄K was determined to be approximately
k T ⁄K

1.39

and

k T ⁄I

k T ⁄K K⁄I

1.39

H. 16

where the K⁄I comes from the open-terminal resonant frequency.

Figure H.3 Relaxation oscillations for open-terminal mirror assembly
The value of k

is obtained from v in Equation (H.12) and the chart strip in Figure H.3

by measuring the peak of the oscillation at the particular time of the first peak in the oscillation
(measured from the start). The result is k

5.5

10 .

The resonant frequency ω can be determined from Equation (H.7). It is found to be
relatively independent of B and other constants to give
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ω ~ωOT ~ω ~234

or

Frequency ~37Hz

H. 17

The fully damped time constant is now found
τ

1 k kT
2 RT I

B
~13.3
2I

H. 18

H.5 Mirror Response
Many of the etching experiments were performed using a driving frequency of 15Hz with
no more than 1 volt p-p triangle wave. The angular function has the form of approximately
θ t

198°V t e

.

Sin 234t

H. 19

The plot from MathCad below shows the mirror deflection angle for a driving frequency of 15Hz
as an example. The beam deflection angle will be double that shown. For the practical situation,
the voltage applied by a general laboratory function generator only agrees with the display for 50
Ohm loads. It must be recalculated for the mirror assembly.

Figure H.4 (a) response of mirror for 15Hz and (b) voltage input signal.
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Table H.1 Partial List of symbols
V t

External voltage from a function generator

R

Output resistance of the function generator

R

External resistor added to the circuit

L

Inductance of the mirror coil. Neglected to first order … see text.

v

k θ
θ

Angle of mirror with respect to its rest position
2θ

α

Deflection angle of light beam

B

Damping coefficient: Torque τ

I

K
kTi

R

Iθ

An oscillation frequency
Spring constant
Torque of mirror shaft is proportional to current

R
RT

Bθ (opposes motion)

Moment of inertia of mirror, shaft, rotor τ
K⁄I

ω

τθ

Voltage due to motion of mirror due to motion of internal magnet.

Parallel combination of R and R
R

Total Resistance

V, Vξ

‘Twiddle’ indicates Laplace Transform

S

Laplace transform variable

ω

Resonant frequency with all damping effects

B⁄2I

(relaxation time)-1 for mirror with open terminals

ωOT

Resonant frequency for open motor terminals
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